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If Sidney Breakwater Develop­
ments Ltd. can satisfy Sidney 
council’s requirements the town will 
relinquish its foreshore lease 
covering part of the waterfront — 
and a $10 million breakwater- 







Company spokesman Bob Ward 
said Monday he’s “delighted” and 
happy with council. “1 feel it’s the 
first step.”
And he said he assumes council’s 
requirements are all possible 
although “we’ve not got them yet.” 
The company must:
•post performance bonds 
•have federal and provincial 
approval for the project
•proves it hold riparian rights 
•ban liveaboard vessels 
•establish a size limit for ships 
mooring at the dock
•provide landscaped open space
Ward said he doesn’t expect 




North Saanich Aid. Harold 
Parrott has decided he will contest 
the mayoralty scat.
Unsure a week ago, Parrott said 
Tuesday morning “people kept 
pushing and pushing and finally I 
decided‘okay, I’ll have a go at it.’”
Parrott says he believes “things 
are moving along pretty well in 
North Saanich” and he’d like to 
help keep it that way. He’s happy, 
he adds, with the municipality’s 
revised community plan. :
The alderman has served two two-
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Saanich Teachers' Association president Larry Cross says teachers and CllPE workers received 
good response from public Saturday when they blitzed streets handing out information pamphlets 
and leaflets attacking provincial government 's restraint program. People were also asked to sign 
petition requesting the government have second look at budget and legislation. Abovefwoman on 
Beacon Ave. chat7to teachers. MurrayShan-ati Photo
hurdles to cross but “it was the first
step on the ladder.” - year terms on council. Only other
Town administrator Geoff Logan candidate for the mayor’s seat is 
Something went wrong on the said a letter has gone to the Lands,^^^^^ Cornfprd. Mayor Jay
approach to Pat Bay when Paul Parks and Housing Ministry saying I^^ngel says it’s highly unlikely he
Stehner was piloting a 1952 Harvard the town will consent to give up its would seek another term,
trainer aircraft on Feb. 8, 1967. “So y right to the foreshore ‘‘provided we . 
in he went and ditched it in Sidney keep control of the -complete 
channel,” says David Maude. development and we listed a few of
The plane sank and Stenneraiid a the primary requirements." 
companion were picked up — but However, Logan said it went
no one had seen the aircraft since beyond the items listed and “we can
then until a short while ago when ask for anything w'e want.”
two divers , working off Sidney The plan calls for a rubble and North Saanich council is not “Shot-gun legislation” is how Gumming. “The lots will be in the future, applies only to new I
Island spotted it in 130 feet of water. precast concrete breakwater from goin« to back down on its refusal to Aid. Harold Parrott described the unusable, they will depreciate and projects.
,.o„. the end of Oakville Ave. to the foot allow practise burnihe by Caoital Reeional Board’s recent new taxes will dropwell below market ■ Mayor Dave Hill said he spoke |
■ f I _• A f I ^ ' < M ' 4 Vv \ r. t 4 r>i4 ■ • TP Tl
-little corrosion, u 7d \ > . j t. ' ot ine mumcipa
from CFB Esquimau will bring it up termed ‘ dockom.niums and soW , Sidney property, 
in the next week or so as a training ^O-year agreement for $15,000 ^
exercise and then it will be taken or more. niohf in cnitp nf
j Capital Regional Board’s recent new taxes ill drop ell below market ■
3dutK-east corner requirerneuts for septic tank effluent .value.” against the proposal at the CRD
r fUcAnonl The nnlv nlSCe disryOSal-ficldS WiU ■ V.;» fnll wrsntf wr\rV a
I in spite of a plea by Sidney for lots of one acre or larger to 24 “Construction will diminish, jobs agriculture, available for .sub- i
inistrator Geoff Logan to inches with the total requirement will be lost, asse.ssment values will division,
reconsider the matter being 48 inches, the latter being fill diminish and there will be increased However, he had to concede that i
C-* » front of Eastview and ne Mayor Jay Rangel e.xplained the that may be tucked in. pressure on the ALK lands, a requirement for soil coverage, of
enner s o clearance facilities. ic mn Hnt;p m a rp^irlcniial The iwo-tool native soil Gumming summed up. three feet, was lone overdue
^ over to'Pat Bay Airport’s seaplane Also featured — a parking administrator Geoff Lc^., ^ ^ ^
^ ramp for inspection. compound under public land in reconsider the matter. being 48 inches, the latter being fill
airport museum, SO; Maude and 34v 
other ipe6plewvhd ;;:belongi ta :t^
area is top close: TO a residential 
developmeni and that some people
iriti l t l t ti il h i   . t r f t, l g r
edplc requirement is a near impossibility He said the ruling was passed smaller lots. The reason was that
t^nnfl^n^‘''M'il'ltnW’”’*Aviati'f^ that Sidney Breakwater bevelop-^^^^^^^ M^^^ in many areas of North Saanich and recemly by Uk CRD on recoim ^^nks; over the year’s,
aresultoftheburnina. Parrott said the “shot-gun mendations ot the provincial health rated the soil and it then becamev,oc>nr.t Hivniapd n-impc nf aresult of the burning rarroii saiu me sjiui-guu mcfiuoi.wi.a luv, saturated the soil and it then becameMuseum will tal^ It apart, clean It, f ments. ha^ not di^l^^ naine^ of a i^Mt tt e^ n
putit back togetl^r and paint It so it mmk^to rc^fi ^Dri^sefirS^e whole jtrovince’’ does riot take into^ : a the rest of the jj,
can be displayed with five other was natural for the people to keep ; motiondp r^d that practise tires.lA nTri.rp nf thic nrnvince: " ^ ^ ^displayed 
ancient aircraft falredy in the 
museum
their profileTovv. Tliey don’t want 
their interestTknown.”
not to be allowed in, or even near, 
residential areas. area.
account the varied nature of this province.:
“This doesn’t make sense,” said 
Aid. Eric Sherwood.
While at Central Saanich gouricil
install expensive sewerage 
systems.
, , .■ ,1 . Ai^ Keating and Stelly’s afeas were
; It makes It very; costly tO; a
person who owns a brie-acre lot and ,, ....v,
decides he wants to; build,’’ soil coverage, trouble
Ptirrolt •I'f'*- rtii vhi*' ' . .lOiiowcci.that all new subdivisions of five
U’T n6t a question of cost,’ ’ bid acres of more be required to have at - The requiremerits \yhich wi 11:
Aid Alan Gorriford.“It’s im- lest 18 inches of “native soil” will probably come into ; effect, will 
possible:” right demarid two feet of soil coverage on
There will be a large number of now, aldermen decided.
lots,“unable to meet these buildings : The reason is that the"new law;* acrcij and 1 *6 leel on land over Iiye : . -
btandards’T agreed Aid. Jim ; w^ acres in area,
l.lbycl Tlabbp has ‘bonddcrablc ::; fuiiircr Harrop isaysv:: T alter
;cdnccrri aboiit the ability of in North Saariich^-^'My tear woukli^^^;
Tgjinirirti chinw^i; to nianaric the : tliCSaanich ouncil l m ge t  plant in the system or participation be some lack of vision on the part of
ya^^^ «“ so with Sidney in a joint treatment council as to fite quality of life we
he’s decided to nin for alderman. plant at the airport, have in blorth Saanich,
llarrop; 66, 1960 Sandover Gres.^^^^^^^; : His recipe for retaining that
says Iris coricerns nianifest in the either of the allernaiivcs, “1 Just quality i.s through the Agncultural
ay cduricil has been involved in don't know.” Land Reserve and “green, spare
^ areas and by spacing housing,”
The water referendum on Wain plan which he terms '‘excellent” in Most of theadditipnal population s
i’S
■ Rd. should not have split council 
down the.middle and caused;,sharp 
’-■■■ ■dcbulc, he:says,adding; ihe^ decision . ..; 
r J!w ptirchase a $60,000 booster pump
for Curteis Plr also caused sharp 
division anddebate,;
The problem, says Hurrop, is that 
council does not have an overall 
plan to"do the job= of water 
;;;::disiribuiiori.’'*:,T¥^'^
And the way it has hanM the 
' water :sliuatibn is an indication of 
how council might riianage the 
ritpepming sewer problems which arc
winner of Central Saanich Lions IP8S Citken of the Year A ward is Arnoid de Bruh of Brentwoody going to be .vastly more experirive,
AlthoughphysicallY disabled ile Bruin has been organization since 1967, "^•’SlrilsTy^afv
wdfliingl wiih'eubs,7ds:pmhlent/bf:\iittle^^ league, in Sdatticlt Rifle fhibftWdAs^ vIcefw^^ ■ ,py, outlall ^isTni'va" temV'-..
,'A»arifc/<7*en?nst//fl';|;Vmo’;f»riaj?frA;;:>1ffw/b/:/fri(%e,;<:''oj7iy;;;r16otb,';7.7pny';/)wWebl pemuLand sonwi)nnii, mud
makes presentation to de Bruin, Murruv siuirniti Pimm be done about that In the near * . . na m^
! ;; should be directed to; the; sputhcast:
quadrant of North Saanich as the 
plan require.'; — south of McTavlsh 
and cast of Dean Park, he says.
Hurrop maintains taxc.sliiavebeen 
kept low by wise decisions of fbrntcr ;;; ;t 
mayors and councils and is mainly 
due to a policy of user-pay and “not 
running up large debts for seryiccs; 
which only have to be repaid feiur pr ; ; : 
five times over on a 25-ycar mor­
tgage.”
Unfortunately, taxes will have to 
Increase I gradually “because we’ll 
(Nbrih Siiariich) be bking morc^^
' ;^Tesponslbllity'''.‘^^;:,'-;fof;;:;;;--;-;water-;::r^^^^^^^^^^
disiribuiion” but Harrop says he 
assume.s taxes can be.si be kept low
;,,';\by"".ndhcrchcc^^ ,tb Thri rcvlwd'-cpm':;’;;;;;",';'''
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SAFEWAY
C A N A O A SAPEWAV LIMITED
PRICES effective’OCT. 17 TO OCT. 22,1983
_ sunrise off Lochside Dr. seems to be sitting on air. Actually 
she was in crouching position trying to get close-up of seagull. Murray Sharrati Photo
Central Saanich council 
received a petition asking 
for no entrances or exits on 
Wallace to the proposed 
new Thrifty Foods outlet at 
the corner of East Saanich 
Road and Wallace Drive, 
but at an Oct. 11 special 
council meeting consensus 
was to let the development 
go ahead as planned.
A development permit 
was issued to Jace Holdings 
which will allow the 
supermarket’s con­
struction. The plans call for 
one public parking access 
on Wallace and an entrance 
and exit to a semi-truck 
loading bay.
Residents expressed 
concern with the increase in 
traffic which would 
decrease “the aesthetic 
rational” and area’s rural 
nature, according to 
Honore France, 7848
Wallace.
France said he moved to 
Saanichton because of its 
rural atmosphere and not to 
be close to stores and 
traffic.
He also said the school 
bus pick-up is near the 
proposed semi-trailer 
entrance and exit and that 
children are “ori the 
Wallace Drive sidewalk at 
most times of the day.”
Council reminded him 
that the matter was not one 
of re-zoning and that the 
shopping centre is in ac­
cordance with municipal 
bylaws.
They moved to authorize 
the permit and have the 
area closely monitored by 
the police who will report 
on danger areas and traffic 
flow problems if they
occur.
Central Saanich council refused consent on Monday 
might to a move which would compensate, to some extent.
been wiped: out: by the provincial government restraint 
program.
Conceding that CRD planners, over the years^ had been 
extremely useful to Central Saanich,: particularly in helping 
maintain the municipality’s identity as a farming com­
munity^ aldentien' nonetheless,-were warybf the cost of a 
substitute.
^ What was proposed, said Mayor Daye Hill, a meirnber of 
the Capital Regional .Board, was an advisory committee 
made up from municipal members of the district. They 
also would pay the costs.
■' This was fine, the mayor said, but he wanted to know 
what it would cost._ It could mean a clerical staff of four or 
five people.
Aid. George MacFarlane was also worried about the
cost, particularly, since everything the CRD originated 
“seemed to get out of hand” financially.
The council did go along with a proposal that would 
introduce a regional development department — providing 
the costs were clearly defined. y ^ ;
'',;--;Tn-other news:’ -
: "Traffic on East; Saanich Road has increased and the 
section of the:road which was oiled as a footpath has; now 
become dangerousf according to a;letter from L.K. Corbett 
tornembers ofCentrafSaanich council.; ; X ;
The area referred to is often used for parking. There 
should be a white line painted and a “no parking” sign 
erected and, the letter continued, it is time for a traffic 
light at Mount Newton and East Saanich roads “before 
someone is killed there.”
The letter was refered to council’s public works com-
®In another letter, also refered to public works, Fred 
Sutton and five other people maintain that an excessive 
amount of crushed rock and pea grayel is being used in the 
seal coating of Central Saanich Roads. Sutton is claiming 
for a cracked windshield. ; \
"The vyeek of Oct. 23 to 29 will be “Small Business 
Week.” At the request of Saanich Peninsula chamber of
commerce.
»Ih ; a hand-written letter signed by Emma Sharp, 
Christine Chalmers, Rachel Lloyd, Alayne Sidlick, Patti 
and . Crystal Chamberlain, Sari LlOyd, Nicol^^^ Nelles^ : 
Teresa Horn, Louise Earles and others. First Brentyvoqd
available for a new roof for the guide hall.
The Capital Regional 
District was criticized 
(iunng a meeting of N“th 
Saanich Monday night 
which resulted in a motion 
bdiTg rriade that The pa 
rates of all GRDi officers Ep 
madc^ i public “receiving 
unanimous approval. ;
The discussion began 
when council received a
report providing letters 
patent for the function of 
“Regional Development 
Co-ordination.”
“1 am not prepared to 
support ; this CRD V option 
until it’s been clarified,’’; 
said Aid. Eric Sherwood.
“1 have never support^ 
such a planning function 
and think we should get rid
ofit.”
“This (CRD function) 
has grown : but 0f al 1 
proportion. ; (Z)ur cost is 
$ 13,000 per year to this J 
pi arin in g depart men t, ” said 
Ald. Harbld Parrott,” and 
I think Nve already have 
enough expertise among the 
staff and community to do
■Tt ourselves'.v; T/y:'
“I can’t see supporting 
this,” he said.
“I do not necessarily like 
the CRD option,” argued 
Aldt Alan Cornford,” but f 
think we need some form Of 
co-Ordinatibn”’
Council moved hot to 
apprbve the letters patent, 
and; refused to send their 
vasseht.
Continued from Page supervisor
where y yat the engineering head office in 
there is I population density itT : Nlontreal. Also a video operations 
cheaper to provide sewer and water. consultant, Harrop is now retired
living in North Saanich
alderinanic seat. He says the con- for 10 years.
contest the election, His many years Ho ''as chairtiian and iFcinber of
of experience in vai'iotis levels national and international
management would be useful on committees during his years with 
council, he points out. CHC and says that now he's retired
Harrop wu.s with CllC for 42 he'll be able to devote niuHf tinve “^^^^^^^^^^^^^
years and for the last 10 years the affairs of North Saanich.
Seniors
Ibbcal Merchants are 
invited to a special
^■Weeinesday^’October 
7:00 to 9:00 p.m. 
at oar Sidney Branch.
mterir^
Sidney council officially 
Ttdded an addendum to its ■ 
agreenVent; ;Nvith Silver 
Threads Oct. 11 which 









from the catering, while UkJ}
' ■ y : town will! benefit in rental
’'r','TliCinoyby’''' Silver '’
Tl'ireads will lielp to supply 
extra revenue, badly needed 
tvsw the orennizatioh has 
lost its provincial granb y 
Already two functions at 
the ccnljc arc planned in 
Nuvciiihci tlictc’,. a one 
man art show and a fashion 
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* Beai1S with Pork in Tomato Sauce
Baked Joans'with f
* Kidney Beans in Tomato Sauce
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UEtYf Ji RON UOKAH
in Your Friendly 
Sidney Safeway Store
We; Reserve the right 
to Limit Quaiitities.
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A bylaw that will see developers paying advertising and 
administration costs for the processing of rezoning ap­
plications had three readings at;'Sidney council Oct. 11. 
Applicants will pay $200 upwards non-refundable fee — 
the cost depending on the type of rezoning involved — and 
will pay either a further $300 or $500.
However, if the application does not proceed to a public 
hearing and it’s not advertized developers will get half of 
the latter sum back.
In other council news;
®The town of Sidney entered into a lease agreement with 
Saanich Peninsula Credit Savings Union (now First Pacific 
Credit Union) November, 1982, for a vacant lot on Beacon 
which the credit union intended to use as a parking lot. 
But, due to difficulties created by the town’s traffic plan 
there was some uncertainty with regard to use of the land 
and the credit union has asked council in a letter to cancel 
the lease and “if possible all payments be returned.’’
Logan said Friday council was “honor bound’’ to ac­
commodate the credit union and to cancel the lease and 
return the money.
•The Capital Regional District is asking municipalities 
for support in its plan for Regional Development Co­
ordination, a function the CRD hopes to use in place of 
regional planning — which will be removed following 
approval of Bill 9.
The co-ordination plan will include a supply of in­
formation on economic, social and environmental 
characteristics and use of land which is necessary for ef­
fective planning and decision-making and preparation of 
regional development strategy to guide and monitor 
physical development within participating member 
municipalities.
> Mayor Norma Sealey told council if municipalities were 
allowed to do what they want without any kind of control 
it would “jeopardize’’other municipalities.
; As an example, town clerk Geoff Logan said if North
■ Saanich put in a shopping mall or allowed strip commercial 
development along its portion of the highway “that would 
fly in the face of Sidney’s commercial core.’ ’
•Council has tabled a report from the traffic and 
parking committee which recommended against altering 
the requirements for parking. Such a move would “expose 
and reveaLmore problems than a change would solve.’’ 
council was told.
Unless the parking requirements are changed Cy Relph’s 
health food store on Beacon Ave. would have to eliminate 
it’s lunch counter, which is classed as a restaurant and 
requires two parking spots to conforrh to the bylaw — 
something Relph is unable to provide.
But council seemed reluctant to close the door on Relph 
and voicing the thought that “maybe we can find some 
way’’ it was agreed to- table the matter for further 
discussion.
®Ald; Stan Bamford was apointed acting-mayor for 
October.
By Grania Litwin
Claude Butler presented a 
feasibility study dealing with 
reclamation of the Butlers gravel pit 
and adjacent areas when he met with 
Central Saanich committee Oct. 11.
But while committee members 
were pleased with the plan as far as 
it went they cited the need for more 
details and particularly a specific 
timeframe.
“I’m pleased with the general 
road layout,’’ said Mayor Dave 
Hill, “but we need a plan to release 
the land within some son of time- 
frame. Perhaps it could even be part 
of the community plan.”
The community plan is scheduled 
for review in 1984.
“I’m only planning on working 
for another 30 or 40 years so 1 hope 
some decision will be made within 
that time,” Butler joked.
“We’re trying to come up with 
something that is acceptable to the 
whole community — we want to do 
everything properly. I have no 
intention of leaving something that 
doesn’t benefit the community.”
Butler Bros, was asked by council 
earlier this year to present a 
professional engineering study 
related to its development proposal 
of the Keating pit .
According to public works 
chairman Dick Sharpe the request 
■was for a long range look at the 
impact reclamation would have on
sewers, storm drainage and road 
'Patterns.
Of the 59 acres in the area only 12 
are in the Agricultural Land 
Reserve.
Butler requested in his report 
permission to include a cardlock 
fuel depot in a portion of the lot at 
the corner of Oldfield and Keating 
Cross Roads, the portion which is 
already zoned industrial.
The gas station would serve 
primarily large commercial truck 
operators and would be operated 
through self-serve credit cards.
Butler has future plans to reclaim 
and rezonc the pit area for useful 
purposes but explained to com­
mittee members that to re-zone the 
land now, without a reasonable 
immediate use for the land, would 
be to increase the taxation against it 
without any revenue.
“I have spent many, many dollars 
trying to accommodate what is 
right. All the land is taxed and this is 
not an easy bill to pay. There is very 
little revenue from the pit, it merely 
provides employment in the 
community.”
Committee received the feasibility 
study and requested a staff report 
on the subject. The land use matter 
was referred to committee for more 
study.
Sharpe said in a later interview 
that Butler had been an excellent 
corporate citizen and that it would 
be “heaven working around here if 
all the residents were as community 




Grade nine students at 
Parkland will be immunized 
against diptheria, tetanus 
and polio Oct. 26 at school. 
Parents who would like 
their child immunized 
should make sure they have 
returned a consent card to 
the school by Oct. 21. 
Cards were sent home Oct. 
14 for signature but extra 
ones may be obtained at the 
school office or Sidney 





WIDE AREA TONE & 
VOICE POCKET PAGERS






“YOUR FULL SERVICE PET STORE” 
YOUR PET’S HAPPINESS IS OUR BUSINESS”
BIRDS - AQUARIUMS 
SMALL ANIMALS— TROPICAL FISH 
PET & HORSE SUPPLIES
haqen:
3®
Aquatiel Pet Shop has now completed 6 
months of business in Sidney, and to 
thank you for our success . , w
offering a 10% discount on all Rolf C. 
Hagen Pet Products & Accessories and 
Tetra Fish Care Products.
:arriving weekly;
Je ffrey Zahodnik, 17, no 
fixed address, was sen­
tenced to a total of 15 
months in jail after he was 
- found guilty oh five charges 
bet: 11 in Sidney provincial 
■■;court.
’ Zahodnik received a 12- 
month sentence and one 
year’s probation after 
: pleading guilty to a break 
< and enter charge with intent 
■ at the Trio Restaurant in 
I Victoria, and an additional 
three months for a loitering 
s:''',charge.;:,,
: He was also given three:
months to be served 
concurrently with previous 
jail term for breach of 
: probation and two counts 
of breach of undertaking.
That same day in court, 
Howard Fredrick Sneade, 
48, of Piers Island, was 
handed a 21-day jail sen- 
tence after: pleading guilty 
! to impaired driving. i : 
; ♦ F ra ri k A rthu r Bu rgess,
, 52, of Isle View Dr., 
Ganges, was fined $700 for 
impaired driving and $100 
for refusing to take a 
breathalizer.
John Michael Elliott, of 
1021 Restliaven Dr.. 
Sidney, was fined a total of 
$1.50 on two counts of 
disturbing the peace.
Ro'bin:''-:^:-:"-;:::P'atr,i'Ck:v
A three-car accident Oct. failed to stop at a stop sign involved and two 
16 at the corner of Mount while northbound on passengers were taken to
Newton Cross Rd. and Central Saanich Rd. and hospital.
Central Saanich Rd. sent was struck by a car east- Charges of failing to stop
five people to Saanich bound on Mount Newton. at a stop sign are pending
■Peninsla Hospital- with Fitzgerald’s car was spun against Fitzgerald.
I undetermined injuries and around and slammed into a
» ^ caused an estimated third vehicle westbound on |g
$18,000 damage. Mount Newton.
Central Saanich police Fitzgerald, Clarence 
said the collision occured Shumka, 39, of 4024 Zinnia
Flewellynn, 27, of 2095 aj-gund 4 p.m. when a Rd. and Howard Cronk,
! McTavish Rd., was fined driven by Kevin 41, of 1004 Carolwood




: Wiy be: served'^:::'::
L:;: ;;Thy rs.::^::Friday
sPEcmts
2317 BEACON AVL 







Victoria, drivers s of the f vehicles
ih Oct. 12, Bruce Teken 
Backhaus, 21, of 7909 East 
Saanich Rd., was fined 
$700 after pleading guilty to 
impaired driving/ Oh Oct. 
13; David Kerry Spanier, 
22, of 110-1615 Belmont 
Ave., yictpria, was sen­
tenced to 21 days in jail to 
be served intermittently 
after pleadi ng guil ty - to 
drivihg while over y lOS 
alcohol level.
KELLY
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The influential Conference Board of Canada is 
forecasting doom and gloom for the nation’s 
economy during the next few years, but not 
everyone agrees with that dreary outlook.
One of those is John Bulloch, president of the 
64,000-member Canadian Federation of Indepen­
dent Business. Biilloch says the gloomy forecast
Regarding the Central Saanich police schamozzle, it is 
evident that council has goofed again.
•It entered into a contract involving the expenditure 
of a major chunk of the municipal budget without first 
having studied the terms of that contract, clause by 
clause, as to the precise meaning.
•Whether the police union negotiated the contentious 
clause into the contract with intent to bamboozle or 
later made a fortuitous discovery is not relevant because 
its interpretation of the actual wording was upheld at a 
Labor Relations Board hearing.
•Knowing for over a year that they were liable for 
extra costs due to their inattention, both the police 
board and council neglected to place this extraordinary 
item in the .annual budget.
•Possibly sensing public opprobrium for its inactions, 
especially in the wake of the Tod Inlet fiasco when some 
$54,000 went down the tube for no avail, it made 
scapegoats of four junior constables by laying them off 
until the funds had been recovered at no cost to the 
public at large.
•In doing so, it seems to have been unaware that it is 
leaving itself, and hence the public, open to suit for 
unfair, wrongful, labor practises and that, if the 
municipality could dispense with the services of four 
constables for nearly 13 weeks, then it follows that the 
police force is overmanned on a regular basis.
It is members of Central Saanich council, and they 
alone, who committed errors for which they must take 
full responsibility, not four constables and the 
remainder of our police force, who have been placed in 
an invidious position.
It would seem, under the circumstances, the proper 
thing for our mayor and aldermen to do would be to 
assign their honoraria, nearly $4,000 a year each, to 
recover the deficit at no cost to the public nor to the
editorial is a useful contribution to public discussion.
Further, your weekly court reports, most of which are 
taken up with the sorry parade of citizens found guilty 
of impaired driving, are a service to the community. We 
can be under no illusions that this offense, with its often 
tragic consequences, is decreasing.
The public has the “need to know” and the “right to 
know”: the extent of the problem, what is being done 
for its protection;whether the measures being taken are 
effective. Some of this can be derived from the 
straightforward, factual reports of those found guilty 
by our courts.
Your newspaper does an excellent job with its reports 
and with its editorials.
Unfortunately, the same can not be said of our daily 
newspapers. The Times-Colonist, formerly had regular 
court reports but, for some months, they have been 
discontinued. No reason has been offered as to why they 
have chosen to refrain from informing the public in the 
area.
Thank you for your recognition of your community’s 
need for accurate and factual information and for your 





Fromthe Oct. 18,1923, Issue of The Review 1
The CPR wil take you on a tour around the world for { 
$1,600 — the Ladies’ Aid of the Union Church will take ! 
you for 50 cents. SAve $1,599.50 and go with the ladies j 
next Tuesday evening; and visit Scotland, Ireland, ] 
Greenland, Italy, Turkey and Japan. The entire trip will be i 
full of fun and surprises. Tickets are selling rapidly so j 
make your reservation early and avoid disappointment. {
First cars will leave Wesley Hall, which will represent 5 
Canada, at 7:15 p.m. Refreshments will be served in j 
Canada and national dishes will be served in a truly j 











will only corne true if governments in Qanada con- affected, on the equitable principle that
tinue to operate ^ they have in to pay for them.
‘ ‘This will not happen if there aremajor shifts by 
Ottawa and the provinces to curb the public sector 
and introduce supportive policies for small and 
medium-sized businesses,” he said.
There’s more. Bulloch says the Conference 
Board’s forecast does not measure the impact of 
new small businesses not yet born, which hold the 




Since July 7 the Social Credit government and the 
people of British Columbia have been subjected to the 
vituperative tirades of the B.C. Government 
Employees’ Union, the B.C. Teachers’ Federation, and 
in parliament the National Democratic Party and its 
ridiculous leader, David Barrett. Much important 
provincial business has thereby been delayed.
The motives and the behavior of the BCGEU, the 
BCTF and the supporting NDP are entirly self- 
interested and political. They disregard the financial 
state of the country and the province, and being 
essentially consumers and not producers of wealth, take 
no acount of the outrageous burdens of the taxpayers 
and the business corporations.
They ignore the fragility of our present economic 
recovery and that the Canadian national deficit this year 
will be more than 25 billion dollars. Perhaps even more 
significantly they overlook completely the enormous 
deficit, 197 billion, which the United States, dur most 
important trading partner/ has incurred in the first 11 
months of thiiyear.
:50 YEARS AGO . / j
From the Oct. 18,1933, issue of The Review i
Russ Humber, Independent candidate for the Islands - 
constituency, was struck down while walking on side of the j 
highway just 40 munutes before he was to open a meeting ! 
in Stacey’s Hall, Sidney at which he had invited all can- j 
didates in the riding to take part. i
A car apparently at high speed and out of control struck i 
Mr. Humber in the back, hurling him to the ground and • 
knocking him out cold. Mr. Humber was prostrate for } 
some time before the Deep Cove Stage came along and ; 
found him on the roadside. Mr. Humber was in a semi- | 
conscious state throughout the night and only regained full 1 
possession of his senses Saturday afternoon. He will be J 











From the Oct. 20,1943, issue of The Review j
According to reports from London, Flying Officer i 
Richard Lawrence Westinghouse, a reconnaisance expert | 
with the RAF, has been awarded the,Distinguished Flying j 
Cross. ■ : "i
The citation said Westinghouse had undertaken “a very S 
large number of reconnaisances and has displayed skill and ] 
devotion to duty of a high order. / |
“In September 1943, he executed a reconnaisance Over a f 
very extensive area and obtained valuable results,” it i 
added. “His efforts onrthis occasion were worthy of the j 
'; highest praise
Flying Officer Westinghouse -— known as “Lawrie” to i 
his friends — is the son of George Westinghouse, a residehL | 








oYerall ecohoniiciwelTbeirig ofThe cduhtry.^ It was witlfsadhessTTead of the passing avyay of tvvb
He points out that the restraint portion of the , ' . ernpipyees ana te
^ ^ imic game olan has Perhaps for different reasons, both should be wi
K ^ , 1 speak of Wilkie Gardner and Tom Yates. Wilkie will nnrfederation’s two-pronged economic 
already been partially accepted by Ottawa and 
some provinces.
And even more significantly and closer to home the 
1983 deficit in B.C. will exceed 1 !/i billion dollars; the 30 YEARS AGO ^
result will be that eachman, woman, and child in British Trom the Oct. 21,1953; issue of The Review 
Columbia will, in 1983, be saddled with a debt of more Scores of hunters, many of them from Victoria, opened i i
than 500 dollars. the fell shooting season in North Saanich on Saturday. . ; i
The depressing feature of the position the government Many shots were fired but few birds were bagged. The !
teachers have taken is that supposedly Review learned. , 1
ell informed about the brittle state of There were many narrow escapes from serious accidents. ' ]
' intefriationaL cufrent ; affairs varid/fhe/greaf j i^ Qhi^Tesident reports that shots flewjthick: arid fast close to 
door. One window was broken by the flying .
sector, and it is
be remembered for his gentle kindness — he was always restraint and by it the discharge of our present in- his back dc
willing to help others in any^y/ay possible. debtedness. Yet, they are behaving m a most ruffianly pellets. He deplored such rash actions of hunters. He was i
ne coritrqLover a ; . Iri.local politic§-Iie did Jris utmost for the town and its manner and their leaders are urging them to-strike. afraid to open his door until the barrage ended:. .
. certainly about people (not an easy’ task foY'any politician). He believed ^^e teachers to strike and deprive the children of One resident, who lives near the waterfront,,reports the
in whrif he did Hiif af the sritrietime was alw hunt^rc chontinoi  at  i  but t t  ame ti   l ays willing to schooling is completely undefensible under any ters s oti g and killing ducks on the sea. After killing i
llSteri tb,bthefs arid never;Sriok e in anger. . v..-.a r.-... r»onf omr-.1r,\rooc tr, ctrlVo Jc ■ . thpm ; thpv; maVe nr, effr^rt. tr, r^r»m,or ;'th Am Tha - r-rkmcoc
runaway 
time,” h
. LL,- r- L listen to others and never spoke in anger. circumstances and for government e ployees to strike is
The Federation has the backing of its members We could do with a lot more Wilkie Gardners in this equally unacceptable and subversive,
as it presses for further restraint. In a recent vote world of today. While sympathy n
among the organization’s members, for example, " ' ™ ^
|87 per cent of respondents supported continuation
the , they ake no effort to recover the . The corpses 
float in to the shore where they decay.
must be felt for those discharged
I’ve known Tom Yates tor a goodly number of years be acknowledged that both government provincial government should outlaw hunting in North i
but like most folk I shall remember him best as the old manpower and the teaching staffs of the schools and Saanich, 
of Ottawa’s 6 and 5 program as well as similar in- gentleman who used to feed the birds at the bottom of universities are overabundant. 
ttiotivAQ Wv manv nrnvinrpc Bcacon Ave. Here again was another gentle man
thought of others, albeit of the feathered world. Tom dispensed with, especially in times of financial con- 
will be missed by many people but 1 think more so by straint. b
the pigeons he fedpver theyears. Social Credit is the' first Canadian provincial
- I raise my hat to both of the the gentle people and feel government seriorisly to attempt restraint in the face of
a great sense of pride hayirig known them. Sidney in- the difficulties of inflation and high interest rates. It is
deed willbedie poorer because of their difficult undertaking and Premier , A«r,,«,ArAA ,^AAti,.„ loct AVAHnAcHa,,
I can only hope both of these gentlemen have found Benriett and his government are greatly to be corii-y conamerce meetmg last; ^ednesda^^
cvvninu»......... ■' j
itiatives by any provinces^
“Our members have been living with self- 
/ imposed restraint policies that are much harsher 
arid last much longer than ahythihg goverrimririt 
has handed out,” he said.
“But people operating smaller companies also 
see government restraint as a way of tacklirig
: 20 YEARS AGO
From the Oct. 23,1963, Issue of The Review
Automatic telephones Avill be installed throughout the/ 
Gulf Islands next summer.
Alari A: Hifinbotham, district /mariager for BiC 
Telephone Company, outlined his company’s plans for 
phone service in.June, 1964, whein he addressed a Peinder
public sector spending arid curtailing government 
//'deficits. ///'.
can pnlyjhope both of thesqgentlemen have found 
the reward they so richly deserve: > ■ /
■'■/'‘/"■;;:;,.:"::e:;Harvey.'
Maryland Dr., Sidney
; mended and supported.
D.L.C. Bingham 
North Saanich
While cuts/in government spending are impor­
tant, Bulloch is also seeking a much broader 
measure of government support for small and 
'mediunri-sized; enterprises,;//'/:'''':'^':"'/.
/ “Smaller firms are already paying/ much more 
than their fair share of/ payroll taxes such as 
unemployment insurance, workers’ compensation 
and Canada Pension Plan; and they’re least able to 





Small triangle of larid to north of the yillagebf Sidney is 
resistant tothe proposal to enter the village.
About 40 persons attended the meeting of a commissionv 
appointed by the department of municipal affairs to 
enquire into the extension of village boundaries last 
Thursday afternoon. Six propertybwriers voiced objection 
to entering the village for various reasons. / /^ v
creases, ” he saicl,
By reducing this tax burden, Bulloch believes an 
unleashed small business sector would be better 
fable to grow, expand and refute the Conference 
Board’s gloomy long-term forecast.
1 Commend you for the editorial/“Drinking 
Penalties” whiclv appcarcd in The Review, Oct, 5. In it, 
you spcll/auf clearly arid concisely, the offcriscs arid 
pcnallies/undcr the Criminal Code felatirig to impaired 
/drivirig, and in/teriris wliich,can be understood by any / 
citizen.
/ Tite application of the lawi its effectiveness as a 
deterrent, is under cfitical scrutiny by lawmakers and by /
/ groups pf/concerned citizens, such as “Add. /Yout/
Since July, 1982, the Saanich Peninsula Hospitalhas 
been undergoing construction of an extension to the 
hospital which will providc 50 extended care beds, with 
a /further 25 beds ‘in shell’ for the future,/as well as 
additions and/renpvations to a number of the service 
departments.
I^otrible in this expansion is the rcquirehtent not only
■' 10 YEARS'AGO /■ ::///■"":/■/
From thcOct. 17,1973, issue of The Review 
Sidney's air cadets are the best in British Golumbia/-™ !
""again/''""'" 'i.;-
The Kinsincn No. 676 squadron vyon the D.R. MacLaren 
trophy as top air cadet unit in the province for the fourth 
straight year in Vancouver this week.
This Sidney squadron also received ail awafd/fdr liaying
to renovate the existing dietary departrncrit (kitchen) but ; the best band, the third year/iii' a row Sidney cadet band ;/} 
C()iittnucd on Page AlO been singled out for the honor.
:/■
At the legisldtur
'd like to recreate for you the dramatic cvents^^l^ 
toolt place iri the pre-dawn hours of Octy 6 in the British
house. In the chair was rookie Socred MLA John Parks 
who narrowly dcleated NDP veteran Norm Levi in his 
Maillardvllle-Coquitlam riding on May 5.
It must be inentiohcd licfe that the only contribution /^ 
Parks has made to the legislative proccedhigs/so Tar , 
has been his iheessant Itcckling. He and a/few other 
// Sodred backbencliers have taken it upon themselves to 
/ Incrrupt opposition speakers in mid-word wltlr loud 
shouts of “good government. . . lendership,”
Parks, who has about as much knowledge of 
parliamentary rules ns niy grandmother has of nuclear 
physics, decided to disallow D’Arcy’s mpiion.
/ / V At this point, trouble started/brewing. Banett 
/' challenged Park’s ruling hut was informed by the actipg 
speaker that his decision was based not pn a ruling but/ 
on an opinion. And an opinion couldn't be cluillengecl.
The argument that ensued between Barrett and Parks 
/ /ended with the latter ordering the opposition Icadcr/to
Its members. The, fact that the 
position/ leader arid former/premier 
whole scene look any better.
What to make of it all?
member was the op- Barrett back into the hotise,?Gabirict miniricrs cxpresscd|//
ic didn't make Ihe their annoyance with Parks and the speaker in private
/ coriverrittions.
By the tirrie you read this, Barrett rnay well be back in / {
/Government members claim that Barrett knew
wltat he/was dbinE,; They say he deliberately baited ;/ Birst, there if the darhage to the legislature itself, / / 
Parks to erPss a line that had never been crossed before./ / / / Parliameni can stand only so much abuse without losing / 
Tlicy 'arc probably right. The point is, however, that the respect of the public. / ^ y / /
Barrett was within his parliamentary right. / Parks Second, there is the damage tP the speaker's /
wasn’t . Parks gave an incredible example of what /a credibility . No matter by which method Barrett gets'
shriiilfln’i hf» likf! buck into the housc, the c^oiri'Ai-’c rtriTAA,ii-speaker ould ’t be li e, a i t t e,/ t speaker’s effectiveness is
On the other hand, he Is not really to blame. Like so diminished. His impartiality is in question, and/he /
many other rookie backbenchers, he has had to take his should seriously/cohsider letting somcorie else do t he
turn in the chair to relieve the speaker, Walter Davidson Job.
/ and deputy speaker Bruce Strachan during the press gallery can rentember a speaker
all-night sessioiis. whose actions have made him appear more pariial'than
It/is Davidson vvho must shoulder the blame for the DaVidson. His/ predecessor, Hnrvey/Schroedcr, 'tlie 
foulup. He was outside the chamber in the corridor /^^^ SoCred MLA foi Chilliwack, was respected by/ the
Columbia Legislature, a scene which dragged
to yet another un- 
/./'"■ preccdentcdlow'.; ■;."///':'V ■/'/;////;/■'//:'/; i/:/.
It was approximately 4 a,|ri/The legislature had been leave the cliambcr. when tlie confrontation developed. He should have opposition: as a speaker who did his job withPut ap-
: ticbttling amotibn to hoist Bill 2, the Public Service^refusetr and Parks ordered the Sergeant*at- / /taken his place in the chair when It became apphrent pcarihg too partial. Schibeder neverIicsiiutcd calling 
/ Xahor Bciallpiri Amcndrncnl Act wh^ specifics what Arms/itaff to remove him, The staff waited for about lO that Parks was in ttouble, Barrett repeatedly called for a the premier or some ramburictious cabinet miniMct io
may not be Included in collective agreements between ah minritestbefpfe moving in bn Barrett, short recess to allow tempers to cool clown. order.
cmployer/ and crnpioyees, III other When they tried to escort Barrett put, Ihc oppositibn / / Instead, Davidson was busy warning/reporters and^^^ doesn’t enjoy that respect . He/has shown
bargaining rights fbrptthHe bwfor " over and Barrett tumbled in the TV camefamen not to record or film the scene of the himself ineffective and partial ton orien rierhnpfj irW
/ / The goycninieht/ eventually invoked closureHe wns picked Tip and dragged; out of the ; / eviction, He thrcatencci them with expulsion front tlic/ difricult for a/former policemari/to play thc/role of / 
hoist motion and Bill 2 later received approval in /chamber, head first, and dumped uncerempnibusly on legislative buildings if they did, ^^^^^ ^^ //
|)f inciplf 'ty g vote of 30 u> 9, Ihc floor in the speaker’s corridor. „ Davidson could have prevented the whole mes';, but the parliamentary proccs.s.
Meanwhiic; /Chri.s D'Arcy, the NDP MLA for Thus, in its n2-><.ai hi,siuty, the B.C. Legislature for he cho,sc not to. Don’t be surpri.scd if iketi.’s new Npc.ikci in the next
Bossland-Trall, tried tb move adjournment oL the the first tlme wlthessed the expulsion by force bf onc of : / / Next day, there were/already moves afoot to get / session b,f the legislalu^ n
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If your car is coughing at idle, sputtering when you leave 
a light and constantly belching black smoke, it m ay be 
suffering a case of the winter flu.
Along with these cold weather symptoms come a variety 
of ills, poor performance, starting difficulty and increased 
fuel consumption.
What causes black exhaust smoke? Why is it usually a 
winter problem? Most often, says Car Care Council, it’s 
due to a faulty carburetor choke that is sticking shut and 
not allowing enough air into the carburetor.
The carburetor choke is designed to improve cold 
weather starting by providing a richer fuel mixture. As the 
engine warms up, the choke plate opens allowing more air 
into the carburetor for the correct air/fuel mixture.
A sticking choke prevents fuel from mixing with air 
causing the engine to run rich.
Often, a simple adjustment or replacement of the choke 
spring will correct the problem.
Blake smoke from a rich running engine may also be due 
to an old, worn carburetor or a severely clogged air 
cleaner.
A complete carburetor overhaul or replacement of the 
old part may be necessary to correct the problem.
Air filters require regular service, particularly if you 
drive in dusty or heavily industrial areas. Dirt clogged 
passages prevent air from reaching the engine.
A simple test is to hold the air cleaner with a light bulb in 
the center. If you can’t see light through the filter, it’s time 
to replace the filter.
A rich-running engine not only wastes gas but can also 
harm other components of the engine. Black, sooty spark 
plugs can lead to misfire and unburned gas can leak into 
the crankcase, contaminating oil.
After fuel system service. Car Care Council recommends 
a complete tune-up along with an oil and filter change.
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Avoid being left out in the cold this winter. For better 
riving efficiency and improved econbniy, use this easy-to- 





Make certain the coolant is strong enough 
for cold temperatures. Periodically add water to maintain 
proper coolant and water mix.. Summer driving may have 
left hoses cracked or extremely soft. Replace asmeeded.
®0;7 change: It is extremely important to change oil at 
least at manufacturer recommended intervals. Changing 
oil regularly at revery 3,500 miles helps keep engines 
:he running better because 90 percent of driving is of stop-and- 
ng i go variety.
ses «Fwe/ line filter: Replace if it is clogged as the engine wall
Lhe i 
rth#
PARTS & LABOUR 
INCLUDED
A tune-up now could save you a lot 
on gas dollars as well as protecting 





9429 Caii^ra, Sidney :/856-2921;
PEEP CeVE 
CARACE^ ;;




: 2528 Bevan, Sidney )v)/858-@14|
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^Carburetor If carburetor and choke are not
working properly, over fueling and a loss of fuel economy 
may occur. A malfunctioning choke will cause difficult 
startup in cold weather . Clean the carburetor;and reset the ; 
choke.
eBe/t5: Replace worn and frayed fan, alternator and 
accessory belts. Belts should fit tightly with little or ho 
snag.
*Tires: Worn treads may suggest either an alignment or 
replacement is neededl Check pressure for projper in­
flation. Make sure the spare is in good shape and properly 
inflated.; 'ly y;l:;l;'l'
•Tune'L^; It will make the engine run smoothly and 





& Pat Bay iwy.
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The engine is the power .system of your car. When all 
parts function according to technical specification, your 
car runs with planned efficiency. «
“dirty up” through normal use. For 
example, a dirty air fiiiertcan waste up to 10 per cent of; 
your gasoline just trying to breathe. A faulty spark plug, or 
high tension witc can Ipse you; aiTpUtcr 8 per ccrii, and an 











• Install rotor, condenser and points 
(if applicable) (Blue Streak)/ H ;
• Install Air Filter (Fram) if necess 
® Scope
• Check distributor cap
• Test hi-tension ignitioh w
• Glean battery terrninals 44
• Check and adjust drive belts
• Gheckich
• Test alternator output
• Test regulator voltage output
• Test ignition coil
• Service exterrial heat riser valv^^
• Check engine oil levef/^
• CheckTad and heater hoses
• Pressure test radiator cap / ;
• Pressure test cooling system
• Test starter draw
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^ust be between the ages of 13 Si 20 to be ©llgifeie to win. ;
Contest deadline: OCT. 29th ’83 Contest draw date Oct. 31, 1983
■ ■ ' ■' 1 v;,: No “Purchase Nebessary ' 'ji, v."; ‘
Contest deadline: 










ArcherlWeisner TV^ Stereo and Video 
The VilBage Gaiiery^^
,'Town^Sfluare Shpe^,";;’■ b 
iSidney i;Mardward:lS77:: Ltd.:f v 
■SidneyjArtltd.;::;::::;)®;':::;;^
Boiloway’s Sidney PEorist 
Island Furniture lyiart Ltd.
Sea ’ll Shore Becor Ltd.
Felicia’s Boutique Ltd.
Em’s Tableware Trends Ltd.
The Wheelhouse Cafe 
Old Country Rentals 
Sidney Villa Coiffures 
;bSldhey:;'<5ift"Sliopi|)e"^^^^ ’
9818:-5th St. Sidney 
2416 Beacon Aye. 1 
9817 Resthaven Dr., Sidney 
2436 Beacon Aye. . Sidney 
2447 Beacon Ave., Sidney 
2459 Beacon Ave;. Sidney 
2475 Beacon Ave., Sidney 
2356: Beacon Aye.,; Sidnby : 
2505 Beacon Ave. , Sidney 
2499:)Beacon Aye. ,;S 
y2513: Beacdn Aye., Sidney;^ 
)2497)Beacon Ave-^ 
i2451 Beacon Ave:, 
:::ii;afe:25q6::B^
2470 Fieacon Ave,, Sidney
:9807 - 5th St., Sidney 
247f Beacon Ave. ,
Realty: Wo;rld ::Sidpy::Realty: ;,,::y ^
JC’s Playtime Clothing 
Tlie Cat’s Whiskers 
Rust’s Jewellers ltd.',.:y:; ’:::r v )':;! 
;Reninsula:frinters':Ltd. ® ;
.' B.C.'Ruto: Wreckers'' ^ '■::
Ruckerfield’s:::




Jubilee Building Supplies 
Preferred Door Systems 
Smitty’sRestaurant Pancake Houses 
Windsor Plywood 
Seaboard Industries Ltd. 
:::^''lsland)''Asphalt;:::^:::::^);;:;::b 
First Pacific Credit Union
2348 BeacoryAve., Sidney 
2475B Beacon Ave. ;: Sidney 
2403 Beacon Ave. ) Sidney^^^^y ::
;: 2443 Beacon Ave., Sidney ^ 
2452:Beacon Ave.,: Sidneys 
:748lW.SaanichRd.,BrentwoodBayA- 
211:1 Keating X Rd. , Saanichton^ : J
2144;Keating::X:Rd., Saanich^
6778 Kirkpatrick Gres., Saanichton^r^;^^^^^:*^^^^ 
;ii1fT:-:6809 Ki^
6829 Veyaness Rd., Saanichton 
6772 Keating X Rd., Saanichton *j*
#7 ■ 6809 Kirkpatrick Gres., Saanichtor 
6710 W, Saanich Rd., Brentwood Bay 
2120 Keating X Rd., Saanichton 
6765 Veyaness Rd., Saanichton ^
:2q49:Reating:X:Rd,^,^
' 2297 Beacon Ave., Sidney
■mn
iT'-y''i'i ' A'I I
SigIfSSS :
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Spooner’s Ladies Wear
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7173 VV. Saanich: Rd. , Brentwo
Kristine Kapteyn Skin Care Studio 
:.Kapteyn 'Hair:
Beacon Ave., Sidney 
#1 1:7120 W. Baanic^ 
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The YBC held its “bring 
your buddy tournament”
last weekend a«d 
following are winners.
Bantam boys: Tim 
Bewley and Graham Bewley 
(463). Bantam girls: Anita 
Budd and Victoria Smith 
(322). Pee^wee boys: Clint 
Mobey and Robin Bill 
(281).
Pee-wee girls: Joey 
Caskey and Wesley Nelson 
(319). Junior boys: Eric 
Luscombe and Kevin 
Parker (451). Junior girls: 
Debra Parker and Cathy 
McKay (419). Senior boys: 
Earl Pleasance and Scott 
Sparling (318).
Doug Ellison won Mr.
Mikes free dinner by rolling 
al89P.O.A.
Top bowlers Oct. 10-14 
were, in the Commercial 
league: M. Heywood 784 
(274). R. Doram 665 (26^. 
D. Underwood 663 (252). 
Ladies: Judy Sjerven 621
(284). Joy Scott 635 (257). 
Susan Maratos 646 (253). i 
Legion: Derek Rolph 723 
(274). Lyall Riddell 699 
(300).
Goldies: Gwen Mason 
670 (281). Ed Madson 668 




Central Saanich Lions, 
division 5A, came out on 
the short end of a 5-1 score 
to Gordon Head Penny 
Saver, but according to 
team manager Derek James 
the score line was hardly an 
indication of a closely 
fought game.
into the game could have 
taken the wind out of the 
Lions sails, although they 
continued to press, forcing 
the Gordon Head goalie to 
make numerous good saves.
A disallowed goal by 
Gary Henry five minutes
A penalty goal followed 
by a break-away goal gave 
Gordon Head a 2-0 lead, 
but the Lions got one back 
before the end of the first
half when Mark Lennore’s 
cross found the net off a 
defenders head.
The Lions started the 
second half off exactly as 
they ended the first half, 
mounting considerable 
pressure, but unable to 
finish. Gordon Head, on a 
counter attack, scored on a 
break-away and then added 
two more insurance goals.
Listings in this directory are provided free ol charge to Saanich Peninsula Churches as a public service of the Sidney 
Review 656-1151
Determined race for ball was lost by young Thunderbird Marina player right, 
during division 6C youth soccer game Oct. 15. Gorge went on to win match 
2-0.'‘ ■.'•yMurray Sharratt Photo
ALLIANCE
•Sldn«y Alliance Church — Masonic Hall. Saanichton .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...:......... .......... . . . . . . . . . . .
ANGLICAN
•St. Andrew's — Rev. David Fuller .. ...............  ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . . . . .
S682-3rdSI.. Sidney .,... ... . . . . . . . . . ....... ............... . ..... ............... 7^......... ..
-St. David 8y-the-Sea — Rev. A.E. Gates ..... . . . . . ...... . . . . . . . . ....... . . . .............
5182 Cordova Bay Rd.............. ....... .............  ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■
-St. Mary's — 1934 Cultra Ave.. Saanichton
•St. Michael & All Angel's — Rector; Archdeacon W.J. Hill
4733 West Saanich Road. Royal Oak ..:. ............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... . .. ; ......
•St. Stephen's — Rev. Ivan Putter.. ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... .......... —
St. Stephen's Rd. ;.... . . . . . . . . . ...................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . . .. ........
•Brentwood Parish Church — Rev. A, Petrie. 792 Sea Drive. Brentwood Bay ............ ....... .
•Holy Trinity — Rev. D. Malins. Mills Rd. and West Saanich Rd. • North Saanich..656-3223.
BAPTIST '
•Bethel Fellowship — Pastor N.B. Harrison .......— ....... . . .. ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2269 Mills Rd.. Sidney......... .
•Friendship Baptist Church — Pastor Ernie Kratolil. Steliy's Cross Rd. ..... .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
•Sluggett Memorial Church — 7008 W. Saanich Rd., Brentwood Bay - Pastor V. Nordstrom ..
•Elk Lake Baptist Church — Rev. L.M. Funk. 5363 Pat Bay Hway. ... . ... .658-8111
•Royal Oak Baptist Church — 898 Royal Oak Ave,, Corner of Royal Oak Ave. & Royal Oak Drive, 
r - Rev. Reed Elley I. .v.
'''CATHOLIC
•Our Lady ol the Assumption — 7726 West Saanich Rd.


















two exhibition games of the 
season — 5-3 to Racquet 
Club and 6-3 to Saanich — 
the Peninsula Eagles 
Bantam Rep hockey team 
played well and, according 
to head coach Robb 
Mclnnis, should be a real 
contender among top teams 
on the Island during the
■l:983-84'season.*7: ' " -- r
rn^i iJn both games ^ the play
was very, even and the 
Eagles had little trouble 
keeping' up with the fast 
pace with all three forward 
lines and the defence 
turning in strong games. 
Mclnnis sited a lack of 
exhibition play as the 
deciding factor in both
losses.
7paul German with two 
and Tomv Beizin with7 one, 
scored goals against 
j^cqiiet Gliib whUe Robbie 
Olson, Anthony Everett 
and Bazin tallied for the 
Eagles against Saanich; The 
combination of goaltenders
Mike Johnston and Grant 
Sjervan had strong games in 
:7net..:77:-;,7.:7.,'.7/7:'
The Eagles open league 
play this week against Juan 
; De Fuch and Duncan: Xll 
home games will be played 
Sunday at Panorama 
starting at 5 p.m.
-M.mm services;














"JESUS CHRIST IS LORD" , >
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 23rd 7 
Trinity 21
8:00 am ..; Holy Communion 
10:30 am . Family Communion 
'(A Wryicejor tl)e wiiple tamily)
Rev. Alistair P. Petrie 





9'.30a.m. .. .SundaySchool 
&BibleClass 
UiOOa.m. .. Family Worship 
Dennis J. Paap, Pastor 
Everyone Welcome!
Every Friday 7:30 p.m. 
The: Rey. William L George7
FOURSQUARE GOSPEL
•Sidney Foursquare Church — Pastor Dean Wilson ,. , ............... ........
9925- 5thSl,. Sidney; :7!;.. .......... ^ •
LUTHERAN
•Peace Lutheran Church — Pastor Dennis J. Paao. 2295 Weiler Ave.:....................
NAZARENE
•1st Church of The Nazarene — Rev! Riley Coulter. 4277 Ouaora Street. Victoria,
PENTECOSTAL
•Oltifieltl Hoad Gospel Chapel — Rev. Joel D Neltleton, 5506 Ololield Road (P A 0 C.) 
•Sidney Pentecostal — Rev. VernTlsdalle. 10364 Mcdonald Park Rd; (P.A.O.C.)...... . .
PRESBYTERIAN
•St. Andrews — Rev; B.J. Melloy, Masonic Hall. 4th Ave. & Mt. Baker...........
SAANICHTON BIBLE FELLOWSHIP
Keating School, 6843 Central Saanich Rd. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . . .. .
THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST, LATTER DAY SAINTS
2210 Eastleigh Way, Sidney V. ., .. . .. ................ ........... .  - —....
UNITED CHURCH OF CANADA
•Cordova Bay United — Minister Wilt Waddell
5166 Cordova Bay Rd. 7............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
•St. John's — Rev: Kori Pralt ,- ------ 7........... ^ :
10990 West Saanich Rd....:.. . 7. :.:. . - .7 . ...
. •St. Paul's..............:. i.'...
2410 Malaview — Rev. Hori Pratt.,;...7;. 77, .7 .7 ; . •;
•Shady Creek— 7180 East Saanich Rd. Rev.Stephen Swiit 
•Brentwood.,............. ;......
:: 7162 West Saanich Rd. — Rev. Stephen Swift7 ...:. .7 7.. .















4th Ave. & Mt. Baker
All Welcome 656-2895 J









Mills Rd. & W. Saanich Rd. 
NORTH SAANICH
TRINITY 21 ; ^
8am ... . ,;7. . Holy Eucharist 
10am ., i .FamilyService 
7 7 Coffee Hours 
Wednesday ^ 
10 am 7 7 .... Holy Eucharist





9686- 3rd St. 
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 23 
TRINITY
j 8am...... 7;.;; . Eucharist
9;15am:., .FamilyEucharist 
7 (S.S,, Nursery):
77; COFFEE PERKING! 7 
llam , .7, .7 :MornigPrayer
7 Leslie Beith and 
Rev. David Moore 
of 'Citizen Advocacy’ speaking
The Rev. DAVID FULLER 
656-5322 7 ALL WELCOME
SIDNEY & NORTH SAANICH 
REV. R. HORI PRATT 
Off. 656-3213 Res. 656-1930
ST. JOHN'S
10990 West Saanich Rd;
ST. PAUL'S
2410 Malaview




7 5363 Pat Bay Hwy. w
; 7 ':J7 7l0;3d;am77 7:^
, 7 Morning Service 7 
7: & Sunday School:/
Revi L. Funk 
477-6957 !







I ViOO am/; ://, Family Worship
WEDNESDAY







/ CENTRAL SAANICH 7 
Rev. Stephen Swift 
OH. 652-2713 Ret. 652-9635
SSHADT'iREEk-?










; 7 7726 W. Saanich Road 
8 30 am
St; ELIZABTH’S
/10030 Third SlZ/ Sidhoy " 










.LlO a,Family Bible Class^ 
/.11a.m.., "/',:Wofstiip:&PrmtiC7 
^ ^ ROfVlCd '■ 
/:,6:00p.nv/:v /;;:,\/Vorsiiip;&;tHe'7 




'■'7p,m.:'v.::7:;:77‘:, ;:;7'' fccns' 
*;7 7 .: 7 : Admi Hihie Sludy'
;;■/10364; McDonald Park Rd. '
7 rolf PalBay Hiai'iwayi' /
nificfl 65R-371?
PASTOR VERN TISIJALLE






Sunday October 23fd; < 
8;15am; /, .Holy Communion 
iCjiOOam ,/;:7,famliySorvico 




You are asaured 
of a welcoma
/ 'a nori'danoinihatiotwl - ’•
Keating Elofnentary School 
6483 Central Saanich Rd. 
”9:45 am ";" /"''' .Cemmvmion 
■TlsiSam':/.:; Family Sorvice^
V A'nglic.m Church 7 
' of Cannda '" '
STEPHEN’S




, /,; 77::'/ ;/:/:(.iit.hj(|4|:
,:'':!7.^1














9925 Filfh Sirool 
Sidney, BX. VaLVxe
10::'3p ;,/, Morning Woiship 
/;: ;;andCfiildien'sehurcf{/ 
6:00prn //m Evoning Worship/.
Tuesday
''7:30'pnF'.';:,:''/777:::fBibie'Slui1v:'''''









^ Ross Alton fBbz'-KFBB) . 
Cfjcil Oickin‘SftnH6b;>'330lF 
' David Rice r65B'4r30): ./ 
" David Warner' (658"8340'i






'm ;//:;':'/;,/'Bible study 
:,:/;: andptayerMoeting
i^'asfor V, Nordstront^^ 7
ii'/AFrienblyFamiiy Chufch/;:::/ 





f?69 Mliu Hd /SKiniV 
: riiilin SS8-50I2 :
kHi lUftuod
A4i*i fuior Rfhn Joiiej
Two MofwlnK ServIcoA A
9,304,111,,, ., ,F4milyWorshop
.. / /:'/ /:' andSundaySchool
/:,/::/'V/i./vvitHNiir&eryFacililles 
1i;00a.m./. ,.;,Second Service 
FVEHIHC FELL0Y7CH1P 
6:30 p.m, and yrJuth program 
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tourney.
Central Saanich Firefighters recorded their third straight 
*■ shutout of the young season and upped their unbeaten 
I streak to three games by blanking Gorge United 5-0 over 
I the weekend in division 5B soccer action at Hampton Park 
I in Victoria.
I The Firefighters have now scored a whopping 26 goals in 
I just three games while allowing not a single goal against, 
j It was a constructive team effort with sharp passing 
I resulting in two goals by Mark Bunting and one each by 
j Daryle Lawes, Ken Boganes and David Birdsell. 
i Iain Campbell at midfield played a superb game while 
i David Milligan at leftwing dazzled the opposition with
1 excellent ball control. A strong defense led by Nicholas
j Nolin allowed just two shots on net during the entire game.
1 In division 5C, the GWG Ftentals Chargers improved 
I their win-loss record to 2-1 by scoring a couple ofgoals late 
[ in the contest to defeated Oak Bay Bay’s United by a score 
\ of 2-0 in a thrilling end-to-end game played at North 
I Saanich school.
' With the score deadlocked at 0-0 and only five minutes 
! remaining, goalie Howard Tran stopped a penalty shot 
I awarded to Oak Bay and that seemed to spark the Chargers 
I as Jerry Cross scored an unassisted goal on a break-a-way 
«> from centre minutes later.
* Blair Philpott added an insurance marker with only 
j seconds left in the contest. Peter Dopzal and defensive 
I partner Graeme Stacey played well on the back line, 
j Jeff Gordon’s goal early in the first half proved to be the 
I winner as Peninsula Westcoast Savings, Division 8W 
I maintained its undefeated status, shading visiting Gordon . , . . ,
i Head 1-0 in a closely fought match at North Saanich . The professtonal team 
j school. improved their 1 l-year wm-
I Forward Gerrit Vink, midfielder Bob Carpenter and 5-4-2 by
I fullback A. J.Tupper were selected as outstanding players. 
i : Shannon MtcMillian scored two goals and set up another i ^ ^
I to help the Peninsula T.w;u. Tigers to a 3-2 victory over Island W.nspear
I the Prospect Lake Angels ill a Victoria and district gi,!. Cap tournamen e 
I division 7 soccer game played Oct. 15 at Sidney schoiol. ! ^
I Kyia Craddock scored the only goal of the first half ^
I when she converted on a McMillan- corner kick. Megan ; ^ r ^ w
! Everett and Dana McPhail played well on defense holding ^ ^
Runner nears goal
Canadian ultra-distance greeted by hundreds of 
runner Kanchan Stott, in excited school students who 
her quest to set a world lined the streets along the 
record for the longest canal in Ottawa, 
distance run by a woman, Stott, on a leave of 
crept closer to that goal basence from her position 
Oct. 5 when she arrived in as music teacher with the 
her home town of Ottawa. Ottawa Board of 
Stott, who left Victoria Education, has dedicated 
last May on her 4,250-mile the run to her meditation 
run across Canada, was teacher, Sri Chimmoy.
Vancouver Island's best professional and amateur golfers gathered at Glen Meadows during weekend 
for annual Winspear Cup tournament. Pros emerged victorious for fifth time in I j-year history of
Murray Sliarratt I’liulo
Professional Guides
GILBERT’S f^ARINE & GUIDE SERVICE LID.
Year around Salmon fishing
BOAT HEHTAL ^6.00 per hour
Phone (604) 652-2211 VOS 1 AO
789 Saunders Lane R.R. 1, Brentwood Bay, B.C.
capture 
lltli annual
Home of SUPER savings! 
In Downtown Sidney
Across from Sidney Hotel
STORE HOURS: 
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
, Both teams scored twice in the following half of play ^
With Craddock and Melanie Iseke drawing assists on \ V V ^ ^
McMillan’s goals. Brandy Courser and Samantha Towler f;’^^ ^
;:-.l
In ; other-guls^^- s^ action, the Peninsula Queens bright ^Pnts
Payless, played well, controlling most of the play, but had ama ems was
to settle for a 1-1 draw with the Sooke Asto's. p!^>' »>’
Payless trailed 1-0 at half time but got the equalizer hnip.
when leftwinger Gena Grist scored on a deflection during ^
Prices Effective 
Wed., Oct. 19 to 
Sat., Oct. 22/83










WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES WHILE STOCKS LAST
;:;lb.97'
o ... L after five holes, came iThe following are other Penmsula Soccer Club scores: storming back and defeated § CHICKEN NICKS
• Blair Piercy by one, I £ BKtbK« j
' finishing the back nine with “              .
a four-nndcr-par 32. “jCHlCKENiLIVERS
& GIBLETS
Old Country Rentals 0 "Prospect Lake
TaCT Tv:TTVW Unlted::::‘ ::„:y 0 Oak Bay
. Harvey's,Sporting:Goods 1 ,'y-:-:yP„'' :"Propsect Lake'::.'"y'::',:':":
.i SaanictiCctolevision -• -.'y Bye
5A ' Cent. SaaniLions . ; :"i, Gordon Head
■'■■..'SM ■ GWG Rentals •: :; 1 :''';2'"--: Oak Bay
' Cent. Saan. Firelighters : : '::':'y-.5 1 Gorge":"-:':-",
.■.:-,.Sidney Tire'..: ."0 . Duncan-, •
;:.6C Thunderbird Marina ":.:y:, ".o",:; '-Gorge:
,: 'TB-.-.'':'-.-.'.. :PBEPanthers,' - fi 0- "' Juan de Fuca 1 y:
'T-7C-1:- ■ Flint Motors , Sooke--
- 7C-2:;,- : Windsor Plywood ",Leo -.
Primo Contractors: , : :':'::T'-:v: Cordova Bay , -'
■ 8W : ' Westcoast Savings ' -': I;.'-.:-" Gordon Head ; ::
: BE-: ,i Home Lumber , : Prospect Lake ""y;
;. Bs i. Sidney Home Hardware: ; o,.,'-'-:": ..Sooke:'-;"":'-.
."T.BN' - Tanners''::';'-"', '"Sooke
:. gw,:-.-:;..:'. " Motorola: , y-:.y 'o, :Lakelilir . :
' . 9N-2::'> , ■Magic Color Centre " 'a'-":-.: '.Gorge--":
9W .-'iciwanls-,:,- . ", y'"'-, o': Juan de Fuca;" :
..V:9E'-,.-' ^y-" ■; Sidney Radio Shack::" JuandeFuca ;"'',
OS' "KennameiaT ■ 0 .'Gorge.'-':
QIRLS LEAGUE
"8-1'.'-' Cent. Saah. Lions """ / 0 ; Prospect Lake ":: :
8-2 , Queens Payless ' -':1 Sooke- ,
TWU Tigers ;" : :: : ..-;3 Prospect Lake
s ■: ■ - PBEEnioreers ^ , - ,.,P Gordon Head ,









' j. CiriovaMoiois : ' 
Maroon Team i
Perinel
Rod .Team. , 
MaioonTeam , 
Russell Koirf-uoiii 
Red Team , . ;
■ Blue Team ,
5 In other golfing new.s,
0 Jim Clark and Bud 
' t Livingston V recorded hple- 
d in-ones during the past 
® couple of weeks at - Glen 
5 Meadows, both coming ont 
° he T65-yard eigth hole. 
7 Clark was using a three
1 metal wood while 







kg Frbh Pork Picnic
STERKS::-:v.::.::l; . . .
bg FRESH PORK 
HOCK...................................ib.77'
kg Fresh Pork Shoulder
BOn STEAK lb*:
kg Fresh Leg of Pork 










saisasEsoog..... . . .
SCHNiEDERS ASSORTEO FROZEN

















Ryan Penricl scored two 
goals, sparking Peninsula 
Tanners to a 4-1 victory 
over host Sooke Semis in 
division 8 boys soccer 
played oyer the weekend 
A solid team effort 
T ; typified by Richard Bailey, 
who scored when 
su rdit nded by Sooke 
defenders, resulted in the 
win. Speedy Jonah Tredjer 



















- BEANS 28.oz./540g'::v:. vk.:>:..^y:.r-..^^
lO LIBBY











-K.T4.6.;L,128.''0iiT'.vT' 6 litra box
iSOFT DRINKS!
300 ml bottles 









I TOILET TISSUE iM.
! KLEENEX" HI DRI f
























.......................... 2 lb*. 29*
................. lb. 49
BllAS
EXTftA SPECIAL ms WEEK
(IIITIIRE'S CAIIOlll :
SHAMPOO .00 nil
:,»10[ VtO., B.tS»M I WOTtlll . 1...,,,
QU«KWJ«H»CHtWlf . - 41
GRANOIIA BARSb..








MtCAlH LITE DELIT $
Pl2»i!A 4 ibWi 375g .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
» » ,* I f ♦ n
SUPER FRIES >bf
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Amateur travel used to be a pastime for the privileged; 
now it is a pastime for everyone. The result is that hardly 
anyone listens to travellers’ tales unless they are spiced with 
disasters. In Travels with Myself and Another, the intrepid
novelist and journalist, Martha Gelhorn — “a student of 
disaster” — has compiled her best horror journies. They 
are riveting. As her editor at Collier’s observed, after 
reading her, any rational person would think himself lucky 
to be at home.
Bored by safety and comfort. Miss Gelhorn is 
“enamoured of excitement and jokes and risks and odd 
people” — all of which she finds in abundance on her 
wartime expeditions into China and the Caribbean and on 
her later visits to Russia and Africa. Fearless, irritable and 
opinionated, she prods curiously at everything in her way 
with an imaginary rolled umbrella, and is quite prepared to 
wield it to clear her path.
In 1941, travelling into China with an Unwilling 
Companion (unnamed but known to be Hemingway) she 
contracts a disease called China Rot, drinks a thermos of 
what turns out to be snake wine, and finds herself in a 
village latrine while Japanese bombers pass overhead.
“The truth was that in China I could hardly stand
anything ... China has cured me. I never want to travel 
again.” But of course she does, with the same effect.
“I remember West Africa the way one remembers 
pain,” while her unwilling excursion into Russia, at the 
behest of a writer she admired, leaves her “in such a 
temper that I was hardly coherent.”
However horrific her experiences, she remains buoyantly 
and hilariously herself — whether lifting up her nose at the 
smell in Africa, or risking death by stoning because she had 
burst in on a screaming girl and ordered everyone to stop 
torturing her. The noise, she later realised, was caused not 
by torture but childbirth.
“I rarely read travel books myself,” boasts Martha 
Gelhorn, “I prefer to travel”. Well, for those of us 
without her bravado. Travels with Myself and Another 
makes exciting and vivid armchair travel.
This book, not a new one, but recently re-issued, is 
available from the Sidney-North Saanich branch of the 
Central Saanich branch of the regional library.
Post office tour?
Sidney postmaster Bob invites students of district
Wednesday. October 19, 1983
Stevens says the local post 
office will join others across 
the country and world in 
declaring October Starhp 
Collecting Month. Stevens
SIDNEY MEAT MARKET
schools and residents in­
terested in touring Sidney 
post office to call 656-3532 
for more information.
9786 - 2nd Street 656-7535
ALL OUR MEAT IS AGED, GRAIN-FED. GUARANTEED CANADA “A"
RIB EYES lilllllll«TEDI|I WIKEIb.*3.59 *7.91 kg 
SIDES OF BEEF .. .ib *1.69 *3.73kg
FRESH RABBIT ..... ib.*2.69 *5.93kg
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: Continued from Page A4
also to ensure there is increased space to provide service
hospital.
At the outset it was recognized that one of the critical 
phases of the expansion concerning the alterations to 
the kitchen was the feasibility of maintaining a meal 
service to the patients. It was determined that the kit-
----- - . . u-
to maintain a meal service to the patients during this 
or whether to contract out this service to a 
catering company, which would mean laying off 20 
dietary staff. Following deliberations with various 
it was decided renovations to the kitchen 
could be carried out in two phases, both of which would 
be critical in terms of providing meal service to patients.
phase it was necessary to 
disconnect the dishwasher and transfer it to another 
the entire floor of the existing kitchen could 
be relaid and alterations made. During this time phase 
the hospital had to operate with plastic disposable 
products. The new addition to the kitchen was also 
constructed during this period, and the preparation and 
cooking of food was transferred to this new addition ■ ^ ^
The second critical phase was when the renovated 
kitchen was completed, which required the transfer into 
the new kitchen of the dishwasher machine, and it is
Sdiiring this second transfer that, again, it was hecess^^
for the hospital to switch to disposable products in lieu 
of china in order to provide meal service to patients.
The role of the hospital is in providing health services 
to meet the needs of the community which it serves; and 
in this ongoing relationship the hospital continues to 
operate 24 hours per day in providing these services and, 
like so many other public institutions, the majority of 
patients receiving care in our hospital are more than 
satisfied with the care and treatment they receive.
We receive numerous letters expressing thanks for the 
care rendered by staff. Most notable, of course, are the 
numerous boxes of chocolates that are left for the 
nursing staff in gratitude.
I thought it
been happening at Saanich Peninsula Hospital.




chamber of commerce is 
sponsoring all-candidate 
meetings Nov. 9 at 7:30 
p.m. in Sanscha Hall for 
Sidney council and school 
board hopefuls, and Nov. 
10 7:30 p.m. in Deep Cove 
school for North Saanich 
candidates. Central Saanich 
will not make any plans for 
a meeting until a contest has 
been established. The three 
aldermanic incumbents 
could be returned by ac­
clamation, Lea King said 
Monday.
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admitted during this time period that the reason for,/ 
paper, plates and cups was due to our construction / 
program, and not due to, any restraint measure on the 
part of the hospital.
Saanich Peninsula Hospital, like other hospitals, had 
to meet the same stringent requirements of restraint, 
and our measures Of effecting further economies were 
to nursing:and dietary departments, which 
stil operated under the staff patterns that were in place 
prior to the restraint program. In fact, our hospital only 
found it necessary to reduce seven positions, which 
were mainly in the support service areas, together with a 
^ of increasing its out-patient revenue by
Next month, voters in a portion of the Saanich
Peninsula will have an opportunity to mark their ballots
in a nuclear disarmament referendum. /
have already been held oyer the 
past several years in scores of towns and cities across 
Canada (including Vancouver, iNanimO, Castlegar and 
Regina), and the results have been consistently af­
firmative.
The question posed in the referendum is; Do you 
support the goal of general disarmament, and mandate 
your government to negotiate and implement, with; 




period which, in itself, was ; quite a remarkable
This is our chance to add our voices to those which 
express increasing dismay and concern over the ac­
celerating, ever more dangerous arms race.
Our reason tells us that the more nuclear weapons 
there are produced and deployed, the more likely is it 
that a catastrophic accident will occur.
To use an analogy, I feel that getting by from day to 
day, whole, is becoming similar to proceeding barefoot, 
unscathed, through a succession of darkened rooms,
each succeeding rodni containing the glass from bhe
more shattered bottle than in the previous. Eventually, 
one is going to get cut. There the analogy ends. / ^^
George W. Kyle 
22-10046 5th St. , 
Sidney
Staff at Sidney town hall 
have been commended by 
council for helping to save 
more than $10;000 this year 
in insurance premiums. 
Town administrator Geoff 
Logan said Friday that 
becadse of the safe driving 
records of staff -— who 
drive the fleet of cars, 
trucks and firetrucks — 
insurance premiums have 
been discounted 35 per cent 
— and that’s a saving to the 







TSrfree Gift Wrapping 
Free Parking at rear 











RREE HALUJWEEN DRAW!! 
T0|BE M ADE dGT;31/83 /
» ! DEPOSIT THIS COUPON IN OUR DRAW BOX TO BE >; 
^ 1 ELIGIBLE FOR A 20 PCE. DINNER SET. J ;
Derek James, host of the 
Close Encounters phone-in 
show on Saanich 
Cablevision, will be in­
terviewing Nanaimo NDP 
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• we find you thi right lb you require.
■ i» Hve beal with ali|levels of governnien
• we finance,
• we build an appealing, quality slrgctura W^^ 
is the easy part.)
• we look/after the legal dela^
• we take care of your movb in detail.
‘■rswv-
In other words, we settle you in your own premises to the last detail while you 
continue to dp What you do best — run your own business. ’
We have many satisfied customers now. Why not enquir 
discuss your individuai needs jIth iis.
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DIVING CLASSES START MONTHLY. Try our “FREE" 
SCUBA NHSHT find Discover What its all about 
Ciassrbom & pool session. All equipment supplied
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____ _____________ ________ ___ __________ _ t. 17-22 Block Parent Week. Students will par­
ticipate in poster, essay or poem contest to aid awareness of program. Sidney Kiwanis will sponsor 
program and on Saturday, 11 a.m. - 3 p.m. will set up display in front of Safeway. Application 
forms are available at local schools and Sidney RCMP, Holding Block Parent flag are RCMP Con­
st. Ted UOshaw and five-vear-old JavBraithwaite. Murra> Sharra»t Photo
Sidney’s Charlie White has 
certainly gone places since he 
served as an officer in the navy 
and graduated with a civil 
engineering degree from Cornell 
University. A Sidney resident for 
some 27 years now, the 58-year- 
old internationally known 
fisherman, author, lecturer and 
film maker is described by his 
manager, Ron Armstrong as a 
versatile, creative genius.
His most famous film — 
Salmon Spectacular — is the film 
that hit the big time and has been 
shown throughout the States and 
Canada with seven sellouts of the 
90-minute film in California, 
including two big ones of 
audiences of 2,000 eaich and one 
of 1600 at Santa Rosa, when, 
Armstrong says, the freeway was 
blocked for two miles.
The film got a standing ovation 
for Charlie at San Bernadino 
Valley College and one angler 
told Charlie after seeing his film, 
“This is a film fisherman should 
crawl over broken glass to see.’’
About 10 years ago Charlie 
began experimenting with small, 
underwater TV cameras on his 
salmon fishing boat— the better 
to observe the behaviour of 
salmon when presented with bait 
and lures.
What he learned is what makes 
Salmon Spectacular so 
fascinating and informative for 
fishermen; In the film’s final
Charlie White lowers space age remotely-controlled underwater 
television camera id
largest generated far more interest in marketed his own hookshar-
salmon Charlie ever caught salmon than clean lures did. pener.
suddenly appears in the picture as - Spinner lures, those with a xhe unnretentious fisherman is
a breathtakingly huge fish — the proplike device that spin when
er, they didn’t own companies — Saltaire .
trailer herring strip. Then the appear to generate more strikes Publishing, now in its 16th year
■ - - ”------,uv, u,.,-* cinnar lures. ^nd featuring a wide variety of
kna’c' rkr#»ft\r curp ^ ft _i_ ;a v * KAfiL-c
salmon literally engulfs the bait. than non-spinne l
To some, it’s an unforgettable Charlie says he’s pretty
scene. thev’re attracted by the vibra!
■Ie  sure fishing and outdoors books,
y r tion, Charlie White Productions and
Final scene is when Charlie that it simulates the tailbeat of a Charlie White Fishing Adven-Charlie i i l il  li i i i
drags the salmon to the scales at frightened or injured bait fish. tures, a division of Saltair
the Good Hope Cannery Lodge “Spinners don’t necessrily Publishing which acts as a
in Rivers Inlet. make’em bite but they sure bring booking agent for 19 different
Charlie’s underwater TV ’em into the neighborhood.’’ lodges in B.C., the Yukon,
equipmenf ^ - Large salmon will make only NWT, and Alaska.
disproyes many fishermen’s one or two passes at a bait or lure
beliefs about salmon behaviour. before giving up and looking for
For examp^le; something else.
prey with the tail before eating is better results with big salmon
a myth. The camera shows than cupheaded lures.
_ _ ^ ^, c ^ ^ 1^ fJmA ficVi^ H aaVc wi?
And he’s written five books 
netting $1 million in sales. The 
most popular is How To Catch 
Salmon — it’s sold more than 
120^000 ” and features advanced
I ,
salmon making extremely close ' authors and numerous tips on
swim-bys then turning sharply up m tackle stores, they aren nioochihe casting
awav. Thev’re actually: running sharp. : Time and lime ■ again,
. MM, HM ................  ............. ......................... middle scluwl and
classrooms and make machines more effecdvCfor students. Top photo, icachey finding his way getsy: 
some help. Ntiirnij Shiirniii I’lioio
y y’r  actually ru ning i i  trolling’Dlugs sDOons flashers
; their sensory rargan, the, 'iSTme planert’aJid .^tch^g big salmon.’
’ line on their sides, along the bail lures then spitting the hooks out. : ‘
: or lure — like a beachcomber^:^:^^^^^^^: most single f ; Armstrong says Gharhe^s
running a metal detector oyer ; mosf important element in tackle^^^^^^^^
sand. care is sharp hooksv Dull hooks there’s another movie vin ;the
commercial; scents : works tentatively ;, c
is of little or no a fish’s mouth. c Search (f the Ultimate Lure.
help; in :sahnon Hshing. White ; in active Armstrong:is,putting togcll^er U;:
tested 15 comniercinl scents on a feeding periods they can He - tall tour of Salmon^Spcctaciilar-^;; 
tvvo-lure test with & camera on , ::;caught:: on y^ anything,;^^^^^^
both of them and salmon “One day while we vvere —
rC..:. l,y tCqUCSCof SaaillCh’PCninSIlla'dis|)layed no prefcience. ' ; ^ a hot bite we caught f^^ b re uest raf niclr e n^ul
Howeyer, they do appear to be salmon on the foil that’s inside chambci" oj commerao ^ taiv w
turned on by motor oil. Bilge cigmette padtagcs.V’^
water, gasoline, grease and Of course, Charlie eventually old Sanscha library tinncxe t)ci.
straight motor oil applied to lures brought out and successlully 27.
Mirroiuiding the back yard, but work at it she would, provocation. . <1 . 1 1 . T eventualK^'desiru’cUvc
performing some never bcfoiy; scAn athletic hurls to Lily got no better. She continued to favor Ihe hot air . ntgg
he ton stakes registers, We got. more pel plcxcd and desperate. Lvcii- loop. ' . , .
Each' dump, deposited on the pa.io heeame our luallyhbcenmc one of those dihcr/or dedsiops. Lily lost "7;"*; “ “
rSr ivlrZ “l^ylneTnotlce those registers I re^ernher that cat d,ti,en,ty d devdopin«,„ew prohle.ns when the old opes 





adopted bv an«orange kitten whom Lily predictably hated, she responded with 
'Helen They sorted out their differences over many rnonihs, but luoblcm tiever
11| spot, usually quite public and often 
■' prcsciit^ site vvduld prb^^ up her beautuful
me comfortable we didn't catch oh to lily's solution for several weeks. All of , us, ol course, create and resonate to our o vri viw'id,-m stnn c-ifressine ancient hurts reliving^ dZ^ ^rc Thdt it wal rilili horror that wtr rcpliicd that she WPS Ipto 'r' ^^^o^^L^^^Ims^SS hrrataptSw^hdS
dll body act a •it'd tlrc'hli oir rcaisicrs. The vci diaaposcd : mind whcp I say; appic, lire, joy; calthere will Ire 10 past disappolntm>. rts,.na<l crcairni! hiilimPt r i. ji iih;#;
i :«iE!y
I'Uv'wnc^^iniifillvere'Uive'at'nlav' clevisinador herself an' Td'ur.anyomt'.:.«n<bitonaliy‘-u|ritfii,io,.bgiir'..wiUi, .Thiy ;,,wqUuy;,,.v:;. MUit.mviU-d, yinoapnai.^TtUucru .mu ,;P isium iinmnhrev^
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(This week your guest columnist is Len Mulholland, a 
Hollander with his nation's love of bulbs who has recently 
found a new love , . . his pool. He gardens on a fine 
powdery soil, laid none too thickly over rock, but he and 
Anna have a beautiful display of annuals, perennials and 
bulbs every year, and the pearlin the centre is (you guessed 
jt) his belovedpondl)
: When Helen asked me to write an article for this 
iolumh, I was at first very reluctant to accept and for two 
"reasons. 1 am sure that the average gardener knows at least 
"as much as 1 dp, and a lot of you much more, and that it 
would be pretty hard to follow her act, knowing how much 
readers enjoy her informative and often humorous articles.
But I reconsidered, and decided to write about a type of 
gardening that 1 (just maybe) know more about than the 
'average gardener. lam referring to “water gardening.”
* I was also going to use this opportunity to tell a story 
abut Helen and “himself”, and she may tell you the full 
story sometime, now that the cat is out of the bag. It is 
about the time they hauled a load of plastic bags filled with 
horse ihanure in the trunk of the car. (Would you believe 
from Dawson Creek to Vancouver Island, and in the very 
heart of summer?) Please understand this was a very 
special quality manure that is not available anywhere on 
the Island, because it was'produced by Jim’s daughter’s 
very own horse. ^
I always wondered about that strange odour emenating 
ffrom his car until they told me thisstory! Sorry about this, 
■Langs, but fjusthad to tell it!
: But on with the water gardening. Generally speaking if 
fakes place in a natural of man-made pond, a bog, or a 
■combination of both. It can also be combined vyith a rock - 
garden on the “high’V side to prevent the run-off from 
your lawn flowing into your pond during heavy rains. For
those who are lucky enough to have a natural stream 
running through their property (how I envy them!) The 
possibilities of creating a water-garden are without limit.
A pond is always “alive”. The everchanging reflections 
'on the water, the ripple of the water caused by the wind or 
a small waterfall, the goldfish, or Koi (Japanese carp) are a 
never-ending source of pleasure. If you have the pool in 
front of a window, and add a small light hidden behind 
> some rocks, you have something you can enjoy frorri the 
time you get up until you go to bed, 365 days a year.
- When you really get into this business of ponds, it really 
■grabs you. My kids call it “ponditis.”
^fhere are three main categories of aquatic plants; those 
'that are totally submerged (in 12 to 30 inches-of water), 
■floating plants that do not require soil, and the bog plants . 
that grow in permanently saturated soil.
In the first category we have water lilies, of which there 
are numerous varieties in all colours except blue, most of 
them blooming profusely all summer. The only blue water 
lily available is a so-called “Tropical” which is generally 
treated as an annual, and to my knowledge not available in 
fhis area. The lotus is another, with blooms sometimes 12 
inches across, but I have never seen one in this part of,the s 
world.
I f Among the hdn-blobming, subirterged water plants are 
fhe Anachafis, Myriophyllum, Vallisneria, Sagittaria, and
■
"perform an additional function, and are referred to as 
“oxygenators”, and play a vital role if you have fish in the 
pond. The fish “breathe” the oxygen, return the carbon- 
dioxide to the water, the plants use the C02, and release 
oxygen, and so complete the cycle.
■ Perhaps T should mention here another cyclewhich 
should be complete in ofder to maintain pool balance.
.Sunlight vvill produce algae, the fish will eat some of it, but
- ^ yotir pond will eventually
'^^hoke up: with algae, making it unsightly, and crea
plants.
■ p^ note that I am not suggesting you keep (he water
in your pond as clear as you would in,an aquarium. The
in a well-balanced pond is green, and when you can
barely see yout hand when you hold it a foot under water,
safely assutne that your pool has the proper
Among the lioating plants wlvcan also find ones with 
beautiful Howers, or leaves or both. To mention a few,
there is the \vater;hvadinih (lavender or purple), the water-
poppy with yellow I'lowers not, unlike the Calil'ornia 
poppy, the walcr-snowliakc with white llowers that look 
like its namesake, or the water-lettuce (no. they arc not
edible) which bears no blooms.
The category of “bog-plants” contains numerous 
varieties. There are reeds and bulrushes which may be used 
as a background planting, water iris (blue and yellow), 
paper plants (Cyperus Papyrus) the aquatic forget-me-not 
primrose willow, water arum, water-canna, and many, 
many more. My favorite is Lobelia Cardinallis which 
grows about two feet tall, has deep-green mint-shaped 
leaves and spiked of fiery red flowers. They are absolutely 
beautiful, and bloom from July until well into September. 
Most varieties of aquatic plants mentioned here are 
perennials, and easily propogated.
If I have turned you on to water gardening, a word of 
Warning before you get carried away. The availability of 
water plants is very limited on the Island, although some 
nurseries and pet shops bring some in in the spring. The 
best selection 1 have seen is at the water gardens in 
Coombs, north of Nanaimo. They carry quite a few 
varieties of waterlilies, most of them in bloom during the 
summer.
Perhaps I should also mention that if you are starting 
from scratch by digging a pond or making a bog, and your 
only source of water during dry weather is your tap, make 
sure you have no leaks! This is not as easy as you may 
think. A rock wall is the worst, and you will likely end up 
plastering your wall with cement to slightly above the 
design level of the water (like I did!)
The tiniest crack in the concrete will allow the water to 
drain away, and its very hard to find a crack, particularly if 
your pond is sunk into the garden.
You can also line the pond with polyethylene, or better 
with PVC Film. If you accidently punch a hole in your 
liner, plastic is not ea.sy to repair. The PVC can be glued 
with the same glue used to glue the black pipe in the house. 
Another word of advice. There are many good books 
available on this subject. Do a good deal of homework 
before you start. This is not the time to read the in­
structions after you’ve made the mistake.
1 hope that I have been of some help to novice and 
prospective water gardeners. My next winter’s project will 
be building of another pond with a bog to one side. You 
have no idea what it is like to be afflicted with this disease! 
In the meantime, happy gardening — water or otherwise. 




As one of our members 
put it, “We must be doing 
something right”, as more 
than 55 members turned up 
at the Oct. 6 meeting of 
Sidney, branch 25 of B.C. 
Old Age Pensioners’ 
Organization. The meetings 
are held on the first 
Thursday of the month at 
the Senior Citizens’ Centre 
on Resthaven Drive.
Starting with the singing 
of “O. Canada”, ac­
companied by May Cornell 
on the piano, a progress 
report followed on the 25th 
anniversary dinner and 
Arther Evens noted there 
were likely a few seats left. 
Call Evens at 656-3777. 
Those requiring tran­
sportation please be at the 
centre between 11:15 a.m. 
and noon. No tran­
sportation after that time.
Evens gave a report on 
the invalid supply cupboard 
which Was started some 
years ago by the branch to 
help out seniors who were 
in need of medical supplies. 
There are at present more 
than 30 articles in the 
cupboard including two 
wheelchairs, two back 
supports, two pair of 
crutches, one inflatable 
bath support, three electric
FOOD GIANT . FOOD GIANT . FOOD GIA|MT ■ FOOD
vaporizers and much, much 
more.
One does not need to be a 
member of the organization 
nor is there any charge for 
use of the supplies we have 
on hand. Most of them we 
have purchased or had 
donated to us. Some people 
make donations to the 
organization as they borow 
the supplies.
If you are a senior who 
may need the use of some 
article in the invalid supply 
cupboard call 656-3777. If 
no answer call again. At 
time of writing this we just 
had a $4 donation to the 
cupboard.
Ethel Chalwin reported 
another successful bake 
sale, while Louise Loxam 
and Edith Sumpton won 
raffles. Ernie Edwards told 
members a suit and a doll 
had sold for $5 each —- you 
just can’t beat our prices 
folks.
Eileen Benson — our 
representative on the board 
of long term care Senior 
Citizens Association — 
gave a brief report on long 
term care advising members 
to be vigilant in regards to 
medicare. The purpose of 
the association 's to keep a 
constant watch on health 
services to senior citizens,
she said. The meeting 
closed with the singing of 
God Save the Queen, 
followed by a game of 
bingo with Johnnie Pow, 
ably assisted by Alex Clark.
The next branch meeting 
will be 1:30 p.m. Nov. 3 at 
the Senior Citizens’ Centre, 
Resthaven Drive. Guest 
speaker Miss Shirley 
Oakley, nutrition con­
sultant for the Capital 
Region Board will be 
speaking about nutrition 
for seniors. See you there. 
Bring a friend, or two.
Get Safer’s Rea Soap
□ kills fleas on contact 
□ no petrochemical 
pesticides 
□ safe with people, 
pets and your 
environment
At pet stores and 
lawn & garden 
centres.
"Your full service pet store" 
"Your pets happiness 
is our business’
birds - aquariums 
small animals 
tropical fish 
pet & horse supplies
Mon. to Thurs & Sat.
9:30- 5:30 
Friday 9:30 - 6:00
656-3314
Beacon Plaza 
^_g2317 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney
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OEPADTS EVERY SATURDAY 





INCLUDES; 6 hiohts accotnodotlon. 
Casino packaps, -^
;; t Tiansportallon, Forry Tolls 
DUS DEPARTS SATURDAYS7;45 A.M. 
BUS RETllRNS FRIDAYS 7:30 P,M;
T'lckeis^at
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Students from across Canada were brought together 
during this Canadian Studies Week. The centre operates 
each week from September to June using various thematic 
programs such as natural resources and environment, law, 
.science and technology, arts and culture and others.
During our week’s stay, myself and the 100 other 
students, studied Canada’s institutions, unity, the hope of 
peace, the federal government and the destiny of the 
. country’s youths.
In the spring our senior boys basketball proved they Visiting many fascinating museums an^ galleries (the
By Marjone Denroche were a superb team, by capturing first place in their single Museum of Man, Museum of Science and Technology, the 
Special thanks to School “/^’’ league. Last year the Harlem Clowns also showed National Gallery and many other sites), the learning ex- 
District 63 for allowing talent at Parkland, by exhibiting a humorous periences were extraordinary.
Sidney Teen Activity Group side to the exciting sport. A highlight of the trip was sitting in the gallery of the
the free use of. the Sidney This Saturday evening, Oct. 22, at 7:30 p.m. the Clowns House of Commons during question period and watching
elementary gym. This once again to battle our Panthers in one of the Prime Minister Trudeau and Brian Mulrooney in action,
means the Hoor hockey ^105^ hilarious matches ever seen. A good laugh is the best The best memory was the tour-guided bus trip through 
sessions will now be able to j^gdicine in life, so come out and rid yourself of any Ottawa, Hull and the village of Rockchffe where most 
recommence Oct. 24 troubles for the evening. Tickets will be on sale at the door foreign ambassadors live.
Sessions _ are held Downtown Ottawa became a very familiar sight by
Monday trom 7-y p.m. and opportunities for students in this country are en- Friday, and that day we were given free lime for shopping
are for kids aged 13 to 1». another wonderful program or wandering through the unique streets ot the Capital
..1 opened in the nation’s capital. For any person aged 16 or City,
required and this supervised application to the Terry Fox Youth Centre in There was a good balance between social lime, guest
Ottawa should be on his/her list of yearly endeavours. speakers, visil.s and eating - which all presented a Nvon-
mosl popular in the past Its ^ centre’s activities Oct. 2-8 and have derful setting. 1 strongly recommend the centre to any
fun to play m a situation^ never experienced such benefits during the five days. The youngster; see your .school counsellor for information on
Ac'L^Lportant par. of no. only help^^^
the game — you are! ,
Thanks also to Mary and 
Janet for volunteering at
the clubhouse on Oakville 
St. Nestled behind Sanscha 
Hall, the clubhouse 
provides a relaxed setting 
for drop-in activities and all 
teens are welcomed. Each 
month a calendar of events 
is published and these are 




The week went quickly after a nice long Thanksgiving 
By Angela Isaac were given to John weekend. I am sure the extra sleep and turkey were enjoyed
There is a group of McCor/er, $350, and to byeverybody.
i oi n i on  $300. Tow Friday was the time to observe World Food Day.
or PCA office at 9788-2nd ^ without due Lightfoot also was awarded Students were encouraged to purchase a ticket for 50 cents
St- _ ^ _ . recognition early in the the Saanich Credit Union which was eligible for a draw. Every third name drawn
Working with kids as year In school they Scholarship of $1,500. won a pizza and the others had a bowl of rice. This
challenging, but the free time in the As the graduating class of demonstrated to students the ratio for the number of
satisfaction can _ be _ science labs or ’84 begins to prepare for people who are well fed compared with those who are
tremmdous. If you live m corners of the library, their scholarship exams in starving in the world today. $75 was donated to the World
the Saanichton area, the , _ ^ . Tnnnnrv and in lime let Food Day fund.A ^ 
f ^ them is nearly impossible, them be assured that we Our Student Council meeting was held on Oct. 12. The
Girls _club IS also looking wish them the best of luck. Tricycle Grand Prix, Hallowe’en dance and staff-student, vvno are these mysterious wish them the best of luck. Tricycle rand rix, allowe en dance and staff-student
several voteeers^ w^ students? Scholarship The results from last year volleyball game were discussed. The last half of October is /
would e^oy being invplyed - certainly renect on our definitely going to be buzzing.
in their Tuesday teen drop- . , A . f teaching staff so this year’s The junior boys’ soccer team stung Pafklands with a 4-1
7-9 p.m. Please call Kim at ° ^ - PP Tice ™ore Andrew’s. Unfortunately the Senior boys’ volleyball team
652-3()21^fter 3 p.mvif you; p^hipwprsM^^^
^ in thp rtiofrim Students recently recieved grashockey team played two games against Claremont and
, yaluaWe service for te<m^ combine . Spartans were invited to girls’ volleyball team /played two? close/games against;
providing recreati Two ex-Spartans: Brejida QQ^gj-^hient House to be Spencer and Claremontv The junior boys/ rugby team was y
niH vnu eniov the Lightfoot, John (hobbies), service, physical
Sa?.;fch ^^ntasuTa^J^ospt. n.nes. and an epedUion
: r-',1 L L 1 V ' snd Brent Weeks. C.arolyn . y Thank vou to the staff
„ .T-i-:- orriiin nf .Borc(e/i was awarded $1,000 friends of Claremont
for excellence in commerce, ^ho ’
'■■■■■ ■:
involved women Contribute ,  acted as our assessors._
so much through their TH= president’s rog.onal It .s^also noted th^
t ^‘I:.::.! Yi TVTr^ cnhninrshin of $‘>00 that the gir s field hockevLpport of the hospital and : (UyiG) scholarship Of $500 that^^^t
are noted for their won- was awarded \o Jonathan team, under the direction of.
derful fund-raising events: ^ Llghlfoo! was Miss . Pep/terdine, had an
Happy to report that if you awarded the Simon Fraser amaang ^me back on Oct,
mi4S out last Saturday,: McTaggart Cowan home garae versus,
tite group will be a part of Scholarship in chemsttry, Stejiy s, . Claremont
the annual Christmas, Fair worth S2,000. t ; ^; Piyri^ed a ‘’smashmg 6-0
coming up on Dec, 3. Saanich Teachers Awards wm. Excellent spirit girls!!!
Tables are beginning to 
fill up, so; groups dr- 
craftspeople are advised to 
phone 656-0134 and an 
application form will be 
mailed out.
Have you a few spare 
hours to play crib, dr talk, ,
to an elderly gentleman who has announced a new
is very lonely? Call 656- service for the public with
0134 if you have time to the appointment of a
volunteer. You could make massage therapist, Ingrid
a new friend and brighten O. Mocrmah. R.M.P;. For
^ more information, drop in
/ ' Market bay is still being at 880 Courtney Si. or call
at ilie PGbl Shop and 386-751 l
'
r■ ■
All AS: THE TERRACE VSEW HE
RESERVE YOUR SEAT NOW 652-2922
ISLAND’S BEST SALAD $095 4:30 '
BAR & SMORG - SUNDAY ® &
':\--V^y::TQP£Pi r days A WEEK FOR DINSNG ^
5* ;.V V* * *' • • * • *. r '
The Viclbria YM-YWCA
it' '
tor the past few Thursdays, Oct, 2(),: : ^,
'
I ,1 ■'.■.111 >; .. '■:/
■■; ' : ■ ■:.';■■■ ■::■,■ ? :...■:■; :: :'■ ' ■,"' ■■"
It
.■/’-*■r .■ :■' ' '
k. I'.'. ;■■, . 1 ■ ■■
■■; ■ ■
' ■,■' ■■■•V . .
■ -y' ."■^■■■■■^■•..■■f,■■■
■:,:'■: 'iM
by Horet of Canada
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A co-ordinated,sportswear group ol -.a I







ril/AvaliablcfiT ... ................... .. „ ,
Jackets, pants cand skirls .J,::
blouses, ■
Sizes range from a to 18. '%
ft GREAT GROUP FOR THE 
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HARilOI^IE
APPLE JUICE
COHOENTIIATE 12/1.36 L apple jUlCE





^ SiXsilS ■ !!««
^ COOP
ORANGE JUICE











p'@': \■■ " .^‘.TTiv y.
..Siaw'Ki ■ ■
COOP CREAM & KERNEL
24;398niL .. ,,VA





:' v-ai 3j«(v A^v'S'■*’;'!'■
.... ■





for 20 CENT DISCOUNT regnrdless of quantity.
KV'fy^^ j.i'' ■! T'itf uf J'iy
iiii ■ llfm ‘ ;7
^ »' ' '■ *'V, s’-l





COOP FANCY CREAM OR WHOLE KERNEL







COOP EXTRA LONG GRAINBICE 1.81kg.................... ••■••■
COOP READY CUTiiCMBli 1kg.......:....
COOP
LeiBSPiSIIETIiikg..:.
COOP^aC ^ BIIEESE DINNER 225g .












I®:, ■ jf Afs^.|j5&j ,%
i / 41*'
.4-' 4 ^ 4% ’*‘kI 
‘‘X-Sf
750mL................
DAIRYIAND REGULAR OR 2%
COTTAOEeillESE
OAIRLANO FIESTAICE CBEa^ ASST FLAVORS IL .........
ISLAND BAKERY 5 PACK 
P^rUfl WHITEOR







■ iae*s/' Hss.- 
Jf"#a A
A' Jit*' ' ^.J ri e "^3 '
355 mL . . . , .,
I'C00P'":;'v';4-4:a
4Ssv ■ ' ■■ ‘ j€Str .
0^/!' KtY-ai-.■ '^y- ‘y'-sf ■ ■■■' yvi d>j’ •?•■*. >«•/.XiP ^
1 kg. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COOP
■■ I ■•■.
:: : : ‘ ' COGP • 
PIECES & STEWIS
284 mL
' ' '.4'^S A ■ ■■ '#1% ■ ’ ■
-.fVpy'-: ...
; ;;.p
1 kg. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
■SErX'-X' ■,3nrf^^^§ ■
BULU SAUSaGE^Ka^^





,t '"'l !) s*)' 'f If /''Vrt f''** A;.Vv: . 1 ' ]■; t , L ^ „ I 1 Ji .
SK:' A ;?;■ a' .kg,
PO R K ST E A K GOV’T INSPECTED : ..
6RQUN D BEEF regular . . . 
BEEF LIVER SKINNED&DEVEINED . . . . ;
WHOLE FRYING CHICKEN .




'..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4 L, Flat
This is the iKTie to buy tiie paint you 
’ .' need to revitalize the rooms of your: v
:4, : honne; CO-OP hiterjpr Latex Flat paint-; ,
. is ideal tor use in livingrooms, dining ‘ .
rooms, halls, and oedropms,'COrpPll/i it, | 'J*! 
Interior Latex Semi-gloss: givesiThe: ; /, ;14’ 
convenience ol Latex clean-up wilh 4 L, Stmi Gloss 
,:;,4;':,;tdeTpughrtess dl onameiT^
bathrooms."and hlgh^raflic areas,' ;:
Jet Nylon paint brush Simms Tray and Roller Set
.''.;ii(vtvairU'is miv'/-. nvifii' btunlv It’s irtc,!! lor \im) ■ ‘iiiyit uiv Ihis flew; sid^jKii»*(• ' ' n/tv aoil' I'jUt/i 'll ;
75 /Wi;wifl|i I'l'VS'l.l'S!! iffl i (i,(luf\tii"t<)Olfiun;(elli<f, with' lOfhvti (Ti'll ,! ^
A..,...".. ....... I,ij)n:<iipiifl (iay'wi|rt,iri|i;sl-iP '... . . . . . . . . ’'''
Fiberglass 
furnace filters
A' ..'i ■''...." '4 'fC4'‘.
. .;:fl . , .1 ' J:,',:
each vSli'
Furnaces wi k more. othcichtly . with 
,: cicihri jijtpr ii, .j.He:. those Ijririxpcnsi yo, 
,54ime;'saving ^disposable;: liiteis, Ibis
;\4Winlfir;l:4';;4::i:4:,vr; "T'
:..!44:;'5:j4T;:;:l'.TaCkag0;0l;3J5;T‘




■Porniane'ni,;anti-1ieeze; lor all-' 
" season ririving/Ethylono glycolA 
; 'bash. Give your vehicles ihis 
depondablo,,: year round pro- ^
tectloh,^.'''':;'
Al
96y*’'W x 109V>”D X 77’t H 
HD-89 nog. $299.95.■., ,,
it: ff® 4.«lf ,*4' 'fy '-f-
Phone 6S2-11B8
100% CanailiAn Owned
2132 KEATING X ROAD. 
CENTRAL SAANICH
ill Tito Seaboard Plaza ,
store hoursMon. Weil.Iliur, b«l,










|4i. ' ,yfn f^^ ■. '.■■^^ ,/ . : SALE DATESOCTOBER















^i fiOP LEMON OR PINK
'lETERGENT










3.6L... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
fl" . pi 'li’l.p, f J 7'if
3.6L ....
EVAPORATEDIHILKais.















GLASS IL . .
Sf i -p p







COOP DELUXE 2 PLY
BATHROOiTISSUE,..
COOP CHOICEFBll IT G0SL IN LIGHTSYRUP 398 mL ... 
COOPCHOICE







' I P' Ps : tj>









^ -iLj ^ ■^^=' ^ “
FROM CONCENTRATE 1,36 L
..  V:?!'"/I pi ''
■ .' ';i' *'■ '. ■ . "'" ■^.-. -V
' '■■■•■ tVVpM'.*'
•i.': ■miky's- Mg
.... .4. . .4..,. .
pkg..;;:.::':'..;.'f.
454grampkg. ' >&.
.kg'.i6''«4|| >3'■' Eli i>r T :M ~
,,;kg:
■ ■ if ^ '■■ ?! '"'''T'....
,. ; ;r;.' .kg'^
WEINERS COUNTRYMORNING . . . -
k I ac M COUNTRY MORNING OR
SAubMlsEi 5 I lvl%SoLYIVlPICORBURNS 500gram . ...... • EACH 1
DINNER HAM COUNTRYMORNING. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lb. kg
B.C- BOTAB^CftS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lb.
B.C. PARSNIPS 




POTATOES*""”’50lbs.l22.68kg. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ea
lAPEFRUITilCE
ll««r M TPff. ASSORTED. HEAD CHEESE, CHIX LOAF, BOLD,COOKEDIWEATS -----------------------------tMAC&CHEESE,PICKLE&PIMENT0175g.............each >
BEEF BURGERS ikgpkg............................................................... eac' " ^
II your ■ ^
^ purchase ol 
^ meat from this ^ 
cooperative is not 
^completely satisfactory,wj 
• and as represented, • 
O yo'J'’ price
in full will be refund 
^ ed to you prompt ly 
*;^nd courteously.#
• The week of October ... . . . . . . __ ------
across Canada to celebrate people and their co-operation and how it 
shaped Canada.
• Peninsula Co-op along with other co-operatives will be emphasizing this
MF
, 8 securely,niopiBcid inio jlio legs ami:.. ;. m
teinlorcod; Willi !)iefi|4rortE;; (2ni!ik!lf) .' '""
.J'jii,'.wife,'15%'- -
lip.,,4,44'.. fell,4,5)’..!;,,. 4,1: .; . ... ,,
each
■ ■ Features convehib^^^









lhsiri&; Iroslod , bulbs y are y 
1000-bour poflDimancu raletb 
40 wait ; : fi0 watt; 100 watt; *
sloevB of 2
. illif* 'l.'i „ ;
Enjoy tlfilicioiisty inailo meals with (! I 's new 
, (Jual.,v;avo;syslomXSpacg'dge (losiQrViwilliy;^
,, ■ 4 m i (; 10 ■ 10 u n b 10 n 1101 ?,■... () 10 ij r a n 1 m a 1.'-10 . ,.. .. —.......... .—
>: memoi-y, delay:start;'timn-oldlay;clock:., -in, 
c power Uwfiis, new door asf.i;inibly, 1,4 dll, tty ' “■
MODEL JX 2195
•Alllo Roast .CodKCOrle y y
'>6?5'waiis-;:.'^i4 .■ 4'" ■;''4''






_ _ _ _ , . . Please
come in " ‘ " ....... ' ' ‘‘
you.
* When you become a -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  -....
owners of a ridn-profitseryice organization fit has,only one basic purpose 
and lhat is to make your dollars produce more for you.
• The store is open to the public, but the tollowing are some advantages to 
being a member-owner;
1. 10% OFF all products {except dairy, tobacco, feed) purchased 
through the store on most Tuesdays.
2. Heating Fuel Dividend of approx. 10 cents/gallon. '
3. Sonic Dollar: For every $45, of purchases in the store, 
niember/ownors receive one Sonic Dollar, which can bo used as cash 
al our gas bar.
4. 40% Savings on Case Lot Sales.
5. Member-owners are able to buy quality appliances from GE as well,as 
home entertainment items from Hitachi, Electrohome. Lloyds, Hoover,' 
otc, at our cost plus a margin of 10 percent. -• Fridges, Ranges. 
Microwaves, Dishwashers, Washers. Dryers, Freezers. Check this 
week's ad tor everyday low prices on Microwaves,
6. An opportunity lo take part in,decisions affecting services, products 
and pricing.
,M ■:#>. y,%j|y, ..gjiy'ji;."
MODEL JX 2020
;h1' • " ■"■ ■■ ' ■ ■
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The Bastion Theatre formation call Island 
Committee are holding Florist at 388-0743. All 
their craft fair at St. Mary’s proceeds to Victoria 
Church Hall, 1701 Elgin General Hospital Heart 
St., Oak Bay, 10 a.m.-4 Laboraory. 
p.m. Oct. 22. 2-42 « * *
* * * A rummage sale will be
The Pioneer Girls’ Club held Saturday, 11 a.m.-2
at Bethel Fellowship Baptist p.m. at Cordova Bay 
Church on Mills Road for United Church, 5168 
girls in grades 2-5, still has Cordova Bay Road. 1-42 
room for girls in grades 2 * *
and 3. Club meetings are Panorama Leisure Centre 
from 6:30-8 p.m. Tuesdays, has over 20 workouts to 
Contact Jean Nelson at 656- choose from this summer. 
5870 2-43 We’ll help get the body fit
* * and firm with classes geared
Bigger is Better at the to a variety of exercise
giant rummage sale 9 a.m.- levels. The music is 
5 p.m. Oct. 22-23 at the new motivating and the exercises 
senior’s building, 1229 safe and effective.
Clark Road, Brentwood * *
Bay. Oil furnace, electrical Sidney Activity Program 
appliances, plumbing requires volunteer helpers 
fixtures, clothing, linens, with knowledge of basic 
kitchen items, doors. 1-42 crafts an asset but not
* * * essential. The program runs
Sidney NDP group will Mondays 9:30 a.m.-1:30
meet at Sidney-North p.m. at Margaret Vaughan 
Saanich library on Birch Hall on 4th St.,
Resthaven Drive Oct 27 at Sidney. For more in- 
7:30 p.m. Speaker is Dave formation call Marketa at 
Stupich, MLA and 652-1483.
provincial leadership * * *
candidate. All welcome. Well known
■ tV'.y photographer, Philip
e-j Graham, will be the
c • ru featured speaker at the
-nonthly meeting of the 




EViichael Fee Construction Ltd.
An information meeting 
on co-operative housing 
will be held 7:30 p.m. Nov. 
1 in the Union Centre 
auditorium, 2750 Quadra.







Drum major P02 Caffrey and lead drummer LC M. Malins launch Royal 
Canadian Sea Cadet Corps Band parade music Heart of Oaks jar war 
veterans prior to lunch at Legion Hall on Mills Rd.
closed Oct 19 and Central 
Saanich branch will be
closed bet 18 for staff i
, . ^ ^ ^ p.m. Oct. 20. Graham was
workshops. ; o 1-42 fL ^
The Royal Canadian Sea 
Cadet Corps, Admiral 
Budge’s military band, 
accepted an invitation to 
parade a group of World 
War I and World War II 
veterans Sept. 8 to their 
annual luncheon hosted by 
the Royal Canadian 
Legion, branch 37.
instrument and par- Lt.(N)Kell -at 478-1630 or 
ticipating in many other Lt. (N)Malins at 656-6903 
RCSCC activities may call for more information.
Island Florist will be
instrumehtal ; in the 
organization of the society.
^ . Vi , „ • V Meetings are held on the
Seminar W :,hird Thursday of every 
^ heldi onj'fov. 2 in the staff room of
Dommion Hotel (Yates at central, Saanich
Douglas). Special guest is municipal hall. Visitors
“Reindeer” who will : , ■ „. welcome, for more in-
answer all questions Areas formation caU 652-0791. 
to be covered include care ^
of flowering and tropical ;A11 coming events items 
plants, terrariums, fresh must be submitted before 5 
flower designs with em- p.m. Friday to be published 
phasis on Christmas designs in the next issue of The 
and many more. There will Review. All items may run 
be door prizes and supplies for a maximum of two
1 " ■'.7 rs r»l E viri 11 n'a- -..I::' * ‘"'I:' ET ? -'L' •v-'v T- / _ '/*> ..
The cadet corps’ brass 
and reed band gave a short 
concert to vets of Victoria’s 
Memorial Pavilion under 
the baton of Phillip"D.W; 
Osborne, C.D. director of 
music and band officer for 
the corps.
Drum major P02 
Caffery, lead drummer LC 
M: Malins and' lead solo 
trum peter LC R.. Deproy 
led the corps’ 12 bandsmen 
in j a performance ; of ^ 
Canada,'-Hearts r of Oaki 
A mazing Grace and Slo w 
March from A ida.
for sale. A fee will be insertions. Non-profit 
charged and pre- organizations only plea.se.
. Ifs'eSSentisV.'T*Or r\r'y‘-rym rv r a, 1 n f r\r m a < I ri n 1registration is essential. For For ore infor ation 
registration and in- please phone 656-1151.
Musicians aged 13-19 
interested in joining the 
corps or persons interested, 










I 1 . < Model VJT250
REG. $849.00
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AH classified ads must be submit­
ted to our office before noon on Mon­
day prior to publication date. We are 
located at 2367 Beacon Ave., 
Sidney. Phone 656-ii5i.
OFFICE HOURS
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday to Friday 
Closed Saturdays and Sundays
Obituaries ...........................:..... ii.,. 1
Cards of Thanks .... .....;........,,:....... . ... .2
Notices:.. ............ ............. ........., .3
Lost. ..: .. . . . . . . . . .,..; .... .4
.Found ... ........ .:...> : ... •>■... ...... -L .; .5,
Personals ...................... ,.:............6
Business Personals . ...,.................. .......................................... .7
Business Opportunities ... .......... .... .8
Help Wanted ...................,... .1.9
Work Wanted................................... .................................. 10
Miscellaneous For Sale .....................;... ... .11
Garage Sales ...:............... . .; . .... ......:... .12
Wanted To Buy ........;..........................13
Pets ........... .........14
Livestock ......... . ................... I ...... . .. 15
Farm Produce . ... :.... ......................... 16
Gardening . :...........:..: ... . . . . ...... ................ .. 17
Boats & Marine ..............................  ...... :................... .18
Motorcycles.. ...... .......:.......... .... .. ..... ■ ■... . :19
.Aircraft .... . . . ....... . . .... . . . .: . ................... . .. ■ .20
. Recreation Vehicles.... ;................. .21
Snowmobiles.;.....:...... .^....: . ■ ■ ■ • ■ ■ ■ ■ - 22
Cars...............:.......;...■.23
'Trucks: ... . y... -24
Machinery:. .. .L ... . . . ......... • ■: . 25
Farm Machinery .. -. .y . 26
J For Rent.. . . . . : ;. .}.27
Wanted to Rent ..:.......... L.. . . .. ^..... •.; .. . 28
/. TteatEstate For Sale .T . .:i30
Mobile HomesTT,. • •... T • • ■ : • -T ■: ■:. ■.:. • 31
eoals .....:... .: ......... .. .. .. .. . ■ ■ .32
Standard Terms
The Review leseives the light to classily ads under appropriate headings and to sot rates 
theretore and to determine page location.
The Review reserves tho right lo revise, edit, classily or reject any advertisement and lo 
retain any answers directed to tho Review Box Reply Services, and to repay the customer the 
sum paid lor the advertisement and box rental.
Bos replies on "Hold" Instructions will be destroyed unless mailing Instrucllens are 
received, Those answering Bos Numbers are requested not lo send originals ol documents lo 
avoid loss.
All claims ol errors in advertising must be received by the publisher within 30 days alter 
the lirsi publication.
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space lhat Ihe liability ol The Review In Ihe event 
ot lailure to publish an advertisement ot In the event ol an error appearing in the advertise­
ment as published shall be limited lo Ihe amount paid by the advertiser let only one incorrect 
insertion lor the portion ot the advertising space occupied by the incorrect ot omitted item on­
ly. and that there shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid lor such 
advertising.
PENINSULA DIRECTORY
of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES . . .
CtNI'RAL SAANICH SENIOR
CITIZENS programmed meetings, 
1st and 3rd Thurs: each month; 
drop-ins every Tuesday, 2-4 p.m.. 
Lions Hall, 6994 East Saanich 
Rd., Saanichton tin
BLACK MALE kitten. Vicinity 




Reasonable rates. Less 10% for 
O.A.P.After4 p.m. 652-2153. 
3p4 2
PUZZLED BY YOUR COM­
PUTER? The computer tutor 
offers personalized instruction 
from home computers to com- 
plexed business systems, 
programming and system design. 
479-2955. 4c46
DAYCARE WANTED immediately 
for my 3 mth. old girl, my home in 
Saanichton. Thursday and Friday 
from lto5.652-3710 Kathy.
2c4 3
CARING DAYCARE person 
required for 1'/? yr. old - Mon. to 
Fri. in the Sidney area. Gov't 
rates. 656-0586. 2c43
FRASER VALLEY Accounting 
Practice required C.G.A. 
graduate with five years ex­
perience in accounting/taxation. 
Reply to: Box 200 c/ o 
B.C.T.C.N.A., #812-207 West
Hastings, Vancouver, B.C. V6B 
1H7. Ipb42
EARN EXTRA CHRISTMAS 
MONEY selling quality jewelry at 
wholesale prices. Free color 
brochure. Write Goldfinger, Box 
34304, Station D, Vancouver, 
B.C.V6J4P3. Ipb43
PERSONAl-S
YOU GET ? 
THAI^ NEWS!
The Review
;,, Put3lishea on Wednescluy lOt; every vieek ;-:
CARIBOO PRESS (1969) LTO 
2357:Beacon-Avo_; Sidney:TLCi:V8Lf:,,
CLASSfFiED RATES
■' First insettion/PO worLs.bri iess',yS2.Q0;:: 
i'Tprepayment rrale only). Consecutive,. 
, repeat ii'serlions SI 00 pei wfek Over 
T30 wordsTFrei-weekjreacIv&irT^orT'T 
iilT cehts:'Coii.secuiive repeat.insertions.:,:, 
ii'over :3piwpr(1sil0:cents pen each.addi-yi 
lioriaiiLv/ord,:: -Box ; riurhbersi- iSl/OO,:::.. 
i-;ciass!lieri, jdisplayLraiey upbny request,;:; 
,:;Chatge;ciassi,lieds are $3.00 tor.the lirst ; 
i Week; VISA rate is also S3.00 tor the lirst,
' week
T SUBSCRIPTION RATES i
•.-TtO pet vear in Canada,lor. The Review 
; -S12 pet year lot-senior cilirens .
,L-;L';:;.TC0RRECTI0NS.:;T:-'::
Ctirrections should bo m,iae helore. lhc ; 
,, secoi'.ii inserlion Allowance can be nlaoir 
jlor one incorrect' inseition only - We 
reserve: Ihe nqhi - ID c'assiiy’ads liiider 
';app(ppti.ue lieadings;: :
WOMEN’S SEXUAL ASSAULT 
CENTRE Crisis Line. 383-3232. 
We offer information, supportand 
referrals. 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week. tin
COUNSELLING tor families and
individuals of all ages - serving 
the Peninsula. Community 
Counselling Service, 9 7 88- 
Second St., Sidney. 656-1247 , tf
ENGLISH SMCXIKING. Register
now for next classes starting Oct. 
24, at Alicias Fine Fabrics, 2392 
Beacon Ave. or call 656-4277.
■-■3c4 2.-7".".' ; ; y
YOUNG LOOKING middle age 
carpenter, new to the island. 
Enjoys fishing, walks, biking, 
travel, fitness wold like to meet 
lady in her 40's for friendship.
' Reply Box F care of the Review ..
3 p4 4''-:' :;i T';;:.'' '-'.V::
PIANO LESSONS - register now. 
Skilled, experienced teacher. All 
ages and methods. Classical 
and/or popular. Excellent 
references. Mrs. Doney, 656- 
4060 W;-' ''T/W; T,::/;’;, T;-8 p4 2- ^
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
SATELLITE SYSTEMS LTD., 5330 
Imperial, Burnaby, B.C. V5J 1E6. 
Complete satellite packages from 
Sl,995.op. Financing available, 
no down payment 0.A.C. $29.00 
per month. Dealer inquiries 
welcome. Phone 112-430-4040.
-tf n ' .
UNEMPLOYED? EARN MONEY
this tax season, learn income tax 
preparation. U & R TAX 
SCHOOLS,1148 Main St., 
Winnipeg, Manitoba. R2W3S6. 
tlpb4 2... -.7 w-:;:;-;.-'
NATIONAL FRANCHISE OP­
PORTUNITY. Canada’s largest 
lawncare company expanding in 
B.C. Affordable opportunities on 
beautiful: Vancouver Island. 
Further Information; THE 
WEEDMAN, Box 3478, Cour- 
tenay, B.C; V9N 5N5. / v lpb42 ;
S.Q.I. LTD.
Landscape Gardening
, We offer a full line 
of Service :, 
—for a reasonable rate—
fiom a SMHil weuding |£ib;io.toinu!el(; Mun 
swoing including lockencs dnvtway. patio, j 
q.trden sheds, liiw-n culling etc ' j
656-3317
EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING 
and general gardening. 
Reasonable rates. Call 656-5382 
after5 p.m; y ' tf
DEEP COVE MAN with truck, for 
house, yard and garden main­
tenance, carpentry, hauling away, 
window cleaning, evestroughs 
and roofs cleaned. Septic fields. 
Reasona bl e rates a nywhere on 
Peninsula. Malcolm, 656-93127, ' 
A p4 2',-;:,-y -y,:"y'::y',7^
SMOKED SALMON. Northern 
coho, $3.50 per lb. Commercially 
caught - professionally smoked. 
Steve656-1234. 3p44
SANDAK SHOES - great for travel
and holiday wear, or just around 
home. Childrens shoes also 
available, individual sales or shoe 
parties. 652-3038. 10c48
VACUUM CLEANERS, buy, seller
trade rebuilt vacuums from $25; 
Electrolux, Filter Queen, compact 
vacuums wanted, working or not 
forcash389-0590 or381-5136.
4 c4 2
SCOTTISH KNIT WEAR 100%
Shetland wool sweaters with the 
traditional Fair-Isle pattern 
knitted in the Shetland Island of 
Scotland. Also available a 
selection of plain sweaters in a 
variety of colours and styles. See 
also our Scottish hand knitted 
mohair berets and toque with 
matching mittens. Prices for 
these pure wool items starting as 
low as $15. sweaters are $30 
upwards. Excellent value as 
Christmas presents with the 
beauty and the hard wearing 
qualities of pure wool. Our 
supplies are limited- therefore 
don’t hesitate in calling for more 
info. 656-1690. 2c42
FRIDGE and stove, $350; frost
free fridge, $250; dishwasher, 




appliances bought for cash, and 
others sold. 656-2797, 4c45
SINGLE BED and box spring,"
frame and headboard included. 
Perfect condition. 656-4780.
:lc4'2,,,7-'' '■ -'7-y'-''-'y7-'7- -''"''-7'-'-
GIMBALED two burner alcohol
Origostove, $35.656-1277.2p47
DINETTE SUITE (chrome), 4 
chairs and table, excellent con­
dition, $55 firm. 656-4093^lp^
ANDY’S AUTO PARIS 
& ACCESSORIES
2412 SEVAN, SIDNEY 656-7281
Open 6 days a weak to seive you
Mon. 9-5, Tues.-Fri. 9-6, Sat. 9-5
CONMAC AUTOIVIOT8VE
























Free Pickup & De/iveo' 7 7 ; 7 :
• PRESERV-A-SHINE * UNDERCOATING • SUNROOFS 
• ENGINE SHAMPOO • TAR REMOVAL 
•COMPLETE INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR CLEANING AND PROTECTION
DIVORCE? Agreed to disa gree?
Can-Am y Divorcervice Inc;
i ' in :'tovi/n;f Five years: established
— ^iv 7 trade:/Best tocatioriyinycovered
ycostsQ Processing extra: yi^ :^o;store7' mail,excellent-yMasterCharge,- ; American 
7: Express,687-2900 (24 hours), y 7
_______________ PROFESSIONAL WINDOW
JEWELRY AND GIFT STORE, 7CLEANING - reasonable rates. 
Gibsons, B.C. Only jewelry store Phone656-3317. 35t
SAWS FILED, tools repaired and 
7 s ha rpened: y Li ghty metal ;,7repai r 
work. 15 years in; Sidney.; “Len'I 
rej3utation7Asking440,000 pl^ ; Ciisden, : 244b iMatavievv; Phone
-ATTENTlpN BOATERS. Avoid they .y txf^e^. do/-z»uu muu> w stock;7Box >1430,/Gibsons,y;B:C7y ‘656-4068
; rush in soring;Take advantage of 1 pb4 2_______________________ __ vON lV07(112)886-20237 ;lpb42 :
;:|owen: winter 'rates dnyyrepairs; , y GET SPICEY! Meet a secret new ^
USED C O N S T R U C T10 N
wheelbarrow, $90; wafflle Iron,
$ 12; toaster, $6; 5 ft. step ladder, - 
$7; fireplace screen, 36x28, $5. 
656-2913. ; 7 7; Inc4l7
PADDLE FANS - The original fan
store; Wholesale and Retail. ;Free 
catalogues; Ocean Pacific ; Fan 
Gallery7Inc; 4600 East Hastings; 
Street,; Burnaby- B.G; V5C 2K5. 7 
y Phone 112-299-0666. y na-tf
7 lyy - 24:yVOLT ;30y;;amp v battery,77; 
8|343 charger $150. Phone477:4892.
OPENING IN OCTOBER
GOLDEN SHEAF BAICERY(1980L Ltd.
2354 BEACON AVE.
FRESH, QUALITY BAKERY GOODS 
AND FRIENDLY SERVICE
Lou & Joan Neudecker WATCH FOR US
_________________ LOVING FAMILYDAY CARE in my




■ 7 Weci77; andy FridayLyS/SO;; -y 6;15 
; p.m.7m6derate td intense7Mori.;- 
y ’ Wed; 7 :30 7 7 ;8:15’ beginners/; y VHSy Visa, MasterCard. Prorhpt 
77ruesdayahd7Thursday7;30-8;157-;delivery.Tri-G6lorVideo713381 - 
;7moderate 7y- 7intense7 10114 772nd Avenue; Surrey, ° r' \/-3w
7 McDonald Pk. Rd; $2 - drop in and 2N5._________________
everyone Welcome. For mmore 
info 656-9869.
SATELLgEySYSTEMS LTD.V 5330; 
experience. Full Imperial, Burnaby, B.C. V5J 1E6. 
9998 8c44 7 Completeysatellite;packages frorny;
................ rnciz iiiiuii.iaiiu.. v^ouiiwMi ...... . “—7 7 ‘y 7 ■:;77$l995:0b.;Eiharicing:available, noy -
Qualicum. BlCyVORZTO. -Ipb42 inc’ B^ ^ FOULLY EXPERIENCED CAR- down payment O.A.C. $29'per
HAVE YOU SEEN an uncut quality VanebuVer B C V7V3P37lpb42 7PENTER with ;$10 of month. Dealer inquiries welcome.
7adu!t7movie?> Order toll fr e...o.uki,. o,,,., ; - _ .
; 800-663-6555;Only $39;95; Beta
□542 7  PENitH witni5;iu ,uuuy,worinyOTcyy t . l r i iri  l .?;
; time saving tools available now. Qpen 7 days a week for 7ydur;.
I7 Hourly or contract. 656-7658. convenience. Phone 77112-4307 ; ; 
S ic42___________________________  4040. 23tb
WEEK^S y BARGAIN;? FIREWOOD: alder, $85 per cord. 
Innovative, ;7 ;;multi-talented,; sp|j^- 575? jjnsplit.y Maple, '$95y7;
OBITUARIES
I-DAVIS- In Vancouver on October 
;5, 1983, Trevor C.M. Born in 
I Victoria; former Mayor of North 
'Saanich. Survived by his loving 
vife Patricia and four children, 
tons Bud of Sidney and Paul of 
I:'touth Africa. Daughters, Pam 
llliott ’ of North Vancouver and 
t'^enny Elwick of Vancouver, five i 
irandchildren and his sister* 
>.tigo|a Michell; in yEngland, 
’rjvate service, flowers gratefully 
loclined 7'
SENIORS [60 OR MORE]: New to
Sidney? Don't know anyone? The 
Silver Threads Centre offers 
classes, activities and a warm 
welcome; Drop in to 10030 
Resthaven or call us at 656-5537. 
Tf7'^7-;7/7'77"'
THE PENINSUU COMMUNITY
ASSOCIATION, 9788 2nd St., is 
the information and Volunteer 
Service for the periinsula. If you 
need assistance or if you wish tb 
volunteer a few hours a week to 
help others in your' community, 
please call 656-0134 for further, 
information.; - 7 y7^
BUS1NESS7 OPPORTUNITY
HOUR ; PHOTO; FINISHING 
77 R Evbl utibha ry P HQTOK IS system ^uic 
B C V3W ' profits, '
-^-iMitxjdelffor'JS^S educated7mir^;fcmyhire;;Comes:?7spiit’/isOyuns
existing business or open your Whh abM: b<^y.^‘truck Ibads, 10 cord loads,- $550.
own store. Contact MINn--F(^0, 7^y <'®lF*s- Don t miss put. 6^r ? ai|.cords guaranteed. Phonel
Suite 301, 555-6th Street, Nrw 3381. . yy.Jo^ijl; 653-9240.
Westminster, B.C, V3L 4H1. ; TREE WORK OF ANY KIND.




- Windows-Fioors-Caipets L 
, Hoines &'0ffices - 
, Culler Cleaning
ESTIMATES 656-1353
TABLE TENNIS (Ping Pong) at
Brentwood Elementary School, 
Mondays 7:30-9:30 p.rn. All ages 






posts &;lumber: Supply or in-| 
stalled? ask7 .about; our! 
j specials 7 652-24 1 2' 
652-112T7 y ? 7 ■ imi
REMEMBER LAST WINTER’S OIL
BILLS?? Consider a VALLEY 
COMFORT add on wood furnace. 
Government 7grant 7 approved, 
economical, compact, automatic. 
Information and dealer name 
contact: VALLEY COMFORT, Box 
15, Crescent iValley, BX. 
7 (604)359-7296. Some dealerships 
available. y 7 lpb42
THOMAS YATES - on October 10 
I Jtj Saanich Peninsula‘Hospital, 
yir?Yates was in hii 99th year, A 
:service for Mr. Yates vyas hold at 
I |oyal Oak on Thursday, Oct. 13 at ’ 
i; 30 p, m. He will bo sad ly missed 
Wmany Irionds. 7 :; ;;lp427;
WOOD WINDOWS, DOORS, 
SKYLITES. Largest selection, 
Lowest Prices. Walker Door. 
Vancouver 112-266-1101. North 
Vancouver 112-985-9714, Rich­
mond 112-273-6829. Kamloops 
112-374-3566, y Nanaimo U2-;
. IS: OVE,REATING: creating W
' wn Whitehorse 112-667-7332. ria-tfri
I .
r t a ffi i t, lov/y rates, 
experienced; and insured, Call 
656-2254 after 6 p:m.7, 4c44
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER
would like some, work; around 
Sidney; Reasonable rate. Call Joe 
656-4608. 7 , 311044
DO YOU NEED HELP with the
care of your home? Hardworking 
handymen will do carpentry 
(renovation s), ga rd e n i n g, 
retaining walls, etc. Excellent 
references available from 
/ satisfied customers. $7 per hour,
MIRROR, 6'x7’ installed,
other sizes on /request: 
Other glass at large discount 
prices.; 9750 4th St,, Sidney,; 
VISA, Mastercard, 656-6656. 35t
FOR SALE; INGLIS WASHER,
excellent condition. 656-0455 
'3 p4,3 ::.7y;'7'''?;;7
1979 YAMAHA MOPED, $225.00,














■500 NAME & ADDRESS LABELS
— $5. Printed in our shop, 
rrahim Popu\ar Press,: 2737 Heald Rd;.®Shawnigan Lake, B.C. VOR 2W0.
please send payment with order.
TYPIST • reliable, accurate, to Thank you. : ; 6pb46 ;;
(Liquid Dry)
“Expert Carpet & Upholstery Cleariing The Unique Way” 
; Fht-E ESTIMATES - BONDKn & INSUnED . 7 :
'^65&-3730-’:7/'"'y7;:77:’7::7:
THE PENINSULA DISARMAMENT
group meets regularly, To join us, 
help us, or just for information, 
cal 1656-4842 afterS p.m. tfn
OVEREATING
Anonymous can help you! No; .—-- ------------- . . .
dues, no v/eigh-ins. Meetings are YOUNG MAN with 3/4 ton truck,
Mondays, 8 p.m. at 9788 • 2nd / hauling, cleanups. soil and grav^ 
St.,Sidney.656-2331. ; ; 7 tfn doljVeryy y Reasonable;/ .hard
AVON




take in any office overload or 
personal correspondence etc., 
will pick up if necessary (cer­
tificates available.) Darlene 656- 
4167, .   2p43
HOUSEClEANrNG"DONE, Sidney




WHITE BEDROOM suite, $450,
(almost now) sewing machine,; 
$125, all attachments, console 







.HAMILTON ■ Edward Burton of
SURVIVORS OF
assault Drop-in /group . meets 
every Wednesday^ 7-9 p.m, at
worker. Phono Gord at 6524^05^0^7
ENGLISH SMOCKING CLASSES
1045 LindeirAve.'363-5545.10-6 ' Starting ;:^. furthor in-,
Sidney B,C7 on Ocl, 12,1983 in p.m7Monday to Friday for; more .formation 650-427 7 or register at,; 
- ■ --------- ------------------
MR, AND MRSr JACK SARSOM of
SIDNEY COFFEE SHOP requires 
general ' help;; : some 7 sandwich 
making an asset. Applications to 





Survived by:his wife. Nora. Sons; 
Raymond of 7Mnnaimo and Joseph 
>t: Vancouver Xney brother 7
' Mihehead, Somerseti England 
have groat pleasure in yan
Alisa's Fine Fabrics, 2392' Boacon 7 with no investmontjas a sales rep 
Ave. ■y'-?'?‘"'Tp42'":’ doing home WICKER PARTIES,
PUTyYOUR;;Ctii^mas"Llst on? Ideal^ 
cornputorylabels: 50c por. name. : ; Phono Spectruin Imports, 
and address plus 5c per label., a.m. r Ji3g_pmTX^_;Wd
10:307
4c443eorgo :of;;lKelowiiafand:;?twp 7 jouncing the engagonjont of their; . a^'w ^rm ^j^per ,TO.?
listers, lAnnIe ot j; Portage Xa younger, daughter, Chrisllne, 0,. ‘-'^hlPUter “oryites. 65/^ DIRECTOR of ^
Mi- nnH Mrc ; 1353. Ilp48 SERVICES FOR THE DISTRICT/‘rairio and ,Viola ‘of Winnipeg. 




/Mark,,, older.',sbn'‘ of' r, 7a d ‘; rs,77 
Michael Hanson of Brentwood; SALMON sfi/IOKING SERVICE. 
Bay, lp42 7 You catch them, I smoke them for;
workshop 7b7 you.TiOc per lb, Scotch or sweptWORKSHOP for you -1 ddidron ’ages 9 & 10, starting hdrie, hot smoking. Steve ,656 




teacher. B - 3 hr, lessons, 1150, 
652-1448, 2c43
oR*"cRoosTN6’^&6K§”n-'OR 
CHILDREN. This single-evening 
session will be offered over/ Wed. 
through Nov. and Dec, Please
WITH HEARTFELT appreciation 
wo say "Thank You" to all our 
rolatlves, friends and neighbours
lor the caring andundorstandirig _____ ____________
Shown to us following the siwdon register for the Wed, of your 
passing of our lovirig husband, ,.^,0150 calling Jumplhg Mouse 
iolhor and grandfather ,Wm, W: children's Books, 656-31447 rts : 
‘“Wilkie":;Gardner,;The, love tliol:/
surrounded u^ deem ol yy^y jjj Boach Qardon8"GEt 
immeasurable comfort, very away WEEKEND" ' - $89.00
iHper Bill Lindsay. to„the church .
“.irchestra. to all the ladles ot the IPM GLADSTONE GRADS, 1984 
; to the boys of the S'diioy:
'trnhulance. Thanks you alifp to Tfuu'Ofi'^Write lor Info^nation lo 
Ihoso who made; membrial iobi^
7 donations to the fleart and Queen 7 ::7^!u*aiiUiu riuuiUJ.'ui.id'2l..rau!5, .mTASffpfcAf, y,^^^ 
^Memorial Fund, and for the many 7 CeniennW] ol«l. Anmo ni^fs 
tvords of 7 comfort, fn deep ;
v'Jiraiitudo to one and all.' {Mrs,' V,0,H.i and^ Dome, 898 VVost 
, yW.W.) Winnie, Qardneri ; Lloyd, Broadway? Van^^^^
,7,.Ton, Joan., and' Joyce, .and... the , I Ji. Tcl. 872 8661,, Bring ed 
/"'jtrandcluldren:’7"..-ic42;"'.'-I pb4 2"''; .i',?'"'77;’.
EXPERIENCED CATERER will
supply formal occasion cakes for 
Birthdays, Weddings and 
Anrtlversarles, Individual at- , 
lonlion given to your ideas on; 
design and colour, Also available, 
guest portions of cut fruit cake 
docorativoly 7 wrapped to /your: 
colour clioice, Wo also cater for 
lyour .party meeting y/your , 
; roquiremeiUs for a cheese and , 
wine evening or a wedding buffet, 
Fully licenced: Call 656-1690 for 
;moro'info,7' ''7' 3c43;‘?
rental outlet in Sidney area, Must 
have parking available for 8 cars. 
Ideal for someone operating a 
■ automotive orianted business:
I
OF 7 NORTH SAANICH 7 
Applications are invited tor the 
above7? position,; Reporlirig 
through the Chief Administrativei| 
Officer to Council, this senior 
position is responsible for the 
management and administration 
ol the EnginocrinB function, in- 
cludihg Public Works, Utilities, 
Traffic and Approving Otflcor, 
Leadership is provided to staff , 
within the jurisdiction of this 
office. : Qualitications for ' the 
position ' are. Professional 
Engineer in good standing with ' 
the Association of Professional ? 
Engineers of British /Columbia, ? 
Municipal experience is desirable. 
SalBiY is negotiable, An attractive 
benefit' package is available. 
Applications 7 marked 7"Con- 
' lidantial", with resume (including 
j two referees) should; be ad* . 
dressed to the Administrator, 
District' of' NeHh Saanich', ’P O ' 




T h oR »V10 w'' o' f f«'r 0 
F,REE'7:77':c'l.'A'SSIFf"lED' 
ADS to thoep poroons 
h o’.70 r p7‘7'n o,r rh'n,11'y 
omployod but nrd pur* 
rontly out of work. You 
may ndvortiso for n iob 
or for tho snlo of your 
own nnorchnntU«P to 
oondrato fundiB. Thooo 
ndn must bo plncodi in 
person nt tho Floy low 
bffloo. No odo for thia 
cinssificdtlon will bo 
A 0 0 o p t o cr b y p h o n o. 
Limitt 3 consocutlvp 
^ Insortions.only. 7''?.?;‘:..‘y7.
SIZE freezer, like new.,,
Brand now, novel used chrome 
KArcnicnucu ui.cwiiii'iui um.fi , , humor rnnU ion Phono 656- 
7 available?Reasonable ratos7652-;’^
' 2476 oveninKS. I  :----- -- -------  SATELLITE T.V, Now you can own,. ; ,
a quality homo satellite system at. 
7a!V : affordable ; price. /Call: for?? 
details,; Wo;are; also looking for ; 
dealer installers for mbny parts of 
Western Canada for . excelleht 
business?' opportunity? Call?
7 Canadian7 Sateilte Technology.;:; 
(604)620-345^ .?7;;.:7'77;;?.?'ij5b42;;y,
GlTliNrbHfhlESpOJTE ra
/BOOM' right:now with a Benda 
yy VIded franchise,;alsd:availabld in ?;
■ ’arcade franchise, For infomnation? " 
call Benda Video. (604 )632.2263.
I rib 4^ —...
': sw il^fTm eT" NEWS ’i''Se r v i n g
swingers safely and discreetly lory 
ififtoon years? For,?your; sample , 
Issue send $5,00 to: SWINGTIME, ’ 
P.O, Box 2410,7 Now ; West-7 
minster,, B,C, V3L 5D6. Super 
DIscrool plaiti' brown envelope, 
.First class m,iil. ' Ipb42
BlJckTAW- BACCARAT,'"61t
REVENGE! WIN CONSISTENTLY!
; Powerlul now book shows how.; ’ 
Proven in Casino play./Easy to ;.; 
: learn. $12,95, 7 PhonO; nowL 




:oiinNi ri or iiuimsinr a uouiius 7; 77 77’ j:. 7;
Ceramic Tiles & Accessories 
Estimates & Install,itions
?';''.'r'''',;7777:'38,3-381i:7:;77:77'7'7;?7'::77'
U................................................... ;,..... .................. ......
n m ■mI
L , :'',7;7:?.: 7' ''7 v7, ,:,7:,:,.77-77y ■.'.’V.V w—.on—■
;y;7',?:l'j0W !,p('(,i,ili/ilK| ill '
BART BUITENDYK 1 iiii'Jiimi Llirpmilry, Cahinols and Hmlt-lnf;,
l.ono'limi) .Sidiiijy buildoi, 
7dt(5h(iyHtEii7SiiviH ['RLL LSIlMATBa;. Riimpii'i innmn, Rnpalir,
7 A H ri 1! i n»i c 7 (' j i ct 1 n nv-11 ut r< rr ■'
Call 656*4915 Window ShiJltmr,,
‘.??.:7?:',::??7y,.'‘"::,";?,??:;:7'"': ;,’?7.;;'”?,?: - NO JOB TOO SMALL --
F.h I ui.
?'/■;',?.■;■ KR.t.'(X5rW TUl..?<WrWtKUC'T lew ^
Kw ,;7,. ... ?,,;., •cyiv.r»„uncy.
,7*V, ,',.^f.if4K
■■ ....______ .r
Il'iWttMLI'""' ’■”''■’erSl6N'lRmilll.DlR . :,?'-7.:?:7 ...
mi B.wlii M;7;f ■;": sidncy, o.c; 650.170877777
■■17" 'I''!" "j" ‘ I'"''';.■ ^ Jl.'
■ ' . ....... ......... ....  ...m.;::..... . . ......
,,'i^ am .cwc.f, ..taiuimjr,
iJkAMSTRfeS& aHeratTons and. The :C.lpslng date tor this com 
: dressmaking, /' Located near petition is 12:00 noon, Monday
“ ' ‘ ;.?Novomberl4,1.983,:?7.’:'’7;;.l,wc42;;;.;:
EXPERIENCED JOURNALIST
required by semi-weekly 
newspaper.' 7Car 7. and camera
11 MISCELLANEOUS 
EOR SALE ; ;
Waddling Dog, Phono Sandra at 




Wholesale rend’ retail, 
catalpguni' available. Morburn
lunJays. SM»n 656T759 after 7 7reqblVod: Roply ‘ In writing ' to 7: <nc.'74^« Fetd
1 m . Cnnrerwafory nhalitied. CRFSION ADVANeF. Box t ? 797 ■ ■ Hast!bl,, Burnaby. B.C. V5C;
SKYLITES. Lareost selecbon.? 
loWMt': ■orlc.fts.''i Walker^’ ' Door?
? Vahcbuvor ll 2’266-l 101, North 
Vancouver Tl?..985'9714 7: Rich­
mond 1 12.273-6829,7 Kamloopsl 
.. 112*3/4r3566, .„,N,inoimiJ 112-,, 
758-7375, 27pbt(n
Western oanopyyand bedding,, 1250 .pbo,: 
UillLt itliUUu, SkKui AiiiU
‘ Free::?for S yr, old, 656.2886









lillofl, 2 pairs com pint e ski poles, 
boots for children up to 10 yrs?
652'0193.;;‘?;: ?.':?.i!;4ti..?
ELWOOD’E. THOMPSON CONTRACTOR ITO.
( LIu.iK’/ I
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' l€inds€apmg






Woods 2387 Beacon 656-7333 
Blinds DRIFTWOOD CENTRE
FIREWOOD CUT TO ORDER.





pottery, carvings, ceramics, 
jewellery (pewter, rock), knitted 
baby items, toys. 2424 Beacon. 
Vintage Bentley car for hire, 
(weddings, etc.)656-3714 or656- 
6693. 26p04
17’ TRAVEL TRAILER, stove, 
fridge, sink, potti, hook-up, sleeps 
4, SI,950.479-2955, 598-5511.
4 c46
FIBERGLASS van or camper tops 
ll-’x5’6” X 2’3”, S450. Some 
customization available. Steve. 
656-1234. 3p44
PORTABLE SAWMILL COUTTS 
HEAD RIG, Coutts Edger, live log 
deck, nigger conveyors, power 
unit 14’x56’ under roof all for 
$19,000. Phone Quesnel 
(604)993-4336. Ipb42
DUPLEX - SIDNEY.
fireplace, fenced yard 













•Interlocking Stones for 
Patrios, Walks, 
Driveways 
• Lawns (Seed or Sod)
•Lawn & Garden
Maintenance 
•Pruning & Spraying 
•Fencing, Cement Work
I j'0002 for I
! lp4 2
130 . p
SATELLITE SYSTEMS LTD., 5330 
Imperial, Burnaby, B.C. V5J 1E6. 
Complete satellite packages from 
$1,995. Financing available, no 
down payment O.A.C. $29 per 
month. Dealer inquiries welcome, 
Phone 112-430-4040. tfn
22 SNOWMOBILES
IF IN NEED OF ANY KINO ot
heavy machinery. Cats, loaders, 
excavators, don’t buy until you 
talk to us. We liquidate 
repossessed machinery, also 
bankruptcy equipment. 985- 
6835,987-9128 evenings. Ipb42
SANDOWN MOTEL & ECHO INN.
Winter weekly and monthly rates 
with kitchenettes now available. 
Sandown 652-1551 - Echo Inn 
652-2234. rts
Residential - Industrial
Electrical Wiring, Rewiring & Line Work. 
Have your power lines surveyeci.
Free Estimates Phone 3S3-
9 FT. AWNING, mity maid vacuum 
cleaner, office desk, arm chairs, 
rocker, chesterfield. 656-6187.
Ip4 2 :'.t ■
SNOWMOBILERS! One of the 
largest inventories of new and 
us«J snowmobile parts in B.C. We 
wreck machines all makes. 
Williams Outdoor Recreation, Box 
242. Lac La Hache, B.C. 396- 
7639. Ipb42
GESTETNER 420. Electric, 
automatic feed, counter, makes 
hundreds of copies in miriutes. In 
good working order, $350. 652- 
1616. Ipb42
SURPLUS MOTORS - Controls -
Electronics - Fans - Blowers - 
Welders - Generators - Reducer 
Gears - Diesel! Gas Engines - 
Pumps - Tools - Hardware - 
Compressors. O.E.M. Quantities 
and pricing available. Huge in­
ventory at prices that may save 
you a bundle. New items arriving 
every week. Toll Free 800-661- 
1249. FRIESEN ELECTRIC LTD. 
1220 Meridian N.E. Calgary, Alta. 
T2A2N9.273-6661. Ipb42
ROOM & BOARD, $325 per 
month, $90 per week, or $15 per 
day. Use of laundry facilities. 






652-33iS CONTRACT MAINTENANCE FREE ESTIMATES
ONE BACHELOR APARTMENT, 
Stove, fridge and heating in­













‘No Job Too Small” ■656-5604
48 k EXPANDABLE Apple- 
compatible system, $1,099. 
Fifteen-inch daisy wheel printer, 
parallel, serial ports, $895. 300- 
baud modem, $129.95. 
CloverCity Computers, 13563 
King George Highway, Surrey, 
B.C. 581-1615 . Ipb42
1978 CHEVETTE 4 door, 
automatic. Good condition, 
radials. Offers to $3,000. 656- 
0353 after6 p.m. 4p44
HANDICAP CAR, 1972 Pontiac2- 
door, P.S., P.B., hand-controls, 
automatic, wheelchair lift, 3,850 
miles, one owner. $3,000. 656- 
6459 2p42
ONE ROOM approx. 16x19. 
Sidney' industrial area. Now to 
March 31, separate entrance, 
$125 per month. 652-2819. 2c43 
RENT INCLUDES all utilities and 
cable. Available immediately, 3 
bdrm. suite in house located in 
Central Saanich. Parking, 
laundry, w-w, children over 12 
OK. $450 per mth. 652-1668. 
2c43
lUPflA INDUSTRY
CUSTOSI3 BOAT UPHOLSTERY & BOAT TOPS
NOW AV/ilLABLE !N STOCK - UPHOLSTERY FABRIC AND
656-162210200 BOWERBANK RB. SIDNEY !
Thorne Lennon E/ecfric (']9>%/Lfd.
9813 THIRD ST., SIDNEY. B.C. V8L 3A6
Industrial / Residential / 
Phone 656-2945
1967 CHEVY II, 4 dr., 99,000 
miles on 6-cylinder motor. Can be 
fixed up or used for parts. $350 
obo. 656-0771 days, 656-6451 




SANSCHA HALL FLEA MARKET 
every Sunday, 8:30 - 2:30 p.m. 
Info 656-4523. rts
10720 DERRICK RD. Deep Cove. 
Sat. October 22. 10 - 4. Baby 
items,xrib, electric heaters, tires, 
light fixtures, sporting goods, 




Backhoe i>r Excavating ^ Trucking
WHAT NEXT! A garage sale taking 
VISA/MASTER Card. Sat:: Oct 
; 22, 8:30 a.m. 9215 Charmore 
Place, off Canora and Bakerview, 
Sidney. Old English pub piano.
67 CHEV 1/2 ton excellent 
running condition $ 1895 — 
O.B.O.; 73 Ford 3/4 ton excellent 
running condition $2850 O.B.O. 
Phone 652-9674, preferred after 
':9 ,p.m'..‘ 12p42
Farm and Orchard Tractors, 




SIDNEY - tor single non smoker, 
one bedroom suite, $400 -
utilities included. Available Nov. 
1. Phone656-9158. Ip42
BACHELOR SUITE, Sidney area. 
$300 with utilities. Non smoker, 
available Nov. 1.656-5695. Ip42
ONE BEDROOM nicely furnished 
suite, fireplace, central to Ocean 
Sciences, Airport, Ferries, suite 
employed adult, $350 per month, 
utilities included. 656-4337.2c43
REYNOLD’S PAINTING g
★ Fully Insured ★Residential/Commercial
★ Quality Workmanship ★ Free Estimates
★ Interior/Exterior


















TRAILER PADS reasonable rent 
in Nakusp, B.C., ideal for seniors, 
quiet, close to shops and senior 
activity centres. Canyon Court, 
Box 727, Nakusp, VOG IRO. 
(604)265-3306. Ipb42
ONE-TON GMC OR Ford Steel flat 
deck: Baby dual wheels. Phone 
652-9906: I ' -2043
1955 INTERNATIONAL pickup, 
optics, glasses, drum set, antiqueGood restorabel condition, 4 
: time clock and gun, power tools, radial tires, runs good, $1,000 or 
Pitney Bowes photo copier, trade Tor motorcycle. Box 836 : 
■ furniture, greenhouse glass and r Ganges. VOS lEO. : lp42
lc42rlots more, ho early birds.
mmmmmm
Excavating Ltd.
, Trucking?'Excavating and Backhoe Work.:
SEPTIC
FIELDS
556 Downey Road 
R.R.1, Sidney,'B.C.
TOW TRUCK FOR SALE. 1974 
’ D200 4x4 Club Cab Duals - 400 ; 
: C:i./engine, -aUto - new Tires 7; 
electric;wincH: $6,800 firm: 3987, 




3 ;Room .groups:. Bachelor 
/suites; ' individual;: pieces 
hi cl e - a: bed s./ roll a wa y s. 
::month to nionth::
388 Yates r 383-3655
2 OR 3 BEDROOM HOUSE or 
apartment in Sidney area. Family 
of four responsible adults,; non 
drinkers, ! wheel chair, prefer no 
stairs or all major appliances and 
facilities,; on ■ ; main floor. 
References if required. 656-1237.
■;,:-';/2p42:'
NON SMOKING mother and three 
children need three bedroom 
home within school bus area of
/SINGLE PARENT NEEDS playpen ;;
and : booster chair. Please call 
&;656r5985 2p42
COMMERCIAL BUILDING for ^ nnno
7/ rent, 1600 sq/ ft.v 9830 -
Sidn;ey77"Suitable7-.T6r7/'smali'; 2 c4 3 vi,: ■:■'•■,;/:■■>■/:.'.:■ :,■
oe n restaurant or tea room. For in- HOUSE; IN BRENTWOOD/BAY,
Ar'W I M PDV I formation call 727-2125,;9 a.IVlMP'n 1 IV Jin,y | 5nm. 2c42 garage. 6
SADLER’S
Painting^
; Decorating ltd. 7
interior — Exterior |
Paper Hanging ;|
656-4487
_--------- /------ ^------ - ------^^---- -
656-5646: : ’ j
' :TWAIWI.EY:i»AiNTING ,::/ 7
EXTERIOR INTERIOR
':/-'7-''':'-V'''-'''.^':!:":',,:;;/':652-2i76"''/::''■;■■:'/ /.:,7"--: ;■
Spraying Wall Papering Renovations/ F •
25 Years Experience — Free Estimates j
:/goiibom:omn/'//.7






















‘;;/ :p; ; ;74c45/':
2TO 3 BEDROOM dependingrlVz/
^GARMENTS






' ~ ,'>■■- •backhoe service ,
•plowing, cultivating 
& rotovating,




FOR ALL YOUR macine tool bath, Sidney, $450 per month, two bdrm. duplex or basement
capes,/collars;;//f^ and sheet metal Available Nov. 1. 656-1740 or ^ suite,'on bus route. Must have
WANTED FUR
Coats, jackets,_____  __________  ___ ____ _____
://7:especially Mink, Muskrat, Fox and : j^iiprnnnt nee^^/N 656^0623;after 5 p.m._______ 2c43’
l'7;Wolf. Antique and estate jewelry; phbne collect MODERN-TOOL. ROOM AND BOARDTwo horseS/;/dtilities/652/37;10;.KathyotiEv;an: 
-.................... ' ■ ■ " ......................................... lc42 2c437:/ Painting;Orienta 1;/ Ru^;/1 nd ia n: // 291-044 7.




f ?»/'.?'■------- - -------':'br'Small7/ 
?Do'/fliem/AII/’;‘
9810 Fourth St.
/; Silver,-objects d’art. STarrips ap 
Oct. 23 and
247 PAPPAS: FURS &; traders;/
448 Hamilton Street, Vancouver. 
;Ted(604)68i:-6840/:^











GOOD COUNTRY HOME wanted/ 
for' large 5, yrt old German 
Shepherd in perfect condition. 
658-8567. / // 3c42
TRACTOR
Prompt, Courteous Service
ploughing, Levolinf!,/Ff!hch;,Posl Digtjin(| &:Runchlnc]
/'■'':/7//'/'7'“''':/;'v/T/:./.'.^956.1748'::
POODLE OWNERS - learn to 
groom and clip your poodle. / 
Personal instruction, evening 
classes, moderate rates. Infor­
mation and registration; - 477- 
6997; 7 lc42
FREE KITTENS % Siamese. 656-
9507. Ic42
FOUR BEAUTIFUL part Lab and
Huskie puppies.7Free to good 
















2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. ; 
Mon:-Fri; 7-5 p.m; 
Sat. 7-3 p.m.
10134 McDonald Park Road
SMALL MOTORS m
pnirr; tO;:i„.nvniiiowers/, , / 
Cnwins.«ws7|Vlotiircyclds,' die;;
'iirna Pioneer/ 656-7714 ; OPIiN MON,://;, ■■TO.SAi:
TWO MALE orange CKC
Registered Pomeranian puppies, 
Seven weeks, first shots, 
dewormed, Two male red Chow- 
chow puppies, 3',/; months, shots, 
dewormed. FLYINHY KENNELS, 
/Golden. Betty (604)344-5102, 
/,.:i,pb;4 2
REGISTERED ENGLISH 
SPRINGER SPANIELS, Llver:and : 
white. Imported Bloodline, Many 
Field Trial / ; Champion^ / in 
P od i gr0 0, 0 xc 0110 n t : H u n t i 11 g ; 
stock.Devotod companions, Pups 
rMdyNov,:9/83;;$275,00;ll2- 
;593'4318, ; : / ■ ' , /lpb42
7 4106,900 7
VENDOR WILL FINANCE 
7 1st MTG. AT 8%, / ' 
7 / 5 YEAR TERM
.Brentvvood:s ' best: deal, 
Almost: 1 Vr acres oClevGl 
garden: soil, This property 
is ideal for horses or other 
:iiyestock;:The :two bedriii, 
hvingalowis completely 
renovated :and: in;/ Ini/ 
maculate condition,, ,pliis 
there IS room lor a work/ 
shop in: : part : basemeni, 
/Hercv todav:„SOLn tombr-' 
low/ so iuiiTy, Phemo Fred- 




: 3/bedrm:‘no step rancher.: 
Ideal starter or retirement, 
home. ;Kitchen with eating 
area in ,line.;::Wa|l to wait 
• thrudut. Easy care yard. 
Close to shopping- and 
transportation. Extra, wide: 
/entrance door' •, for 
wheelchair access;;^ For 
more info, Joe Starke at 
381-1578, Freddy Starke 
at 652-9602 nr 656-0747.
7 / 8^^^^^ NEW : /
RANCHER NEAR 
BUTCHART GARDENS 
REDUCED TD $129,000 
MAY CONSIDER TRADES 
This :i:450: square :foot 3 
bedroom rancher: is:Tinish- 
ed with /top/ quality 
materials / and ; workman­
ship. Woodpanelling in the/ 
:iivingroom,:: ;4: piece/ en-: 
;suite; shake :rdbf &; cedar 
siding ar esqme ot: the ex­
tras. For appointment to 
view ‘ please/ call Larry 







Licensed Plumber " :New,, Construcii'bn and Repairs ,:







SPITZ PUPS, health tfarantebd, ::: 
$200 and up, Also Pomeranian 
;/ puppies,::$300 and up,7Phono 7| 










Marino, Aulo:&: Safely Glass 




7 loilA McDonald Park R«L
THOMPSON VALLEY Horolord 
Breed Improver sale. Oclobor29 
KXa Kamloops Show, 9 a.m/snie, 
T p.m./GO hoad polled horned 






/home in :a:rea:o| nice :i'bni(is: 
/ijiust to:spid/jiiclu(ihd/is:T: 
.larniiy lOom off tho kitchon 




Larfy Olsdn, 666-1050 or 
656-0747.
t7
LIMA'S GARDENING AND 
LANDSCAPING. Gardon 
cloaniips, how/tawns, rotaining / 
rock' walls,;facing/and fireplaces,.,
Pedrosa Masons Supply ud
6777 0id(lei(llld., 
koDting Industrial Aron





■ 0isrfibuwi:.i/lpr 7:1,weed w.SlwTT'ifuDiacc
':-i*hm-:;phe„e:6S2.0522
595*54;!9or47’/-0227, lc42
7 7 $54,900 ,
r2:i , acres//troniinfiVTn 
,:Eagles: Luke,' well, troftd,
: Good:PK)dticlng;well; Only: 
//1'b inin7dfivo Irom Woolcp,/ 
■:SPye(al:;:-good 
/sitfiiv For mbro into;,
'011,1/ ‘Freddy ^ —tarko 
652-9602 nr Joe SInrko 






ilinlngrm./ .with airtight 
hoalor.' bay windows 
!ipacious'/::kitchbi:) /'With 
i:na|ihg: ar—i/ .lamilL/rogihl 
wiih;^ patio// spparatg ;::foc 
/im:;:f;rhrp(!:'bnlhrQoriis,;cai'- 
pori/iarge-jglly landscaped I 
:'bi;::mbsilvMenced:/::Traffic| 
:fro(i: street in popular area, 
|/AII/lhis:/|()rVpnli/; SilOrbOfJ 
T:or::mpf:(i/jn(o oivthis liner 
ptoperty please call Freddy 




This'3 bedroom /tiill/haso/ 
nieni home has |ust heeir 
listed;and/is a 'miisl tor 
mnybody,::/cbntgnipla!ing/a:- 
purchase at/lhis7imB, Thb' 
back yard is ■ ianriscapod; 
Jlkq:7a7inini/ / Bulchnrt; 
‘■gard'ens';;'-;/'/''w'it,h'/ ://''';a 
/groent'iouso—torago stiod;,. 
;anci ::trBe/;house .(bi/: Ihe’ 
::chil(lren; / The/: baseiTiOhi 
haR::/:a' tnmilv:: room// spare 
hodtoom and workshop,: 
;'arOT'■Ttif)rd/is/a''Hun:rooni 
: pfTlhivkitqhbn jcir:—br 
/jy iliprning :breakfast';. For 
::vioW///(]fill / Larry/:Olsoii 
656-1056 or 656-07477
ftrbutus Realty Inc.























DISCOUNTS FOR SENlOn CITIZENS :
Rcshingling / 
Repairs to Voiits, 7 





:For aH:your;:R6ofing Needs,;,/ 
:/: /Stiakes, S)ilnglesV;,Tar;:/ / 
& (iravol fir Rer
658-8130
16’ TURNER llferalt :Double 
endor, Cedar bvek boht oak, ribs. ^ 




i Gon-iihorc'iat ': zoned ' lot;': in 
: pearl g(, Sidney/across trom, 
/imnftmm'k’Rifin’/Aph/'eann
kq:::tt,/For'rn(it'e' ihio/fijaii







tranco:;:ian'i|ly ;:;tiome Tlias 
App: 3000-sgume loot: ol 
iiving/af0a:;;on ly/p-ileveis::: 
Some, 01/ the ciulstaiKimg 
.ipalurps/;,: i:t)cludc/:::iac:PZ2l,; 
bath ' luti;- -built-in kitchen 
appl'iances:„::;intefcom, 
:Fl$hfl(:3lo,ve ,111 (tim: .iiwiii,;. 
;largo wiirksbop,: R.Vf car- 
; p:oi:i7 Imainionahctt'r iree/
i7lf't'-'*/;ird rtnrl m'ilf’h 'mi)rn -
■For'/ appointhienL:;tb:’;viev/ 
piease:'/:cair“ Larry: Olson, 
056.1050 or 655-0747,
DESPERATE VENDOR 
/ NEAR NEW 
BRENTWOOD SPLIT 
$83,900 :
This 3 bedroom split;levol 
: honie:,‘in7:area//o( / good' 
homes:- it! 0rentvyMd:7haS ' 
'ijocnreduceti'ioi/’an/im- 
'medlafe/ able,: The . house, 
wiis biiiH in/19/fi and m.iy 
:neod:':some:'/Tl;C:: Larry 
Olson 656-1050 OT 
■ 656-0747.:.-,:,-,7-:.-7/,:,:,-
HERBERT BROTHERS TREE SERVICE
sERvim niE peninsula .^-:7.’
.’i,,•■ .It!. : OUALIFIEI) STAFF - FREE;ESTIMATES
•’’rit’./v/
' ■/.TTv' / l/('(i'(i| ,tml r/lliivi l),l!ii|t!tmi!i nil,,-;
' ' .;■/ '.7I,Ili t;i(iiirii,ii /:':. -/’'■: ■:''■/
'rUii„(tivl!(;i,s Mniii l/,-,(iii,viiiii,i,iiiiini/,is aiiti -iipiliiiiii
'i''
V^Vr>:
CERTIFIED SPRAYERS •BOOK NOW FOR SPRING
FULI.YINSURE0,REAS0NARLERATES ;: 7^
No stop bunoalows rn- 
qiilrod/in: the ipvier/price 
range: /:withjn7/wnlki:ri( 
-;;(:|it;ianc'o/:TP:';-'0f'ar;oi:i7Ayo
uiiluyu, Uii ,, ,v',nppiLi ,,liUl
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'HOUSE OR COTTAGE wanted to 
‘care take by couple until Feb. 
[ Have no children or pets, but love 
.‘ianimals and gardening. 
References. Message phone 656- 








‘a 'f ^ r
; !.a I -iv .. .1 ."1; ,.,V —isii •..v'-'v,',:-. .. j
Be Smart! Take advantage of a 
Buyer's market! Move up to 
this immaculate 4 bedroom 
beauty in stunning condition! 
Drive by 10390 Patricia Place, 
then phone The Results People







NO CRIMP HERE! Town house 
with almost 3000 sq. ft. on 2 
floors, 2 fireplaces, separate 
controled garage. Bank says 
sell!! Asking $99,000
Juniper Place ~ Ideal 2 bed,
1 '72 bath, retirement 
townhouse, close in. Asking 
$55,000.
Antique Furniture? Display it in 
this 1650 sq. ft. 3 bedroom 
character rancher. Luxuriously 
decorated in Regal Queen Ann 
style. Gorgeous bathroom. Ex­
cellent workshop. Asking 
$89,000.
“Old Dutch” Farmhouse. On 4
level and cleared acres. 4 
bedrooms, 2 baths, large liv- 
ingroom with fireplace and 
country .kitchen. Garage and 
barn. Close to race track. Ask­
ing $195,000.
Waterfront, Only $38,000. 
Over lO.OOO'sq/ ft; lot on Pic­
turesque Reay Creek and 
pond [ in Sid ney, on water and 
sewer.
WILD AND WOOLLY: 1 acre on 
Wi I low Road. High rocky 
treed, secluded, some view. 
Drilled Well. Asking $55,000.
KAREL DRdST [^^^^^^^^
By Lydia Pawlenko
On average, women in the Atlantic provinces have more 
children each than women in the rest of Canada, a study of 
regional differences in family size has found.
Atlantic Canada has experienced the highest birth rates 
in Canada for the past 30 years, according to reseachers 
Dr. Frank Trovato and S.S. Malli of the University of 
Western Ontario Population Studies Centre.
Dr. Tovato says family size in Canada shows noticeable 
regional differences, although it is trending towards in­
creasing uniformity. Newfoundland, Prince Edward 
Island, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick have historically 




$64,900 is the asking price 
for this spacious 3 BR, 
semi-detached townhouse 
in an ideal family complex. 
Built; in 1978 & features 
thermopane windows, 
large kitchen with eating 
area, separate dining 
room, laundry room, 
storage, carport, plus large 
fenced BACK YARD. Large 
assumable mortgage. Easy 
to view anytime — owner 
transferred — MAKE YOUR 
OFFER!
Doug Carr 727-3867 
D.F.H. Real Estate Ltd. 
477-7291 - 24 hours
Those funny guys from Harlem are coming to town 
again.
You know, the guys that juggle basketballs like magic. 
Now you see it, now you don’t.
The Harlem Qowns, an off-shoot of the Globe Trotters, 
will be in town Oct. 22 to take on Joe Milligan’s senior 
boy’s basketball squad. So Panthers hold on to your 
shorts, because anything can happen with those guys 
around. Game time is 7:30 p.m. at Parkland.
A special half-time show will feature an exhibition game 
between 10 and 11-year-old students from North Saariich 
school.
Miligan says this year —• the third year Parkland has 
hosted such a night of lively entertainment — will be no 
different from other years with the usual large crowd 
expected. Although tickets will be available at the door, 
buying tickets in advance at the school is suggested. For 
further information call 656-5507.
“Through the decades Atlantic Canada has developed 
into a cultural area in which people prefer to have larger 
families.”
Using 1976 census data, the researchers found the 
province with the highest fertility rate was Newfoundland, 
with 473 children per 1,000 women, followed by 
Saskatchewan (395), New Brunswick (390), Prince Edward 
Island (383), Manitoba (370), Nova Scotia (362) and 
Alberta (356).
Trailing behind were Ontario (320), British Columbia 
(310) and Quebec (294).
The Atlantic area’s average children-women ratios were 
highest in 1951 and 1961, and have been surpassed only by 
the Yukon and Northwest Territories in the census periods 
since 1961, says Dr. Trovato.
He says the reasons for high fertility rates in the Atlantic 
provinces and the Yukon and Northwest Territories are 
probably similar.
High fertility levels are usually found in areas with less 
industry that are less influenced by technology, including 
the mass media — “anything that links the place with the 
rest of the world.”
Df. Trovato found the Atlantic region was insulated 
from the rest of Canada. “People develop their own ways 
of doing things and looking at the world. One of the 
outcomes is they have a very strong relationship with the 
family,” he says.
Industrialization provides people with alternatives, he 
says. “Women have an alternative to staying at home. 
They can go out and work and have economic in­






1535 W. BROADWAY ATGRANVILLE 
736-7794




[Canadian Science News] ___------------------------------------------- ._i_
JOHN SALVADOR 
NOTARY PUBLIC 




















Solid. [Small 2; bedroom- Older 
home bn[pretty !27 acre lot iri 
the Rec Centre area of Sidney; 
Sea glimpses; $65,000 [[
SIDNEY $89,900^^^^^^^^^^^^^
New ML 76045 SAANICH 
PENIN;
Attractive 3 bedroom quality 
built- Home^on cul-de-sac in 
Sidney; Assumable first mor­
tgage of $69,000 at 10%% 
makes this home the most at­
tractive. Walking distance to 
Sidney. Home features quality 
carpets and hardwood floors, 
vacuum system, cove ceilings. 
Full basement partially 
developed. A Sidney must see. 
Betty DuTompIo 658-8130 




599r OLD EAST RD.. 7 acre 
Sha ngri-La, water views, 
seclusion, park-like setting, 3 
bdrm. plus den, [barn and; 
pasture, excellent garden areas, 2 
spring-fed trout ponds; 
4259 ,000. 652-2095. . 3p42
40 ACRES PLUS BUILDINGS, 
new post/beam house, needs 
" finishing. Year round stream, 
power avlalable. Four miles from 
Hazelton; ;$49[500 ; 842-6543;
^ Box393, Hazelton;B.Cv V0J lY0; 
;;lpb4 2
[ LARGE LAKESHORE LOTS. Well 
treed, gentle ■ [slope ? to [ shore ,[[- 
[ paved access from No; 6 Highway.; [[? 
[[QnfArrow; LakesHWater; power? [ i 
[ phone.;; Art [Flick; [269 -7274[ for;[[ I 
information. lpb42
SUNNY WARM WATERFRONT.S I 
"Gabriola” Gulf Island; C|bse[tb[v i 
Nanaimo; Two Acres, tree 
privacy. Safe waterfront moorage. 
Remodeled honrie, guest cottage; 
Fruit trees, barn. $289,000.00. 
112-(6d4)8184:^;
FOR SALE - $9,000
iSSS CADILLAC SED^
• ' All power, rebuilt motor, immaculate throughoui.
CALL 382-0957/’
Pa Vmci^; -
Prairie [Inn’s six-game 
unbeaten streak ended 
abruptly Oct. 16 when they 
were surprised 5-1 by a - 
determined Da Vinci team [ 
in Vancouver Island men’s 
division 3 soccer action at 
Prospect Lake school. 
vBoth teams; trotted off 
the field at; half-tirhe 
de adl oc kedi; at [ 1 -1 on goals 
by Doug Bailey in a goal- ; 
mouth scramble [ and a; Da 
Vinci penalty shot.
Da Vinci took control; 
when they tallied twice early I 
in the second hald of play 
and then added two more 
insurance markers.
3’ MOBILE'
NEW MOBILE HOME PARK.
spacious lots, ocean vIeW, beach 
access, paved, well lit roads, close 
to Vancouver, Leases available. 
Sechelt, on the Sunshine Coast. 
112-885-5965,^^^^^^^^ [
:ON[TH£[BiAGH:
Specialists in seawall work, wharves and Gulf Islands, home:
; » Our landing , craft will transport [materials & [crew/to [nfiarine^ 
" sites \vhere lack of road access prohibits normafconstruction 
[;■[[ methods.[[;;[ :;[,;['[[; [[;[
SIDNEY BASED MARINE SALVAGE 















You’Ve Tried the‘fgood” times in 
'' 1;[7;| New^tryTh^ 




8 ounces of 
the "best filet" 




Size But The Price”
SUMDAY BRUNCH 11:30 and l:3t
IIHn« iti§ ¥mtty to to» B§»i Smorg^tbord In Town , ,




OKANOGAN VALLEY wateriroht 
12 acre* on 35 acre l«ha, FUWhR 
"“;IS.400








and huntlnn. $?.7,00(1 F.P; 15,  
down. $3iTj monthly. 12% in 
ter«t. Bank wire# acceptt^. 
' '4 7 6 8 [ ^lPt>42
far MmiHen.
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The Sidney group of the Save The Children Fund holds 
regular meetings at 2 p.m., St. Andrew’s Church Hall, 4th 
Street, Sidney, on the second and fourth Wednesday in 
each month. New members or visitors warmly welcomed.
Discovery Toastmistress Club meets the second and 
fourth Thursdays at 8 p.m. in Shady Creek United Church 
Hall, 7184 East Saanich Road. Visitors welcome.
Sidney Stroke Club will be meeting the second and 
fourth Wednesday each month, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in 
Margaret Vaughan Birch Hall. All “strokers” welcome. 
For more information call co-ordinator Ruth Snow at 656- 
2101.
You can help, the Salvation Army needs clothing, 
household articles, appliances and furniture for its 
rehabilitation program. Call 727-2293 for pickup.
Can we help you? Call the Community Counselling 
Centre, 9788-2nd St., Sidney, 24-hour answering service. 
7' Call 656-1247. ■■".7" ...
Women’s Support Group. A discussion group for 
women dealing with their current needs. Newcomers 
welcome Wednesday afternoons at 1:30 p.m. in the 
Community Counselling Centre,9788'2nd Street, Sidney. 
For more information call 656-1247. C ^
Grandparents -— are your grandchildren far away? A 
young mothers non-profit support group (Capital 
Families) needs help with child care 1 '/z hours each week. 
Call Patti at 656-6296.
Victoria Housing Registry, 1923 Fernwood Road. Free 
matching rental services. Landlords 381-1335,tenants381- 
1205, Monday to Friday 11 a.m. - 5 p.m. Help with 
housing problems. V
i Attention ladies: all voice ranges - we want you to sing 
barbershop-styled It’s a fun time! Most Monday nights 
7:45 p.m. at the Legion Hall, Mills Rd. For more in­
formation call 652-3030 or 656-1906.
Central Saanich senior citizens have moved to their new 
centre at; 1229 Clark Rd., Brentwood Bay. (652-4;611). New 
members welcome. A calendar of activities is available at 
the centre, which is open daily 10 a.m. - noon and 2 - 4 
p.m.
Speak French and want to keep conversational skills? 
Toastmasters En Francais meets Thursday evenings 7:30 to 
9:30 p.m. For more information call 598-3729 or 598-1316.
Sidney Teen Activity Group (STAG) located at 2304 
Oakville St., behind Sanscha Hall grounds; is Open to
PRICES EFFECTIVE 
OCT. 19, 20, 21, 22, 1983 
QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED 
WHILE STOCKS LAST





























Saanich Peninsula youth aged 13 - 18 years. Clubhouse y 
winter hours are 7 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. Mondays, Tuesdays;
^Thursdays andT^ 11 P;m, Saturdays
Floor hockey at Sidney elementary school gym takes ; 
place 7 - 9 p.m. Wednesday. Special activities and events 
arc planned on"a monthly basis. All activities are free and 
no registration -is required. Parent and teen enquiries 
welcome. ^--------- O/- \
LARGESS’S
0134 or drop by and pick up a program at-9788 - 2nd |
Al! ages welcome to table tennis at Brentwood | . 
eiemeritary school, 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. Mondays. More in- I ^ 
formation 652-4580 or 652-1531. 1
!s overeating creating problems in your life? Overeaters I 
Anonymous can help. No dues, no weighing. Meetings are I 
at 8 p.rn., Mondays, 9788 - 2nd Street, Sidney. Call 652- |




the Royal Canadian Legion Hall on Mills Rd. New 
members and visitors welcome.; Well known h
musicals as well as traditional songs are sung. Men and 
women of all voices are welcome — if you like: to sing 




an apple? If you re
unsure of the correct answer to this question, perhaps you 
should consider a new service offered at Panorama Leisure
",‘;''CcnlrcC:;''’',’t'
Coast Fitness Appraisals is now operating professional 
fitness assessments through the leisure centre. Mondtiys, 8 
u.ni. to 12 noon,,qnd Fridays, F to 8 p.m- Imyc yet an , 
additional activity at Panorama.
Dona Tomlin is a graduate of the Human Performance 
progratil at tite University df;Victdria, :W
CANADA NO. 1
-- RUSSET.
htf’i 'v.'i.'.v xfn; ■< 4.54kg/10lb.
'^k
i TJVtc sport and fitness testings station and taking part in 
y rescarejifprograms at uhc utiivcrsity'sytlep^
physical :cducation,[Dona:has aIsoVdttended island, hockey 
;c for fitness testing.
Tomlin says the program helps "set realisiic goals for 
health" as well as inform patrons, where 
terms of fitness. If the idea of an assessment is still cloudy, 
ihc evaluation includes the measures of all ilic majoi 
components of physical fitness --eni tliovasculur, sirengili, 
ilexibility and body compositjon; Four ; scries ols iity:
know,
A vat iety of different testing packages ary dU'cied to the 
individual, or group of six or more people. The basic 1 
sisscssmctit consists of;a 12 rninutc-walkyrun, flexihility. 
pusliMips, abdominal strength and body composition,
, ; Cardiovascular (PVVe/nO), two flexihility ipeasules, 
hand grip and abdominal strength and body compositioh 
make up the full general assessmcni.^^^ ^y
For those interested in a deluxe test they will find it 
r similar to the Adl general; plus a test of anaerobic power, " 
is the nteasurc ofTOwer one can generate without 
;,';':::,oxyg^n/' 'Somuto ;(()r.; bqdy):^typhig"is;;used,, to"^entegorizV.' 
tiiose with muscular bodies^ (!rics(Uiiorpb), "i(unHhidks'' 
i(endomorph)yand linear (ectomorph). This test is also a 
ptirt of t he:dclu.ve assessnient.
:;^;:,w,::;:;T1ie fiifal'|jackagcJs,b()dyajni|msidoivon)y.i:)tnTng,tiiis
:,,:ji|)j)oininient, pall oils, will,, Icaintheij jjcjccinagcyyf ,body,, 
fat. Through each of the many tests listed above, one can 
receive the cisecilent knowledge of body makeutp atul 
fitn.';'; tcchnicitic'’ that go jOynuHn hand "Ith h'sn^ithy








an extra incentive, there is 0 iLfperccnii disctuini troin now 



















































M MR! R E 1.36 kg/3 lb...
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Attractive new building on Beacon across from Safeway shopping plaza brightens up area with color­
ful yellow awning. Developed by Art Kool building houses Radio Shack and Home Hardware, two 
stores which relocated from lower Beacon, and new store. Golden Wheatsheaf Bakery (1980) Ltd.
■ M ..
4 ty r, ^ «
I ' /
Jenny and Lykel Hoekstra at counter of smart new store, which is bigger and provides space for 
greater variety. Store carries 95 per cent of all items listed in Radio Shack catalogue and Hoekstra says 
he'll do his best to get what customer wants.
8:a
RADIO SHACKaSIDNEY ELEGIRONICS 
GOLDEN SHEAF BAKERY 
SIDNEY HOME HARDWARE
We are Please to 
Supplied the Plumbing 
for these Premises
PBRnupacTiam
The Canadian movemenl for personal fitness-
Hoekstra demonstrates one of fine selection of 
computers; ' ' X.




^ :'coff ee^. ccK^^
Mm - ' ,
Jenny and Lykel the store. per cent of the items listed |
Hoekstra of Radio Shack As well, there’s a fine' but if there is anything he
ordinated environment and audio and television Lykel sums up for. his ! 
more space to provide the . equipment which includes new store, “We’ll carry on ^ 
variety of goods which, in both portable and consul with our tradition of ser- 
turn, helps serve the public television. ving the public while at the
better. And Lykel says the new same time, expanding our
But all the thanks go to Radio Shack catalogue is facilities and range of 
his customers, those people out. His store is carrying 95 products.’’ 
over the last three years ^ 
who patronized his former 
store and made it all 
possible, he says.
“1 have made many, 
i many : frieilds/ among my^
customers,’: 1 ex-
There’s a grand opening? 
Wednesday,yOct. 19, w^^^ 
?there’ll be lots of specials 
: and the Hoekstras wi 11: be 
serving coffee and cookies 
to customers ancl visitors = 
dropping,in;
! ;;A that includes not 
only Lykel and Jenny but 
Lykel’s father, Jack, who’s 
travelling especially from 
Holland for the occasion, 
and brother Jack, from 
'■y Vancouver.:; y;';'vvyyy;v 
Specials include 
televisions, microwave 
;oycns, arid vacuum cleaners;
anew Panasonic jiroducl, : 





MiMU_*or»h <STi(l_7nit ■ dnty 3" highbut packs 12 wntts rma pbrchannof'i 
•■mil IOmIIOI ■ at26'20,0oQHzrosponso.EQswitchonhancoabass
cfiJti'oni ' nom mlnl spoakors. Auto-MaglCFM llno-tuning, A)l
9ll#l C«J I ;;; in a striking lot-black motnl fincloBurQ,3i:iano: ,; ; : , -:,; :
CONGRATULATES
Jf:







* iKitchoiLCabinelt ; :
> Quality Appliances Including 
AdriilraL Jonn»Air, Hotpolnl, 





• And Wuch tVlore
jumi ri jilONf'y
V.i'Jit.iV' i V 'M,',' i-'i
16K Stantiard 
Color Computor;2 ; WAS $349,00 : ^





33-B08 ! Ilslonirm ploasn
20-20,000 Hz.’ i ':'
m/m led giock rauio" Slltfi-linB fityllrin ahd lots ot convsnionl 
fanluros nnako tills tho porloct poitnblo 
bassoilo rocordor lor horpo or oftico, „ 
^y ;''Usos <1 ''AA",««llB.:'H-eiJ,
i Chronotnailo'-sao loriluros aO 0''cliBplBy,', 
snoozp and sloop pontrois; and rrtoro, AC; ■ '? 





Autombtiva Cfinvonlfi^f-e ;.'Piay"5lyoth'Blde* ' ■ 
y of iBpeautomaiicoilv Auta'^onich linos y 
:y.lspsseleciiohsih last-forwafri/uiiwiivi, imoso : ,
sm/nTM"
Low noise Superlape ’
■: tekftliitwenride lormuln far high out- " 
,pui, W(dt>i(js,|.iuniuii iuwoiniori'(,)n , 
C-»(),Aoy'ninuiesy''-::VC-WJ.O(immyte»,'
, *i . .030
ty Cm .Jin
save31




' 5 ' I , I 1
1' "■“J' I- rt-*
;■ * ,"?r;5|||'iyyy':yi'pv-'’*''!iy.y*'‘fri'y)y;^ yy; vy:;*:'"
24 cassette carryease'-'-:
:;y.Oro«nlj;e ahd protect ybur veluablrif tapey,' y:
library with this ctcuff-proof padded ,-v
■ :v»,iyl cassette ceie, 3n»p'lpck cover,,'.'
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Individual shots of new shop fronts 
for Radio Shack, Home Hardware 
and Golden Sheaf Bakery, all 
located now in new building in 2300 
block. Beacon Ave. Stores opened 
earlier this month but grand 
opening is today with store specials 
for customers and coffee and 
cookies at Radio Shack. 
Development has brightened top 
end of Beacon with its sunshine- 
colored awning and stores report 
brisk business. Both Home Har­
dware and Radio Shack relocated 
from former premises on Beacon, 
while for Golden Sheaf Bakery 
owners Lou and Joan Neudecker 
it’s their first business foray into 
Sidney. The couple already own the 







Upright vacuum cleaner with 
Triple-filter system. 3-position 
handle. Automatic height 
adjustment.
Panasonic
A powerful easy-to-use, upright vacuum 
cleaner. Automatic height adjustment, edge ,: 
cleaning channels and much more. ::
Panasonic
RADIO SHACS(»S!DNEY ELECTRONICS




A Powerful cleaner, 
a Quiet A^achine 
Reg.; $329.95 
SALE . . . . : .
■ T V We'Are;;. Pleased ;1o 
Have Done the Electrical 
Work for the New
Thorne - Lennon Electric fl976j Ltd^
9813 THIRD st:;.SIDNEY; 8;C.- :V8L'3A6i i
:m©w oM:
BiSPLAY'
AT SIDNEY RADSd SHACK - SIDNEY ELECTRONICS LTD.
YOUR SIDNEY ^ PANASONIC— DEALER ;
NEW LOCATION









BRAND OPENING SALE 
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at giving top





Home Hardware store owner Ray Wilson has lived “on 
and off” in Sidney since 1947 but came back here for good 
in 1975 after spending 20 years in the Alberta RCMP.
Glad to be back, Ray and wife, Shirley, bought the 
hardware store from Walter and Verna Granfield. And 
they’ve never looked back.
We were looking for a steady, viable business, Ray says, 
adding, the couple were guided by friends who also had a 
hardware store.
The Wilsons moved into their smart, spanking new store 
Oct. 4, increasing their floor space by 50 per cent and 
becoming part owners in the building. A better deal than 
leasing, Ray says.
The new location is excellent, he says, noting there’s 
been a shift from east to west in shopping habits and there 
are “more shoppers at this end of the street than the sea 
end”.
He’s been pleased to see old customers and well-wishers
visit the new store. It’s the shop’s third move since it first 
opened in 1947. Original location was on the corner of 
Beacon and 5th, then it shifted temporarily to 3rd St., next ; 
stop was in the Town Square Building and now the final 
move — to the building across from Safeway shopping 
plaza with its bright, yellow, awning. . ; J
Moving stock was a horrendous job but everybody ; 
chipped in and helped — even building developer Art ; 
vKool. ■ “
Home Hardware is open 8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m. Monday ; 
through Saturday and 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Sunday. Wilson has - 
been open Sunday since 1975. He does a lot ot business ; 
then and says there’s a definite need for Sunday shopping.
And he promises, “Our aim is to accommodate.;^ 
customers, give them the best service we can and see to •;;; 
their special needs. If they want something we don’t have ' 
in the store we’ll always make an effort to get it for them.” I
: .........y.
KftDlO SHft£K®SIBMEY ElECTiOKieS




RADIO SHACK»SISNEY ELECTRONICS 
SOLDEN SHEAF BAKERY
We Wish You All 
Continued Success 
in the Future




' 575 Peimbroke St: 
£ Victoria :V8T1H3 i
(1980) LTD.






FRil SftT. 20 ■
NATURE PLUS BREAD.,.




■■::::±“;g--*'---.' ..i::. ..... ■ 3. .■ ■ ... .,,4^_.,
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RADIO SHACK«SIDNEY ELECTRONICS 
GOLDEN SHEAF BAKERY 
SIDNEY HOME HARDWARE
FEiiAliHT
YOm TOTAL FINANCmL 
SERVICE ^ ^ ^ ^
1125 DOUGLAS ST., VICTORIA
■ ■ : 38S-1361
Above, Neudecker with flowers from well- 
wishers, top left, smiling faces of store assistants 
dispensing bakery goods that brought crowds in 
non-stop on opening day belong to (left to right) 
Tiny Esselink, Susi Neudecker, Fay Faerber, 
Shelley Clarke. Bottom left, years in the business, 
including appointment as production manager for 
Woodwards bakery division in B.C. and Alberta, 
has taught Loii Neudecker people like sortiething 
^^differehC' but his variety of bakery goods ^(bog­
gles" his own mind.
rai@ SIAOK®SIDItEY ELECTRONICS 
: SlSNEf HOME HARBiaRE;
We Wish You All 
Continued Success
4545 BALMACARRA RD., VICTORIA
RADIO SHACK*SIDNEY ELECTRONICS
We Are Pleased 
ie Have Supplied 
the Concrete
When the Golden-Sheaf any other bakery-couldn’t leaving soon to take up 
Bakery opened Oct. 6 on have — if they so desired nursing training. The 
Beacon across front and wanted to put the same youngster recently received 
Safeway it was jam-packed, effort into it.” a $500 Sidney Rotary Club
Even owner Lou Neudecker To turn out all those Citizen Scholarship Award, 
was amazed at the crowds, delicious goodies Lou Son Bob, 16, works part 
He sold double the goods employs three bakers; to time in the shop, 
he’d planned for — in fact, serve in the store, four The Neudeckers are well 
he sold out. salesgirls. known in Sidney, Joan as a
The next day business Lou and Joan are 50-50 teacher —n currently she’s at 
was ‘‘pretty steady” but partners in , the stores. Saanichton school — and 
Lou says after a week or Daughter Susan works in- Lou in sport. He’s coached 
more evei7thing will settle the store but she’ll be minor hockey for six years, 
down and trade will be 
normal.
If the bakery is a success 
it’s probably a combination 
of Lou’s vast experience 
;and his own particular way 
of doing things.
T^ was once production 
manager in Vancouver; foi'^^
Woodwards bakery cliyision 
for B,C. and Alberta, It 
was a big job but Lou and 
wife Joan, a schoolteacher,
. inissed North Saanich and 
wanted to get back here so 
Lou resigned and was 
I transferred back to.
Woodwards in Victoria.
Some years later he 
bought into the Golden 
ShcaflVaOLtd.on Fort St.,
I Victoria and a year later
was sole owner. That paved 
the way three years later for 
opening the Sidney store. i 
1 Lou aims at quality nt n 
reasonable price but insists I 
he would never sacrifice 
i tiualify for price. He tries to
be competitive and at the 
f;'';;^sarne/: Timc,;':;:givc['a;:;:good ■ 
product. And he tries to be 
di fferent.
,V::,L^:'\;!';SoiTid':'ibnkcriesy:arb''^
ning out the santc goods ;
;Tttrhcd='"dut;r 25;;
I ago, he says. ‘*Bui I try lo
do new things; Times 
changcp people clinhgc; 
we’ve got to keep’Up with
ihnl ’’ ' '"■'y '[y"
His store olfer.s 
I tremendous variety in
"'''■pnBtries'""''dnd'' 'cakes' ■■■^■'nnd'"'
brcnd.s — in fact it even 
Lou’s rnitid 
t ryi hg;;'! b"; keep;;, u p;.'wi l h ■ The 
variety he likes to oticr 
customers. And he's very f 
conscious of rptnlity and the 
cleanliness of his store.
ihe's’F'tnbdcstvci'^i
2068 HENRT AVEIISIDNE^
RADIO SHACK®SIDNEY ELEf RONICS 





STENEO CASSEHE mVER r/iN Hfiaiiiet
Hnfili $!!i9,fl9 
GRAND OPENING SALE
AM/EM RECEIVER with buill lti Cwttte P|aier/«ec. 
iiml-aut« r*cd»er plajen «nto ipeiiktir. ^ ^
GRAND OPENING SALE.
nm 3*Plece FM/ltM/FM Stereo Ridio 






gos-tosi Cedar Hill X Rd. 
.Victoria.vVv
don’t feel I havit anything L
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Consumer Comment
Small Business Week
Oct. 23 — 29
’s theme
Managing for will be the theme of Small
Business Week in Canada this year. Organized jointly by 
the Federal Business Development Bank the Canadian 
chamber of commerce, it will run Oct. 23 - 29 and is 
devoted to promoting the development of small business in 
Canada and to demonstrating how important small 
business is to the Canadian economy .
40"7o of the Labour Force
Of the one million businesses in Canada, over 95 per 
cent are small businesses with sales under $3 million an­
nually. They employ 40 per cent of the labour force and 
account for approximately 25 per cent of Canada’s total 
Gross National Product.
Last year. more than 71,000 people across the country 
attended varidus events organized by the FBDB and the 
chamber. These events included business fairs organized to 
allow government agencies, federal, provincial and 
municipal, as well as other non-commercial groups, to 
explain their services to the public generally and to the 
small business community in particular.
They also included workshops attended by almost 7,000 
business people on various management topics, free public 
information sessions outlining government assistance 
programs and exhibits organized to help business en­
trepreneurs become aware of the financial and 
management services at their disposal.
Counselling Assistance to Small Enterprise (CASE) 
program.
This award is granted to the 10 businesses across Canada 
who have acted most effectively on the advice of the 
FBDB’s CASE counsellors to improve their businesses.
Special Workshops on “Managing for Recovery”
The FBDB will also create a special three-hour workshop 
on the theme Managing for Recovery. The workshop will 
be offered across Canada for owners or managers of small 
and medium-sized businesses. Using a case study ap­
proach, it will emphasize the need for planning in the fields 
of finance, marketing, human resources and production.
Business mahagement Awards in Every Province
One of the highlights of Small Business Week is the 
choice of a small business entrepreneur in each province as 
the recipient of a Business Management Award presented 
by the Federal Business Development Bank under its
Local Activities
The Juan de Fuca chamber of commerce will co-sponsor 
the Ma«^7g/>?g/or/Recovery workshop to be held at the 
Westwind International Motor Inn Oct. 24 and the Saanich 
Peninsula chamber of commerce will be co-sponsoring the 
workshop at Sidney’s Royal Canadian Legion, Oct. 25.
The FBDB will host a Fa/r Oct. 27 from 3 to 8
p.m. Representatives from a variety of departments and 
agencies will be available to discuss one-on-one with the 
business person what services and programs are available 
to assist their business. The business fair will be held at the 
FBDB office at 990 Fort St.
Small Business Week, through its many activities, not 
only provides information on services available to business 
entrepreneurs in Canada but also through seminars and 
w'orkshops provides opportunities for business owners and 
managers from many different fields to exchange ih- 
forrhatibn and points of view.
A recent and popular 
television commercial 
shows a fellow preparing to 
brave a raging blizzard to 
take advantage of a sale of 
grass seed in the middle of 
winter.
If you’re about to put on 
your winter coat to go in 
quest of similar savings, 
you may have missed the 
real message of the ad, 
which is intended to 
illustrate that if you have a 
universally accepted credit 
card, you can take ad­
vantage of windfall sales 
even when you may not 
have the cash with you.
As long as you use your 
credit wisely, this is a good 
way to capitalize on 
unexpected bargains.
Remember, however, 
lhat few merchants can 
afford to stock items for 
which there is little if any 
demand in the off season. 
Many have end of season 
clearances to avoid the 
necessity of storing unsold 
goods until the next year. 
And there are, believe it or 
not, some items which are 
recognized as slow movers 
and which rarely if ever go 
on sale.
Similarly, the fellow who
advertises that his prices are Remember the rules of 
the lowest in town or he’ll the consumer game. A 
refund the difference within bargain is not a bargain if 
30 days, is not speaking for it’s something you can’t 
all the merchants in town. use.
B.C. LlOliS 
HAIVSILTON TI-CATS
SATURDAY, OCT. 22 in B.C. PLACE
.00 PER PERSON 
INCLUDES:
Tickets, Transportation, Ferry tolls — Accomodation in the 
Century Plaza Hotel.
BUS DEPARTS FROM:
Strathcona Hotel on Saturday at 9:45 
From Sidney Traveiodge at 10:15 
RETURNS;: T
Sunday at 1:30, p.m. in Victoria
TICKETS AT








STARTING OCTOBER IITH., YOU can find out just how physically 
FIT YOU ARE WITH A FITNESS ASSESSMENT at panorama leisure centre.
EACH APPOINTMENT TAKES APPROXIMATELY.! 1/A HOURS AND ■ 
INCLUDES TESTS OF: : CARDIOVASCULAR ENDURANCE ■
. STRENGTH ■■'"■■■■ /.-T'
FLEXIBILITY 
BODY COMPOSITION
PLUS YOU GET A personal/CONSULTATION WITH qualified PERSONNEL
'''■388-6j54 ■-
Women and the 
Changing Family is the 
theme of this year’s Vic­
toria Status of Women 
Action Group and UVic 
Women’s Centre Collective 
llih annual conference 
Oct. 28 and 29 in the 
MacLaurin Building at the 
university.
OPENING SPECIAL;
; : 20%: OFF OUR REGULAR PRICES UNTIL: NOVEMBER: .
WE OFFER A WIDE VARIETY OF ASSESSMENTS FOR DIFFERENT NEEDS AND 
BUDGETS. OUR REGULAR PRICES RANGE FROM $15. TO $35. FOR INDIVIDUALS 
:WITH SPECIAL R OF 6 OR MORE.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL PENINSULA RECREATION - 656-7271
OR DONA,TOMLIN -.38A-30.A7/383-6313 , .. .
PEN!NSL|[a recreation COMIViissiON
Despite recession Sidney is busy with new developmentsf Following opening of Art KooPs new 
building on Beacon housing Radio Shack, bakery and hardware si ores fnext in line is Mike Kipot's $3 
million two-acre shopping centre close by and under const ruction f A djaceni to the Tra velodgei the 
centre will have parking for 96 cars; Kipot is currently negotiating to lease space to businesses.
This/winter don't be crazy when i/ 
comes to l<eeping your little nest nice 
and cozy, Instead, consider FLUEGARD, 
one of todqy's top-rated energy-sav- 
ing ideas for homes heated with oil, 
FLUEGARD, a sealed damppr system re­
duces drafts and mqintairis warm air 
indoors, without putting extra stroiro on 
your furnace.
Be conscious; Be energy-conscious; re­
duce tuei costs up /o 15% 
furnace’ operation dnd mainteinance ;: 
with a FLUEGARD.
Caii THERMOSHELL at 388-7837 for fur­
ther details,





The Knights of Pythias,
Y ictory Lodge 63; Si dn cy, 
vvilT be; honored with the 
s bfficial visit Oct. 26 Of 
Grand Chancellor Andrew 
G. Carlson of Kelowna.
::: Carlson : joihcd ;1hc 
Khi8ht!jorPythiasinl955v 
and in 1980 was: presenied 
with ; a 25-'year: certificate: 
and a Knight’s Veteran pin. 
He served w 
armored division Calgary 
tank regiment, joining in 
1940 and serving overseas; 
until 1945 in England, 
Sicily, Italy, Belgium, and 
:'/France,//':’''k',,
All Sidney Lodge Knights 
:hre asked to attend the Oct.
« 26 meeting at the Knights of 
: Pythias Hall at 8 p.m.:and 
/:mect,Carlson.'-
1 ‘ 1 ''''' ’ ' ^ S I < ‘ jil / 1
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plans its third annual 
Christmas craB fair Nov. 
25 and 26^ Craitspeopler 
I n terest eH 1 n p re-rh r i s i in as 
cxbosurc arc urged to call 
3R8‘6l?0 )vcckdays or write 
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School Bus Safety Week Got a news tip?
Call tlae Meview
Some 3,500 students in Saanich school district ride 
school buses daily, .driven by bus drivers who have 
maintained an outstanding safety record, each year driving 
more than 150,000 miles without injury and daily driving 
more than 1,000 miles carrying youngsters to and from 
school.
The local record is good — but Saanich school board 
wants to keep it that way. That’s why it has an extensive 
campaign for promoting school bus safety with several 
drivers volunteering many hours to the program.
School Bus Safety Week runs Oct. 17 - 23 and is a good 
time for parents to check with their children and make sure 
they’re following the rules.
■'-Do theyr
®Get to the pick-up spot in time
®Wait for the school bus in a safe place away from the
'Toad^'''
®Refrain from throwing things at people or cars 
•Enter the bus in single file — don’t push 
•Never throw anything on a bus 
•Keep aisles clear and ride quietly 
•Keep head, arms and legs away from open windows 
•Leave the bus carefully— obey the safety patrol 
•Cross the street safely in front of the bus and stay 
where the bus driver can see you
Finance Minister Hugh 
Curtis, together with 
Central Saanich Mayor 
Dave Hill, and Gladys 
Delbrouck, president of the 
Central Saanich Senior 
Citizens Association 
(CSSC), will lead a group of 
dignitaries in opening the 
newly completed Central 
Saanich senior citizens’ 
house noon Nov. 7.
Fourteen months in its 
reconstruction, the 
recreation centre began as a 
three-bedroom surplus 
house owned by the 
municipality. When the 
house had to be moved to 
make way for the con­
struction of a new library in
Brentwood Bay, the 
municipality offered it to 
the CSSC. The organization 
had a long standing request 
of a meeting place of its 
own.
The building is leased on 
a five-year, renewable, $1 a 
year basis, with the cost of 
reconstruction being the 
responsibility of the CSSC. 
The house, which remains 
the property of Central 
Saanich, v/as moved to its 
present location, 1229 
Clarke Road, Brentwood 
Bay, and the municipality 
provided $5,000 seed 
money to put it on a new 
foundation.
The CSSC added its own 
building fund savings of 
more than $3,000, which 
had been saved over a 
period of four years, and 
formed a building com­
mittee to oversee the 
reconstruction project. An 
architect was engaged to 
design the remodelled 
building and with volunteer 
help from Central Saanich 
Lions construction began.
The Lions gave close to 
1,000 hours of expertise and 
labour in putting the old 
house on a new, full- 
basement foundation, most 
of the work being done in 
the winter of 1982 during
•Always obey the bus driver^ ^ ^
But school bus safety is everyone’s responsibility. Motor
vehicle drivers for example, must remember that traffic in
both directions must stop when a ^chool bus has halted and 
flashes red lights front and rear. Drivers must not proceed 
until the bus resumes motion or the bus driver signals to 
other drivers it is safe to proceed. ^ ^
Remember, the flashing red lights indicate the bus is 
recei ving or discharging school children. Failure to stOp fOr
Central Saanich Lions 
will be busy in coming 
weeks. On Oct. 22 the 
club’s annual fishing derby 
kicks off at dawn with 
weigh-in at the Anglers 
Anchorage Marina 1-2 p.m. 
Prizes for biggest salmon, 
hidden weight and draw 
prizes.
A dance in the Lions Den 
follows the derby with 
canned music by Paradise. 
Derby winners will be 
presented with their 
trophies and the prize draw 
will be held.
r Oct. 27: — Physically 
handicapped youngsters 
from the Victoria Society: 
for Recreation of the
a school bus carried a penalty of three demerit points but handicapped 
far more serious is the risk of hitting a student who is 
relying on the mOtOrist to stppi
will attend
this Lions meeting to report 
on their exchange visit with 
young handicapped people 
in Quebec.
Maurice Michell will be 
presented with an ap­
preciation award and a $500 
scholarship (directors’ 
award) goes to Kevin 
Kotorynski^ At this time 
recipient of the second $500 
scholarship (president’s: 
avyard) has hot been'
determined.
Oct. 31 from 7 - 9 p.m. 
the club plans a Hallowe’en 
bonfire at the usual location 
on West Saanich and Clark 
Roads. All youngsters 
welcome. Hot dogs and hot 
chocolate will be served.
Nov. 3 — Directors’ 
meeting
Dec. 9 — Whist drive at 
the Lions’Den.
New appointments — 
Central Saanich Days ’84 — 
Al Kraatz and Brian A itken 
(joint chairmen); 
Hallowe’en — Chris 
Christensen; Christmas 
Party — Gait;. Easter 
Egg liwnt — Rob Burnett; 
Car Rally Brian Sim-
some of the most muddiest, 
coldest weather.
Funding was also 
provided by the federally 
sponsored New Horizons’ 
Agency, the Seniors 
Lottery Association, the 
B.C. Lotteries Fund and the 
Vancouver Foundation. 
The Central Saanich Senior 
Citizens Association also 
raised $15,000 through its 
own members.
In all, the building will 
have absorbed more than 
$60,000 and countless hours 
of voluntary effort on the 
part of the members of the 
CSSC and the Central 
Saanich community.
Where possible, the 
contracted work was kept 
within the community and 
suppliers and tradesmen 
were generous in giving 
their time and materials at 
the lowest possible cost. 
Landscaping for the 
grounds surrounding the 
recreation centre has been 
provided by the 
municipality.
50’s NIGHT
in the CABARET 
SATURDAY, OCT. 22nd
DRINK SPECIAL!




•BEST IIVE DANCE COUPLE 
• BEST DRESSED & GROOMED 
... AND MORE
m
DOORS OPEN AT 9:00 PIVI 




patrolled by school children or adult school crossing 
guards. The Motor Vehicle Act requires that all 
pedestrians, cyclists and motorists obey the instructions of 
guards or students.
Other points for motorists to remember — vehicles 
driven between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. in school zones must 
obey school traffic signs and restrict speed to posted 
maximums. Vehicles approaching or passing a public 
playground must also obey playground maximum speed 
signs and reduce speed to the posted maximum between 
dawn and dusk any day.
OpenmginNov^beF:
Sidney)
;A co-ed gym otfering weigHbtraining programs for men and womeT^ 
trim down or shape-up!




promptly; don’t create safety hazards. And they should 
' enjoy their trip— it’s a privilege.
Also available; sun-bed and sportswear
. for Info call: 653-0222 - days
(656-6S07 or SS2-2776 - evenings)
FAMILY 
RESTAURANT 
OPEN DAILY 11 AM lor 
Fine Canadian fi Chinese food ^ 
DINE IN OR lAKE OUT 
812 Verilier Ave., Brentwood Bay 
652-3622
Stohk & unowdpr Hoiiso
"On Hid Wald/ Htenlwoori Bav',' :;
fry ouf
.vC40'/tom sa/atTbaf 
: BreaMast, liiiiclt & Diwier Daily 
T Sunday Brunch 11;304!30 
"'■:7t72'Brohtwood.Drive?,-T-': 
Phono 652.2413 or 652-9515
T RGSiaURaNT :
: V/ CiiMiie fnmfiii.'n; ':v'
OPEN FROM 5 P.M.
7 DAYS A WEEK
:::Wost;$aaniclv,Rd., by -v;:;:;?








' ■i :rTlbnfeslylfi?Cookin(pi!i?lLik^^ 
uit Old I’asliiPntiii Prinon 





Chinoso & Conadlan Footi
:, OPtN Mon; ran. ii:oo :
; sat,,4:30 0:30 , 410 «;30 p;m |
,:l : : Bollvory will* ininimunvorotr,, :;^::;:
2493 Boaoon Avo.^^^ ■
FAMOUS CHARBROILEDI 
STEAKS ???;:v|:.;T::?:
l.ii|()y out B.ilad Ikir
lAKf.-OlJl ORDLfUi
IN THE BEACON PLAZA MALL 
2321 Beacon




rrbi Sit, il l.m,
: l(IN,» HOMBAVI4 p.w.
'rtivorrMroRtuNCH 
? TAKE OUTS 656.5590 - 7 
^ Sth ft Beacon SIDNEY
ilEDDI-CHEF
CHICKtN RIflS. BunOfHS, 
SOFT ICECREAM
WEDNESDAT SPECIAL „
• IJ (iti, CWfkin. lori* f J
’12,50
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: Van Isle Marina
^ 2320 Harbour rw.
Mon, to Sat. 8 am to 4 phi 
Sunday 9 am to 4 pm
^cstuurmtt
at FAMILY prices!
? J^on. to Fri, 9 an) f 9 pm 
Sal? 9 am-IO pm? am.9 pm I
656-4115 2359 Beacon Ave.'
WHEELHOUSE CAFE
FISH 8i CHIPS WITH A DIFFERENCE
than inyene! let Ml help you plan in appropriate 
1)^ advertising menm call today for assistance? ?
Y : : UAILV LUNCH ANU UINNkH SHkClALb
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Hallowe 'en festival for all
By Lydia Pawlenko
Soft contact lenses cause corneal damage in one of 
every three patients who wear them, according to a 
study by three B.C. optometrists. ^ ^ ^ ^
Of the 366 patients the optometrists examined at 
their Surrey, B.C. office, 125 showed signs of corneal 
vascularization, a condition mainly caused by 
overwearing of soft contacts.
If corneal tissue is deprived of oxygen for long 
periods of time, due to overwearing of soft contacts, 
a number of biochemical changes occur in it, says Dr. 
John Jantzi.
The situation stimulates the growth of blood 
vessels from the white part of the eye into the cornea, 
in an effort to supply it with oxygen. So the cornea 
becomes swollen and “bloodshot”.
The condition can permanently impair the victim’s 
vision, according to Dr. Jantzi.
The condition does not develop from wearing hard 
contacts, which are much smaller in diameter than 
soft contacts. Hard contacis don’t coyer the entire 
cornea, so its outer area is not cut off from oxygen.
Vascularization starts in the outer area of the 
cornea, because that’s where the blood vessels are 
located.
Dr. Jantzi says the chemical reaction that causes 
the blood vessels to grow is still unknown.
Corneal vascularization could take two to four 
years to develop, and it doesn’t produce any sym­
ptoms in its early stages. By the time the wearer is 
experiencing blurred vision and red, sore eyes, 
damage has occurred.
. The damage results from scar tissue formed in the 
cornea, according to Dr. Jantzi. The extent of
‘If it’s on the peripheral cornea there may be no 
effect, but in the centre there’s a profound effect. We 
have seen numerous patients with permanent 
reduction of visual acuity.”
Soft contact lenses are safe if properly prescribed, 
fitted and monitored, he stressed. People shouldn’t 
keep their contacts in from morning until bedtime.
Most optometrists recommend taking the lenses 
out half an hour to an hour before bedtime and 
leaving them out for half a day a week.
A number of factors besides overwearing can cause 
problems. Some people have inadequate amounts of 
tears flowing over their eyes, while others have had 
eye injuries or infections that may have affected their
The optometrists have patients who, alter 
developing corneal vascularization, will stop wearing 
contacts for two years and then come back and be 
refitted. But while the blood in the cornea may go 
away, it leaves tiny “ghost” vessels that will refill 
once a soft contact lens is put back on.
Wearers of hard contact lens, who had stopped 
wearing the lenses for a few years because of 
problems with them, were refitted successfully.
Dr. Jantzi speculates the number of people with 
corneal vascularization is probably higher in B.C. 
than in the rest of Canada because B.C.’s provincial 
regulations for contact lens dispensing are the least 
stringent.
According to the optometrist, B.C. is the only 
province that allows a person to use an eyeglass 
prescription to be fitted with contacts by “bargain 
; rate” suppliers rather than by optometrists.
He says that in B.C. this has resulted in a lot of 
people wearing contacts who shouldn’t have been 
wearing them in the first place.
Dr. Jantzi, Dr. William Jackson and Dr. Karen 
Smith are midway through their year long study, 
which is being funded by the Canadian Association
Peninsula Recreation is 
calling all ghosts and 
goblins to the first annual 
Peninsula Hallowe’en 
Festival in Sidney on Oct. 
31. There’s a costume party 
for youngsters up to 12 
years of age at Sanscha Hall 
from 4 to 6 p.m. A bonfire 
and fireworks follows for
the entire community at 
6:30 p.m. in Tulista Park. 
The teens dance starts at 9 
p.m. and goes until 10:30 
p.m. at Sanscha Hall.
Everything is free! So 
dress up and join the fun. 
For information call 





INTENDED TO HELP MARSHALL THE INOIVIOUAIS LATENT CREATIVE ENERGY IN COMBATING 
AND ULTIMATELY HEALING THE VARIOUS OIS-EASE STATES OF BOOY AND MIND. IN HOME 
SESSIONS. DAYS OR EVENINGS. SLIDING SCALE FOR APPOINTMENT PLEASE TELEPHONE 











6761 Kirkpatrick Cres., 
Saanichton, B:C., VOS 1 MO 652-3470
medicine
: A B.C. chicken producer
I is ready to market, for the 
i first time in North America,
[ powerful “egg medicine”
I for human ailments.
The new medicine is an 
j antibiotic called lysozyme,
[ found in chicken eggs. Egg 
i lysozyrhe is remarkably like 
1 an antibiotic — also called 
j lysbzyrne [— that occurs 
naturally in human beings.
fouifd in mucus, tears and 
! skin,: where if fights of fa ;
4 wide range of bacteria.
i ^ The^^[ B
I Brpokside Farms Limited, 
i first discovered the value of 
lysozyme when Japanese 
firms began ordering large 
; quantities of the company’s 
i egg-white powder. It turned 
' out that the Japanese 
1 businesses .were baying the 
' powder and removing the 
lysozyme, which they sold 
, as a pharmaceutical.
Brookside Farms is now 
developing its own process 
' for extracting lysozyme 
; from pure raw egg whites 
. on its existing production 
i line.
Human lysozyme is 
remarkable I because it is a 
^ far more effective antibiotic 
i than synthetic drugs such as:
1 tetracycline, penicillin arid 
L s t r ep f o my c i n; w h i c h
L doctors now prescribe for 
[infections.
: Chicken lysozyme isn’t
I exactly the same as hurrian 
lysozyine, blit it’s similar 
I enough to work effectively 
in humans. Human beings 
: can absorb: chicken
: lysozyme through the in- 
; testine ■— a rare occurrericc 
for a foreign substance.
' Brookside Farms is 
waiting for the U.S. Food 
'arid Drug Adminisiratioiytb 
approve the consumption 
‘ of lysozyme. The company 
[ I hopes to mrikc several 
i hundred thousarid tlollars 
* from;sales of the antibiotic
by next year,
■ :By,Lydia Pawlenko..',
Whether your neighbours have kids or dogs, or are 
married or single, will effect your stress level if you 
are living in a highrise.
When combined with highdensity population, 
lifestyle differences will cause stress among people, 
according to a study by a University of Toronto 
sociologist.
Dr. Ron Gillis examined the lifestyles of 442 
residents of housing developments in Edmonton and 
Calgary, and the causes of conflicts between them 
and their: neighbours; He found that between neigh- 
:bours was most often based on differences in martial 
status of on: whether or not people had children or 
dogs.
complain about the 
noise rriade by one’s children forces the:parerit either 
to face’the neighbour or to exert more coritrolmver 
the children. Dr. Gillis explained. Either decision will 
Tesult in conflict.:
and 25.5 per cent cited lifestyle as the main source of 
dissimilarity.
Differences in child-raising methods and parental 
views on disputes over children was the second most 
often mentioned area of difference (21.8 per cent). 
Marital status was the third most frequently listed 
item (19.2 per cent). This reflects the fact that many 
of the people in public housing are single mothers
married counterparts. Dr. Gillis says.
Other elements of diversity vvere factors related to 
age (12.8 per cent, socio-economic status (9 per cent), 
privacy (3.2 per cent), and race and ethnicity (1.6 per 
cent).
After measuring the tenants’ feelings of loneliness,: 
happiness, boredom, irritability and anxiety. Dr. 
Gillis' found that these people are not unusually 
miserable. Their mean level of psychological strain is
Mississauga; he says; . v ,
Dr. Gillis’ study was funded by the Central 
Mortgage and Housing Corporation.- 
[C^s&nsdi&n Sci6nc6^6ws] •
MR. BUSINESSMAN:
If your Business Phone Number is new or has been recently changed, please call us 
and we’ll run, it free of charge for a period of three months. This service limited to the 
Review’kTradingarea. :
Company Name
(A3)Brentwood Gifts & Crafts Shop . .
(BuCarol’s Beauty Salon .
(48) Entire Maintenances Supplies Ltd. ;




(snMcTaggart, Dr. Sue......................................................... 656-9911
(13) Michael Fee Construction Ltd............................................. 658-0093
(48) Peninsula Signs..................................................................... 656-9626: ;
(59)Sidney FeedSGardenSupplies.............................................656-9444;
(47)Three Sisters Convenience Store.............................................. 656-6711 .
(52)VideoScan.....................................................      .656-1215
'M Courtesy Vie ReviSw}
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................................ 656-3132
By James Carlisle 
Heart disease which often
accompanies diabetes may
be cured, and its damage 
reversed, if diabetics are 
given insulin soon enough, 
[says a team of University of 
British Columbia phar- 
macologists.::::': L: T"'':
Arun Tahilani, John 
McNeil, and ; Rao 
Vad 1 amudi; of UBC’s 
Faculty of Pharmaceutical 
Sciences, reached this 
conclusion after studying 
the effects'of insulin on the 
hearts of diabetic rats. ; " 
The scientists: induced 
diabetes in laboratory rats 
by injecting them with a 
chemical called strep- 
tozotbein. They left the rats 
untreated for six weeks, 
Then they compared the 
heart functioris of these 
diabetic animals to those of 
nbinnal.rats,;:-:,''::;::,'::,::-:',::':::;vT;:
Tlie diabetic animals 
[ showed;.the: same kinds^ of 
: i iri pai red :: heart : f iiric t ion 
I that : rescnrchcrA^^ [h 
: observed in human diabetes 
sufferers.
Half of the diabetic rats 
were then treated with 
insulin, to relieve the 
diabetes symptoms, for 
four weeks. Then the hearts 
of all three groups were 
examined. The untreated 
diabetic : rats still showed ; 
heart defects. :
But the diabetic: rats 
which had been given in­
sulin had regained, the 
normal heart functions 
[shown by the control
:gtpup;%
Although the insulin 
therapy restored normal 
: function to the hearts of ill 
rats, the researchers point 
out that the rats had been 
diabetie fOr only six iw^ 
vyhen [the therapy was 
started. The heart damage 
resulting [from long-term 
insulin [deprivation, they 




■: - [ :[''notice'
0F':[::'::'''':'':'[
PUBLIC NOTICE is given to the electors ol theTown ol Sidney 
' ttiat I require jhe presence of Ihe electors at the Town Hall, 
2<1'in Sidney Avonuo; .Sidney; B.Cv on MONDAY, the .31st 
DAY OF OCTOBER, 1983. AT 10 a;m, lo elect;— ;
MAYOR-ONE (1) vacancy )
Al;DEnMAN:[SIX (6)vacancies All 
[‘SCHOOL TRUSTEE ) two-year
• 0 N E (1 j vacancy ':: ::::,:) - te rm: i 984/85 '
[: The'mode: oi noniinatipngf , candidates shall
: Candidates shall[bd nominated Irv writinoiby: two quallllod[I: 
oloctois ol the municipality, The nomlnatlqn-papei shall;be:[:
ui (Mio MwvM w, ...w.., Thonomlna-
llon paper may bo In Jho (orrh proscribed in tho; [Municipal ,:: 
[ Act’' and 8hall:slate tho[namOv rosldonco and occupation ol : 
the porson nominated: in a manner siilllclent lo ldehtily the :[; 
candidate, The nomlnallon papor shall bo signed by the can- : 
gidato, Disclosure forms under the Public Officials Disclosure [
: Act niuGl bp fllpd with each nomlnallon paper,
! in the event a poll Is necessary, the poll will bp opened al the 
Sidney Elementary School, Henry Avonuo and 7th .Street, [
ANDSUNROOMS
stylos.;.,. .V‘4i .1. iin^
udijillyrL,. all'dwi)if1ey,'''t.b .(omiTli;,; 
It'Ilf'■ "mrinf''VOLir" ham«L-: Cntl':tu;)w[far;, ■ ostimalos;ll
,:'Lviitwut Dbligafion.,",
6705 VDVANtSS RD. 652-9221
W!
Sidney, B.C,[on Saturday, the 19lh day of,November. 1983 
[[[ between the hours:ol 8 a,m.-and g p,ITI, ;,.[ [[^^ :v,:
An advanced poll will be hold at the Town Hail, 2440 Sidney ^ 
Avonuo, Sidney,; B,c: on vyodnosday,: 1he[ lGth day ol 
November. 19a3,:;belwoon the hours 01:9a,m, and 5 p.m. For
Inpayor.... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......
he able to atienrl the Poll on Pnillnp Day;mr are, lor reasons o( [ , 
[[[[conscioficnrprwentod IronryollripnTolling Day.;,: [," [ [:[[
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You stand a good chance of going to jail if you drive in 
B.C. while your driver’s license is suspended. Under recent 
provincial legislation, a judge is required to send a con­
victed driver to jail for at least seven days.
There are four ways in which your driver’s license may 
besuspended.
First, by the superintendent of motor vehicles, for 
administrative reasons. For example, if you accumulate 10 
demerit points and are assessed the $25 penalty fee, your 
driver’s license may be suspended if you don’t pay.
Or, the superintendent may suspend your license for any 
reason which he thinks is reasonable, after reviewing your 
driving record. He may also suspend your license in B.C. if
The second way your driver’s license may be suspended 
is by a police officer, for 24 hours. For example, if you are 
stopped while driving, and the officer reasonably expects 
that you haye been drinking, he may require you to 
surrender your license. At that point, you are suspended 
for 24 hours. ^ ^ ^ ^
1 The third way yOur license may be suspended is 
automatically, if you are coinvicted of certain criminal 
6ffehce:s. If you are convicted of impaired driving of 
dangerous driving, your license is automatically suspended 
for at least six months, and sometimes much longer, 
depending on your driving record.
The fourth way your license may be suspended is by a
The best way to cope with 
having a hypodermic needle 
is not to think about it, says 
a Montreal psychologist. 
And he is planning to train 
people in not thinking 
about it.
Professor Danny 
Kaloupek, of Montreal’s 
Concordia University, is 
studying strategies by which 
people can cope with having 
injections or with giving 
blood.
According to him, the 
best way to cope with 
having a needle is simply to 
think of something else — 
think about work or what 
you plan to do in the 
evening.
People who mentally 
distract themselves “tend to 
rate themselves as being less 
anxious, and observers and 
nurses rate themselves as 
anxious too,’’he says.
Professor Kaloupek says 
that his recommended 
strategy of. mental 
distraction doesn’t alway
strike people as the best 
one. He says some people 
, think they should cope by 
taking control of the ■ 
situation.
“But in this particular 
case, and perhaps in other 
medical situations, when 
you don’t have much 
alternative to do something 
active and direct, you may 
be better off to distract 
yourself,’’ he says.
Profesor Kaloupek 
advises people not to 
concentrate on what is 
happening to them. People 
who do this get caught up in 
watching other patients’ 
reactions, or in watching 
what the nurse is doing, he 
says. So they often become 
upset.
The psychologist hopes 
his work will be helpful to 
hospitals and organizations 
that recruit blood donors.
“It’s really advantageous 
to help people, because if 
they are more comfortable 
with the procedures, they
are more likely to do it 
again —- and encourage 
others,’’he says.
Professor Kaloupek 
hopes that a standard 
teaching method can be 
devised to help people cope 
with having needles. He is 
now working on a training 
program to help blood 
donors.
“We are going to take 
first-time blood donors and 
train them in advance, 
using progressive relaxation 
and guided imagery,’’ he 
■ says.,
Progressive relaxation is 
a structure procedure where 
the instructor trains the 
subjects to tense and release 
muscles so that the muscles 
can become relaxed. 
Guided imagery trains 
people to take their 
thoughts away from what is 
happening and to focus 
their minds on pleasant 
scenes and experiences from 
their lives.
[Canadian Science News]
SIX POINT ROOF TUNE UP 
ONE STOREY






DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
Public notice is given to the electors of the District of North 
Saanich that I require the presence of the electors at the 
Municipal Hall Council Chambers, 1620 Mills Road, North 
Saanich, B.C. on Monday, October 31, 1983 at lO.OO a.m. to 
elect persons to represent them as follows:/
1 Mayor, ' 
3 Aldermen 
1 School Trustee
(two year term) 
(two year term) 
(two year term)
If you are convicted of a wide range of driving offences, 
the judge who sentences you may - as part of your sentence 
- suspend your license. .
If your license is suspended for any of those four 
reasons, and you drive a motor vehicle while under 
suspension, you will be charged with the provincial offence 
of driving while suspended.
If you are charged with that offence, the prosecutor 
normally is required to prove only that you were 
suspended, and were in fact driving. At that point, the 
onus shifts to you to satisfy the court that you did not 
realize you were under suspension. For example, if the 
suspension was for administrative reasons and only took 
effect upon your receiving notice, the court may accept 
your explanation, that you never received notification
The mode of nomination of candidates shall be as follows; 
Candidates shall be nominated in writing by 2 qualified elec­
tors of the municipality. The nomination papers shall be 
deivered to the returning officer at any time between the date 
of this notice and noon of the day of nomination. The nomina­
tion paper may be in the form provided jn the ‘ ‘ Municipal 
Act”, and shall state the name, residence and occupation of 
the person nominated in a manner sufficient to identify the 
candidate. The nomination paper shall be signed by the can- 
/■ didate. . ^ ■,'/■' ; ' ■ ■ v
In the event a poll is necessary, the poll will be opened at the 
Municipal Hall Council Chambers, 1620 Mills Road, North 
Saanich, B.C, on Saturday, November 19, 1983 between the 
hours,of 8.00 a.m. and 8.00!p,m; . : ;
For a first offence, 
least seven days, and must fine you at least $300. You must 
be sentenced to both. In addition to that, your license will
On a second conviction for driving while suspended, you 
must be sent to jail for at least 14 days, you must be fined 
atleastS300, and you will be prohibited from driving for at 
least six months.
These harsh penalties are being tested in the courts, but
are
being eriforcedT
A resident of Sidney for 
26 years, Mary (Maisie) 
Darlington, 83v of 1886 
Cjraham Ave. died Oct . 8 at 
Saanich / Peninsula 
Hospital. / Mrs. Darlington 
/l^as/born bn the Isle of Man 
and m
/at / Longyiel; Que. She is 
survived by her husband, 
William, sons George of 
/ Sidney, JRonald of /North 
Vancouver) daughters
Evelyn of MiSsiss^ 
bnt/, Marjorie of Van- 
couveri eight grandchildren 
and nine great-/ 
grandchildren.
Funeral services were 
held Oct. 12th at First 
Membrial by Rev. Struthers 
and cremation followed. 
There were no flowers, 
donations were sent to the 
charity of choice;
7 NO one can anticipate 
how bad this year/ s Nvinter 
storms will be but ex­
perience suggests 
homeowner s s h o u 1 d 
develop: an/emergency: plan 
as a precaution.
Most power outages 
caused by storms are short­
lived, due namely to the 
efforts of B.C. Hydro’s line 
crews around the province.
However, a severe storm 
may cut off electricity to 
your home for an extended 
period: Some advance 
planning can minimize the 
inconvenience.
This is particularly 
important in extremely cold 
/ climates, where the effects 
of cold/ on the plumbing; / 
system are a major ebn- 
T"sideration.'//■;/ ,/'''■■
The precautions you take 
depend to some extent/ on 
where you live in the 
province / and the normal 
patteni of the / weather 
during / the winter. 
H oweve r, the folio wing tip s 
will / be/ useful to 
homebwners throughtout 
':B.C.■■■-:'/7/■■-:'/.:/,//'::/'://7;''//^^^^^^^ 
•H a V e: f 1 a s h 1 i g h t s, 
lanterns, candles and 
matches or other emergency 
lighting devices stored in 
wbrking order.
.•Camping equipment, 
such as portable stoves and 
is useful,/but should
be/ used indoors with care: 
(Fuel containers should; be 
left outside:)/ Portable 
burners consume oxygen, 
so adequate ventilation is 
required //Charcoal Coo ker s 
can be used in a fireplace.
•If you have a fireplace, 
keep a good supply of 
seasoned fuel on hand.
•Many radio stations can 
operate with emergency 
power supplies.’ Have a 
battery-powered radio (and 
spare batteries) bn hand to 
keep you informed. A 
standby stove or heater that 
does not require electricity „ 
is something you may wish 
to install, especially if you 
live/ih an area which/can get / 
really cold.
/ If your power /does go 
off:
•Check/ to / see whether 
yoiif home is the only one 
/; affected. Notify:your local 
Hydro office.
/ “Keep //doprs//and/win­
dows closed to retain heat. / 
Even in very cold weather, a 
house; with windows and 
doors closed will not 
become ’ really uh- 7 
comfortable for / several 
hours.
•Don’t open doors of 
refrigerators and freezers 
more than necessary. If a 
freezer door is kept closed, 
food should stay frozen 24 
to 48 hours.
•Turn off appliances, but 
leave on one or two light 
switches so you will know 
when service is restored.
•After your home is 
; prepared, see how your 
neighbors are faring. An 
//bid br infirm person / may 
need help.
Power outages are often 
- the result of power lines 
being broken. I f at any time 
you see a power line lying 
7 on the ground, please notify 
the Hydro electric and gas: 
trouble centre, your nearest
Hydro office or the / local 
police or RGMP.
/You/ should /alvy ays 
assume that /any downed 
wire is alive and dangerbus. 
Nbbody should / gb />vithin 
50 feet of it.
Chambers, 1620 Mills Road, North Saanich, B/C; bn Thurs­
day, NovemberT 0,1983 and/Friday, November 18; 1983 bet­
ween the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m., of which every 
person is required to take/notice and govern/himself/accor-: 
/dingly.
Dated at North;Saanich,: B.C. this 13th; day Of October, 1983:
/ E.A. GREEN: 
RETURNING OFFICER
Dominion Securities Ames limited
FALL STRATEGY REPORT
If you are interested;in this latest reviewbf North/American in-/ 
Vestments please,contact;: :■:■;;;/7.^^^





Ride the bus for 25$ each trip — anyvvhere in the/ 
Victoria RegipnalTn'ansit Sysbm, Oct/ 20, 21/and 22. 
From Sooke to Sidney or all the way ddvvnto\wh^ -^^^ 
only a quarter a ride. Zone fares suspended,. Usual
.transfers/,issued.'/// ./////"',// //////'"//,///:/://7/:/'//////,/////
